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PROJECT
RATING
Simple

lUDBO lead checker KST
- No home or professional
studio should be without one!
FEATURES:
>- Rapidly and clearly identifies
connections on most audio cables
Will test very long cables
Clear led readout
m
PROJECT
Robust design
1
RATING t?
AvefB^o.
(DEAL FOR;
>■-, PA/Scmnd engineers
Gigging bands
m
Fault diagnosis
Kit jncimles ail componems, PCB, fixing hardware,1
case, front panel label and full instructions.

NATIONAL II On TRY
PR IDICTI 'W KBT

FEATURES
ideal beginners project
>- Simple to use - one switch operation
Automatic switch off saves batteries
•>- Full source code svaiiabie

i invtiiunfiT
firllen*

APPLICATIONS
Use to choose your lottery nurr jersl
>- Excellent introduction to
rmcrocontroliers
>»• Use in other games
Kit includes all components. PCB, fixin
hsrdvrare and full instniciions. Tito
batteries are required (not suppli

AUDiO.LEAD CHECKER KITTJU26D £19.99
Consfnrciion details: ,'Audi6 Lead Chec|fer. ljeafIdtXZ20W.»jp
■Issue 114 /'Jdhe 1997 Electronius a Beyorid XOlAQ'Fa 25

NATIONAIIJOTTERY PRETHCTOR KITPJU61R £9,99
Constracl/pn details: Naliottal l ottery Predlctbr Leaflet )C746A 50p
-Tssue.'t2p / 6ecember l997 Electfonics &.beyond X026w £9:b5

MEIODV GENERATOR KIT
iS®L©U[FJ f NCOmER KIT
PROJECT
RATING o

FEATURES
>- ideal beginners project
>• Safe, taw voltage operation
>- Low current giving long
battery life
>- Directly drives speakers
(included) or piejo sounders
>- Large range of melodies
supported (15 available)

FEATURES
>- PAL and NTSC compatible
>- TTL compatible inputs
64 colour palette
>• Composite video and UHF
outputs
>»• Analogue or digital RGB
inputs
>•• Optional S-vIdeo output

<-■
t

APPLICATIONS
>► Colour bar generation
>- RGB to composite and
UHF conversion
>- Computer displays
Kit includes all cpmpononts, PCB. Modulator, hardrate to connect the Maplin
Colour"Bar Generator tISOE and full instructions. A +i2V DC @ 3D0mA, regulatE-d
supply is required (not supplied).

APPU CATIONS
>•• Children's toys
>- Teactiing nursery rhymes
>- Turn ordinary cards and
gifts into novel presents
Kit includes all componeflls, PCB,
speaker, connecting wire and full
instructions. One or two 1.3V batteries
are retprlred (not supplied).

PA) COLOUR ENCODER KTf UJ74R £2499
Consfnrctfpn details .PAL colour Bicoder Uandt XZAlUiSOp
'issue lis / July 1997 Electrortfds & oSyonS-XbJ5R

MatHJV,GENERATOR KIT:
Ui§6W lorklon BrWgt)
tUBT Old McDopnW
tUea'lovc Mo Tender
t070 Jlnglo Betl:
LU76 l?-0.-iyc of Cbrfetmns '(1)77 Vtou AreTiiy Sunshine
Uret'iTWtnkle hyinkle
UJfMfdUke Toteaqh"
IU91 Wnni/iy; tone
lllS)2 Wedding March
Alt at £4 99
Consln/clfnn tfejgffs. Melody QGneralor Leaiiet XZ47B 50p
Issue 120'December 1997'Electronics &.beyond:XD2QW £2.65

UjfMb Happy BirtltOoy
UJ68 Oreonslerivos
t075 Mcny Chdstrnps
UlSO.) Just Called
UJ90 Wliltd Chnsinms

These kils'are:
>■ Supplied with htgh-tjuafity fibre-glass PCBs - pre-tinned, vrith printed
legend and solder resist
, >- Supplied with comprehensive instructions and a constructors' guide
>- Covered by the Maplin Get-You-Working Service and 12-monlh warranty
lets do not Include tools or test epuipmen!- Kits rriBy requfie additional cdritponents or
i products, depending(>n application, piease refer to construction deaiis or contact the
) Maplin Technical Support Helpline (Tel: 01702 556001) if m doubt

PROJECT
RATING^*
Avsrsgo

■«iQ)ER NOW'
Tel: 01702 554000, Fax; 01702 554001, E-mail: Sales@mapUn.CQ.uk
Or write to Maplin Electronics, RO. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8UJ
Or Tel: 01702 554002 for details of your nearest Maplin or Monde store,
Piease quote Priority Reference Code MAO44 When ordering.

1

(Tier £30,00 inc VftT goods ara
fres of hsikBng charges, A small
of £2.93 inc VATis applied to /AAapun
oidera less than £30.00 inc VAT. M itenB
Internet Web Site;
subject In avraabSly. All prices are
httpt'i'wnwjiiapfln.cojtk
ot VAT aid are subject fa chanj^. EelflE
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Getting Audio onto CDs
Change your old analogue LPs to
digital via your computer with this
CDR lecQitiar system.

30

Circuit Maker
Cable core identification becomes s
doddle when you build this project.

4a

Touch Hybrid Relay Board
Add relay output control to your touch
hybrid security system.

m
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32

38

Getting on the Internet
Mark Brighton tries to persuade you, if
you haven't done so already, to get
online to the World Wide Web!
Cold Fusion Update
Douglas ClarRson looks into rriuon
catalysed fusion and the RIKEN
experiment at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory.
What's in a Name?
In Part 11 of this series. Greg Grant
investigates piezoelectricity and the
use of crystals in electronics.
Pick a Pocket
Keith Brindley reviews the latest in
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs).
The Latest in Printing
Technology
Reg Miles details the ongoing
evolution in primer design.
Technology In the Mountains
Rob Spetring puts some Maplin products^
to the ultimate endurance test, taking
them up die Peruvian Andes!

Editorial
Edllof Paul FfeemanfSrof
Technical Auth or Maurice;Huni
Editorial Assistant Ljirda Harijy
Hews Edilot
Technical (KustraUon Sst Snuaie des£ns
Production
Design Le, o'ji Artist Kateri Hanis
Photography Uhrafian Ttac/S ttsnn
Published by i.laplln Electrontos pic..
RO Bet 777,
&sei.'SS5 5U)■T=i !<)17Q2) 554153.
Fac '<017(® SgMQL.
Ufhographlc Reprodocllon by
PlflnagropWc Studios,
IS Sirfat Roaa, Bfoox RnaB ind. EStats-,
Baiteign. Esser SS6 7W..
Printed by Millennium Web Offset pic-, Pencyn, CcrrsU, TRIO SCP
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Information Economy
In the concluding part of this series,
Stephen Waddington discussesthg
phenomenon of fraormation overload.
Radio Communications
Review
Harry Watkins kicks off a new series
on radio equipment, by tuning into
aerials, preamplifiers and filters.
Communicating
Through Water
Part 2 of George Pickworth's article
on pre-Hertzian wireless signal
transmission describes the lake
effect and polarisation.
Security Electronics Systems
In Part 4 of his series, Ray Marston
looks at practical visible-light
optoelectronic security circuits.
New Products
A selection of items from Maplin's
New Year cdilection.
Software Hints and Tips
Ruth Hewer shows you some
useful computing shortcuts in this
new series.

ReguBars
2
5
6
31
41
S8
60
61
54
71
76
79
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Back Issues
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Comment
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Can you imagine our world where information is
being thrown at you in all directions. At present
we have junk mail through the post, unsolicited
phone and fax calls, junk E-mail, freebie newspapers
and the roadside is littered with advertising boards
and hand-outs. And still to come: Active advertising
on your supermarket trolley, advertising on the floors,
ceilings, water and in the air - not forgetting through
audio and video without the conscious mind realising
It. There will be many others ! expect but are we
prepared for this? I mention It because our article by
Stephen Waddington looks at just one aspect of this,
'information overload' namely the Internet.
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Congratulations
Your luck is in Mr M T Ford of Evesham,
Worcestershire, you have won the Fluke Scopemeter
123 competition. We had great difficulty feeling
amongst the hundreds and hundreds of applications
to produce one winner but your name was picked out
of the hat. We hope you will get lots of useful
measurements from this wonderful bit of kit from
Fluke. The answer was of course (c) Connect and
View. Our thanks go out to all the other applicants for
taking an interest in the competition (probably our
most successful yet) and keep reading you never
know what we have to give away next!
Paul Freeman-Sear, Publishing Manager
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Ugh1*; Source
The realisation that motnic gas clusters could serve as pan of a sort
of 'light bulb' that emits extreme uitranolet (HUV) light when, iaserheated has inspired a recently patented invention at Sandia National
lalioracories. This light source is enabling.the research and
development ofEUV lithography to pattern faster, more memorydense microchips.
Until, this invention, synchrQiron radiation was the most
technically mature aitemathre for creating EUV light for research
lithography systems. Advantages of creating EU\' ilghc from laserheated clusters of xenon gas are .dial ihe F.UV tight thai can be
gathered and used is potentially brighter than that from a
synchroiron - which sprays radiation out in a pinwheei pattern and the light source takes less space.
In theSandia invention, a small jet of xenon gas is cooled to
temperatures within a few degrees of absolute zero by supersonic
expansion into a vacuum. Xenon clusters, in which thousands of
atoms are held together by weakly attractive Van derVSiais forces,
form at these lav.' temperatures. The xenon dusters are heated to
about 500.000 Kelvin with pulses of laser light, becoming a plasma.
The plasma re-radiates some of this energy, pradudng EUV light in
the process.
For funher details, check: www. sandia. gov.
Contact; Sandia National Laboratories, Tel: -fl 510 294 2932.
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HiMedia Processor
Enabling New Generation
of Consumer
Tfears of basic research at
Philips' labs is finally paying off
with shipments of a new
generation of programmable
devices. The "EiMedia processor
lias been specifically designed
to handle the. heavy processing
demands of high quality video,
sound and communicadohs. As

Intel Announces
New Class of Flash
Memory Products
Nine years of flash memoiy
industry leadership and over
400 million units shipped
have culminated for Intel
Corporation in a technology
that will haw a revolutionary
impact on the flash memory
market segment. Intel today
announced a new class of flash
memory products, called Intel
StrataRash memory. The Intel
StrataFlash memoiy family of
products stores multiple bits of
information in each cell and
can be used in classic as well
as emerging applications, .
Speaking to Electmnics and
Beyond, Gordon Moore, Intel's
chairman said, Two bits In the
space of one starts a new
direction in memory technology.
This will lead the way to lower
cost and open up new
applications".
For further details,
check; www.iniel .com.
Contact: Intel,
Tei: (01734) 403000.

if fiflPBL
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Products
complexns a Pentium, it can be
used as a stand-alone processor
in consumer appliances or as a
co-processor in a PC.
For further details, check:
WnW.seii conductors.phlllfps.co-!.
Cpncaa:
Phillips Semiconductors,
Tel: +31-.40 272 20 91.
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Modular Options Add PC Card

PortableAdd-oas lias announced
56k-bps, GSM andlSOX modular
opu'ons to its FreeSpidt range of
PC Cards.'Users will be able to
add additional functionality to
their existing FreeSpiric card by
purchasing the relevant upgrade
pack. 'The 56k-bps. GSM and
ISDN are priced .1369, £125 and
£149, respectively
For funher derails, check:
wmw.portab!e.co•uk.
Almost by a process of
technological osmosis, an
increasing percentage of rhe
human race are gradually
becoming cyborg, claims
Professor Peter Cochnme, head
of research at BT laboratories.
'Around 20% of the functional
parts of a human body can
already be replaced. This
Includes the knee, hip, ankle and
elbow jQints,ariificial hearts,
ears, and skin, and shortly we
will have; lungs, liter, pancreas
and other vital organs as well
There are also now well over half
of a million people walking
arocmd with electronics
embedded inside them in die
form of pacemakers and so on",
added Professor Cochrane.
With this in mind and the fact

<V
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ContacirFortablc Add-ons,
Tel: (01483) 241333.
that many people now carry
pagers, calculators, mobile
phones and health monitora,
researchers ar BT Lalxiratories
are now working 6n the "BT
Wired Man' - a study of the
potential for combined
communications to both
the outside and inside of a
human being,
Among the items teing
examined are pacemakers,
electronic pain relief modules
for the spine and knee, plus an
anti-epilepsy unit that
simultaneously fires pulses into
the left and right hand lobes of
the brain.
For further details, check;
www. T abs.bt.com/index.htm.
Contact: BT Laboratories,
Tel: (01743) 64/445.
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Biological
Sensor Enables
E^coli Testin
Researchers at Texas
Instruments have a biological
sensor that could measure
levels of E-coli bacteria In beef
and monitor water quality
substances In real time.
PotenUal applications for the
biosensor technology Include
miniature sensor systems for
remote environmental
monitaring such ss water quality
control, food and beverage
process control, diagnostic
testing and monitoring of
chemical abuse, chemical and
drug research and mariufscture,
and affordable capable
technology to detect the
presence of pathogens in
poultry or beef.
For further details, check:
wwvr.ti .com.
Contact: Texas Instrument,
Tel; (01784) 215000.
IDT Unveils
200MHz' Processo r
Integrated Device Technology (IDT)
has anraxincedra 200MHz version
of iis 1DT7SRV4700 processorAccording to IOT, the higher speed
will enable designers to employ the
processor in an expanded spectrum
of embedded high-perfermance
appiloaSons indudinglEyera local
arc-a osiwoik (LAN) switches,
ggabit sv.itchss. high-end routsrs,
y.kie area network (WAN) inLertace
(inp cards, colour printers and
Ethernet-to-ATM (Bsynchronous
transfer mode) bridges.
For turther details, check:
www.idt.com.
ContscR IDT,
Tel: (01372) 363339.
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BT Is running two pilot trunk
network links using 16-channel
dense wavelength dMsion
multiplexing (WDM) systems,
moving the company a step
closer to a high capacity alloptical network for the UK.
The two new links between
Belfast and Carilsls, and
Newcastle and Edinburgh, will
be able to move network traffic
at up to 40G-bps - sixteen times
faster than existing long
distance optical fibre systems.
The pilot schemes, which vriil
operate on two of the longest
and busiest routes in the UK,
are expected to enter service as
early as 1998, The technology
will be installed on both direct
and back-up routes between the
locations.
For further details, check;
www.bt.cora.
Contact: BT, TeU (01743) S47445.
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£^4 Million for
Digital Radio Trials
The Radio Authority has
announced details of a
£'/>inlIlion field experiment with
digital radio, designed to
improve, the planning
effectivsness, efficiency for
local services, the first of which
will be advertised next year.
Although digital radio is an
Intrinsically well-proven syisfem,
the Authority wants to increase
the experience available with
low-power networhs and
scenarios, whereby a service
has to cope wftli interference
from other ioca! services
sharing the same frequency.
Contact; Radio Authority,
Tel: (0i7i) 430 2724.

Texas Instrumeois (T1) has
announced a £15ml!ilon
investment to Siipoort applications"
for fiigfi performance-diglal signal
fHocessors (OSFa) at unlversiSes
around the v.orid.
Tne creation of®? DSP Unherslty
Research Fund is tte latest in a
series of actons to widen the
comparr/s lead in digisl signal
jxocessng solufes. it
ccmptements Tl's esiabiishnrent of a
fSQntaifcn t'enture cs^tal firnd eikI
the OjMrtngof a major new resesich
faalte, both suppcsfting future DSP
eppBcations cteeloproent,
UntverSities interested in
submitting sbstrgds to the Tl DSP
Universib,- Resea-i.f! Fund should
begin by tooWng at tesic criteria on
Tl's hisnie page.
For funher details, check:
www.ti.com.
Contact: Texas Instrument.
Tel: (01784) 212000.
European
Consumer Clear
Shelves of
Mac OS 8
More than 200,000 copies of
the new release of the
Macintosh Operating System,
Mac OS 8 were sold across
Europe in the first two weeks
following its launch, confirming
that Apple is still a hey platform
in Europe,
The first (ocaltsed version of
MAC OS 8 was launched In
France during the middle of
September with other countries
following since then. Global
sales of the MAC OS 8 worldwide have reach more than 1-6
million worldwide since its
Introduction in the US at the end
of July.
For further details, check:
www.apple.coia.
Contact: Apple,
Tei: (0181) 569 11S9.

!

Becfcronic Wallet
Goes on Iria!
After neady two years of
development, US-based
Currency SdcntiQc inc. (CS!)
lias announced the compleuon
of the world's first Electronic
Wallet and is invldng pavmenc
industry leaders to evaluate its
advanced technology for use in.
planned pilot tests.
Die Electronic wallet provides
consumers with everything
necessary to perform credit,
debit, cash and identification,
and other finandaJ account
transactions at die point of sale,
at ATA Is or between consumers.
Increasing the security of all
types of monetary transactions,
csr combines sophisticated
Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum communicaiians with
a hybrid ctypto system. Credit
and debit transactions are made
more secure, using cryptographic
signaiuring, thercfay elinunaiing
the exposure of account
numbers to mail dette and
providing proof of transaction.
Additionally, die CS! Electronic
Waller can siQre.electrohic
identification and personal data,
such as drivers' licenses/pass key
entry, insurance accounts,
product preferences and
frequent flyer programs.
For further details, dieck:
wwwemoneywDrid.cons.
Contact; Currency SdeDtific.
■f 17813297799-

Get OoEour for Irsn
A new way of producing colour on small liquid crystal displays (LCDs)
Is being pionesretJ b/ screen manufacturers, MicroDispIay The new
method uses diffraction, veiysimilaptp the way a prism separates,
white- light irito its component'rainbow of cotoure.
MicraDisplay's colour,displays use small diffraction Ratings to
generate a reflective mode "display with saturated colour p'oteis. Much
like miniature prisms, the gratings.diffract rainbow';patterns when
illuminated with White
MicroDisplay designs each grating to drffract'a colour.component
(red;"green, or blue) of the white light towards a particular direction.
Each pixel triad dh the display is composed of sets of specifically
designed gratings to handle.red, green, and blue light components.
The current dominant method of colour production in LCDs
.requires that a mosaic of red, green, and blue gel filters be placed ..
.over each pixel triad.'These filters, while producing effective colour,
reduce the:.amount of light transmitted through the display, causing
the 'display to be dsrker and colours and Trriages less distinct.
For further details, check: www.taicrodfsplay.corn.
Contact: MicroDisplay, Tel: +1 510 243 9515.
frV—rf
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Disk Dimensions Drive Downwards
Western Digtsl claims to be
the first disk drive manufacturer
to announce a low-profile
9-lG-byte, 3-5in. Ultra SCSI
herd drive. Volume production
of the new drive commenced in
October at Western Digtal's
Tubs, Singapore, manufacturing
facility.
For further details, check:
www.wdc.cora.
Contact; Western Digital,
Tel: (01372) 360055.

Philips Brings Answering Machines and Cordless
Phones Under Digital Control
Like many consumer electronics
equipment, telephone answering
machines and cordless phones
now feature digital keypad
control of alt their functions,
including loudspeaker/earpiece
volume, ring-tone volume and
answer response time. Until
now however, designers had to
add a considerable amount of
peripheral circuitry around
conventional telephone tCs in
order to implement these
features.

ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND January 1998

"With the introduction today of
the UBA1707 Telephone Line
Interface !C. Philips
Semiconductors has greatly
simplified the design problem.
This brand new single-chip
sqlutlon not only brings the
analogue fonaions of cordless
phone base stations and
telephone answering machines
under full digital cantrol, it also
includes an on-chip loudspeaker
amplifier, microphone amplifier
and electronic hook control.

For further details, check-,
wrf.sealconductors.ph i U ps.cos.
Contact; Philips,
Tel: -rSl 40 272 20 91.
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The Headphone Amplifier Box
Balanced or unbalanced microphone or line input
to headphone output
Professional portable units operating from an internal PP3
battery or external mains adaptor
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LEARNING COURSES in;
Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electranics
Programfnable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics
* Precision transformerless balanced input * Bridged
headphone output drive * Sensitivity selectable over a wide
range of input levels * Low noise and distortion
* High common mode rejection
* Loop through facility * Extensive RFI protection
The Balance Box (precision mic/line amplifier) — The
Phantom Power Box — The OneStop DIN rail mounting
radio frequency Interference filter and voltage transient
protector for voltage and current loop process signal lines
CoIIford Electronics Cdnford Liphook Hants GU3fl7QW
Infomiadon line 01428 7514(59 Fax 751223
E-mail contact @con fordciee.co.uk
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EASY-PC

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring
For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfieid Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 569767 • Fax 01582 492928
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PART 1
by Mark Brighton
Are You Avoiding the Net?
Have you considered irylng the Internet? If
you have, but are a little unsure how to go
about it or would like to know more about
what you need to buy and fit to your
computer, this series of articles will let you
know exactly what is involved. This will
help you to make each decision along the
way with confidence. Over die next few
months, we will take you through each of
the steps in detail, discussing the choices,
choosing and fining the hardware and
software, configuring your system and
going on line for the first time.
This really is a worthwhile exercise. Far
too many computers sit in the corner of a
room with just a few games and a word
processor installed, but ah Internet
connected computer can lie so much more
than thi<. The Internet gives your family a
w indow Into the world and transforms your
PC into a live evolving world encyclopaedia
and communicator!
You don't have to lie in the least bit
interested in computers to enjoy using the
IniemeL-This takes some getting used to,
especially for those of us who already have
a picture in our mi nds as to what a
,„
computer is all about.
<//
/ f V.
ts cct

Connectivity is the Key
I personally first encountered'home
computers;in die early 19S0s, when a virtual
torrent of new models capable of all sorts of
hew diings were hitting the market at once.
Colour displays, sound and musical effecis
(of a son) and die luxury of a disk drive
(fi'Ain. floppy with a massive 350k-bytes of
storage) made these machines seem very
sophisticated comparer! with the stark, metal
cased utilitarian computers of the decade
before. Computers had become more than
mathematical modelling tools for academics
and started to have a use in the home.
I still have an .Atari 800 computer of 1979
vintage (all robust beige plastic on die.
outside and heavy duty cast aluminium
casings inside) with matching disk drive and
cassette player. Because of a forthcoming
trip to Germany, I even resurrected this
system just the other day to load up a
cassette-based 'Conversational German*
course. Whilst listemhg to the cheerful
burring sound of data gradually streaming
into the computer (occasionally rewinding
and starting pactently again when it all went
wrong), f had time to muse on die fact that
many young PC users are probably not even
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aware thai there was a day not so very long
ago, when home computer buffi could only
get data into (or out of) their 8-bii pride and
joy by connecting it to the *Mic' and 'Ear'
jacks of a common or garden cassette
player. Volume controls then had to be
painstakingly adjusted until the data flowed
smoothly
My own sons were quite astonished that
they would have to wait for ten to fifteen
minutes for a game to load via cassette!
They take their Itard drives, CDROM drives
and the like for granted, not to mention the
dedicated games consoles with their 'instant
play' cartridges.
This isn't ah artide alxiut computing
nostalgia, bur the above serves merely to
illustrate the feet that most of the advances
in computing power are directly related to
improvements and refinements to the
connectivity of those computers. This
applies both to the means by which we get
data into and out of the computer and in
the way the computer communicates with
the real, human world.
Early home computecs were limited to
slow tape-based loading and saving of data,
strictly one file after another, as w ell as very
primitive sound and graphics. Later ones
were fitted with disk drives, allowing
multiple,random file access from anywhere
on die disk widiin seconds. This was an
important factor in the overall evolution of
die computer because it was the medium
diat allowed access to all of the extra data to
fill the extended amounts of memory that
were fitted to later machines.
Extra memory in turn allowed storage and
mauipulauon of die extra data required to
animate more complex colour displays and
to control the new.' dedicated sound
geitenttors with wtrvefoini and envelope
shape control, filtering and so on. The
speed of the machines increased, allowing
die CPU to do all the number crunching
necessary to process all that extra data
smoothly to produce a far more realistic
result in an analogue wodtl.
The development of the hard drive from
the 10 or 20.M-byte capacity found in
computers at the end of die 1980s to the
Gigabytes of storage available today has
played its pan in die greatly increased ability
of the home computer (by now,
predominandy the IBM POsSX compatible
scries) to act as an enienainment and
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reference server for the whole fhmily, as has
the avallnbilit)' of huge multimedia
enqrlopaedias on CDRO.M, but none of
these developments rivals die almost
inunite improvement in connectivity gained
by going on line to die Internet.
Find Out More About
the World Wide Web
If you ace a regular reader of this magazine,
you will have noticed thatwe run a regular
feature on the Internet near the back of
each issue. ©Internet will keep you up to' •
date with the latest luppenings on line, as
well as giving you some idea of the
incredible diversity of sites thatyuu may
visit. No magazine article or hook could
claim to be a truly comprehensive guide to
all that is on die Internet, but there are a
number of books that will be helpful to you
in finding starting points.
The internet huemational Director}'
3997 (Stock Code NQ17T) lists and reviews
over 3.000 sites covering a very wide range
of subjects, or for those of a more joystick
oriented nature, the internet Games
Directory (Order As is'Ql6S) will refer you
to thousands of game related sites, including
news groups and mailing lists. Each of these
books also includes a CDRO.M and tviil help
to ease you through the initial jieriod oh
line. The open-ended structure of the net
can Ire a little confusing until you are
familiar with the. search, fecilities used to
locate sites relevant to your areas of interest.
For more general information about the
Iniemet, two more new books are available
from MapSin; 'Pie Complete idiots Guide to
the internet (Order Code NQfjl R) and How
tire World Wide Web Works (Stock Code
NQ56i.).

For readers with smaller budgets, the
Internet and World Wide Web Explained
(Order Code AN68Y) also provides a good
basic grounding of the subject.
Ai the end of the day though, the slnipte
fact is that, the Web covers every subject
under die sun (and some that rarely see the
light of day). 1c seems that no matter how
specialised someone's hobby or interest is,
they have decided to share it with the worid
via the Internet.

Internet Service
Providers
The first thing.dial you need to tio once ydu
have decided to get yourself connected to
the Internet is to choose a service provider,
i.e., the company to whom you will
subscribe and dial into to make your
Internet connection.
There are two basic types of service
provider. Internet Service Providers, or iSfc.
oEFera dial up Internet connection, usually
for a Bat fee of between about £7 and £10
per month. Demon and llpec (UUNET) are
two of the best known ISPS.
Online Senicc Providers (OSPs) provide,
you with a primary connection to their
network of on.line services, but.also allow
you to access their connection to the
Internet-via a gateway. Gompuserve and
AOL (America On line) are the best known
OSPs. OSPs tend to bill rheir customers
differently, with a monthly minimum cliarge
plus a supplemenr depending how many
hours you spend on line each month over
and above the ume they allow for the basic
charge. Access to the Internet is sometimes
filtered by the host service, with selective
delivery of a proponion of the sites on the
Nee Whilst Internet access is not always as
fast as a conncctiDn via an ISP, subscribers to
on line services do gain from the provision
of a whole set ofspedaiLsed themed
services. You htovvse dicse using spedal
software that makes it very easy to 'point
and click' your way around the system. The
screen shot shown in Photo 1 shows an
example taken from the software provided
by Compuserve.
Some ISPs can also provide software
packages thar make, using the different
aspects of the Internet easier, but you don't
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seamless, and the current version, called
CompuServe 3.0, makes browsing much
more simple, although it still runs a separate
browser for Internet access (novv-'Microsofi
Explorer). E-mail is also offered and
Compuserve are in the process of
convening from the use of long unwieldy
membership numbers to identify' individual
subscriber address to a real naming system,
e.g., john_srmth@coiripuserve.corh.
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not compatible with the Internet. Initially
actually need these packages in order to use
i
they grafted a modified version of Mosaic to i
their systems to gain access to the Net. The
their software package when they introduced i
nature of the direct access ISP contact
points (sometimes called 'Points of
internet hosting, bur this very obviously ran
j
as two differem prngrams.
Presence') allows you to use a standard
;
Internet browser program once you log on
They have continuously changed their
i
(by entering your account details) to the
software to make it more friendlv and
:
providers host machine. Examples of wellknown browsers include Netscape Navigator
and Microsoft Explorer (which is included En
all more recent versions of Windows 95)Now, let's take a look at examples oE these
services a little more closely

Compuserve
Tariff Scheme
Compuserve has traditionally ran a tariff
scheme chaiging a basic mondity charge
that includes up to five hours access per
month, plus extra charges for periods over
the first five hours. In addition to this, the
Codipuserve.service package is' a multi-tier
one. with a base of free (to suhscriliers)
services and a higher tier of premium
services For which a surcharge is levied
vvliilst you ate connected to them. Just to
complicate matters, all charges are made in
US Dollars and are subject to exchange race
fluctuations outside of the US.
At the lime of writing, Coropuserve are
earning out the conversion of their billing
system to a largely flat rate service, initially
in the US and Canada only. The Sal rate
charge Is li5$24.95 per month for unlimited
access, although surcharges will still apply to
some services.
It is always very easy to try Compuserve
out, as they often give away cover CDs
on the PG magazines with a free month's
trial period, trial password information and
free software.
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Compuserve
Compuserve, formed in 1969 when the
Internet did not even exist in its present
form, are die biggest semce provider in die
world. They have put together a package of
on line services (CompuServe Interactive)
tailored to be ho me and office .friendly
avoiding technical jargon and the need for.
specialist software.knowledge wherever
possible. Just prdss a button to access news,
weather, stock market information or a
number of different home- and
leisure-based areas. They run. a number .of'
virtual cl i ib/conference/exh i hi do n sites
(called forums) on altnost.any subject,
similar to Internet Usenet groups, but with
more interactivity and structure presented
intuitively for the ordinary man (or woman)
in the street.
Compuserve lias lieen around for a long
time and as such, they set their own
standaids for software and presentation a
long time ago, well before die advent of
Internet browsers like Mosaic, Explorer,
Navigator and die like. Linfonunaiely in.
some ways, this means that their special
access program, originally called Compuserve
Information Manager (QM or-WinCIM) was
January 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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Compuserve Access
Numbers
Compuserve have recently set up a
Lo-Call 0843 number for nationwide access,
so you no longer need to know where your
local Compuserve node is, of program one
of umpteen local numbers. Access is
currently at speeds up to 33'6kbaud, and may be upgraded to 56khaud in the not-ioodistanr fuuire.
Demon Internet
Demon is one of die best-known Internet
Service Providers, it was founded in 1992
when the Internet and its protocols were
already* fairly well established. They were
able to start out by offering a standaitilsed
package and does not have to face the
equivalent Becamax/VHS type problem chat
early players like Compuserve are still
burdened with. They do not offer themed
browsing areas, forums or a control paiiel
for the Internet in the way that Compuserve
do. but leave you to rely on third party
browser software to access the.search
engines dial already exist on the Internet
(more of those in a later issue).
Having said that, Demon do offer a
software package as an extra option to
subscriliers, which automates and simplifies
the process of connecting to the Internet
and using its different facilities. The
package, called Turnpike, provides an easylb-install solution for many users but can
sometimes cause problems with other
networking software, particularly if a cabled
company network is also in use. It would
seem that Turnpike does replace or modify
some files required by other networking
software.
A standard dial up account with Demon
gives you unlimited access to the Internet. It
allows you to set up your personal e-mail
address and for unlimited mailboxes to be
set up for membere of your family, friends
and so on. Access to newsgroups is
provided, allowing you to view or partidpate
in correspondence on any subject.
Should you fed like setting up your own
Web site. Demon also .give each subscriber
5M-byie of virtual Web space for persona! or
commercial use. These even include two
digital audio channels (RealAudio streams)
to add sound broadcasting facilities to your
site. Note that the Turnpike software
package available from Demon includes the
Web authoring program, HoTMetal light
3.0, from SoftQuad.
Demon Tariff Scheme
Demon charge a one-offset up fee of .912.50
and a monthly unlimited access charge, of
.910. There are no additional charges for
access to any internet site, but the
difference between Demon and an On line
Service provider like Compuserve is that
with Demon you are only (sic) gaining
access to die Internet and not to specific
information or forum services managed by
the service provider.

A

Access Numbers
Demon have long'used wliat they call
Mrtual Points of Presence' (vPaPs), allowing
you. to dial one of a selection of Lo-Call 0345
numbers, depending what speed or line
type you wish to access (analogue. ISDN or
Orange cellular). 33-6k-baud access is now
being provided on one of their aatess
numbers.and they have stated their
intention to provide sufficient modems
"that in the peak 15 minute period, 95;% of
callers obtain a connection within 5
attempts". The best known of the Internet
Service Providers are to some extent
becoming vtoims of their own success.
Membership of Demon has grown in an
almost parabolic curse as the internet has
become part of everyday life and there is no
doubt that there are periods when it is
rather more difficult to get a connection
than one would wish.
Demon have announced recently that
they are in the process of fitting newequipment tltat will allow compatibility with
the coming 5Gk-baud technology standard.
Taking the First Step
I would not ask my readers to believe that •
the above has formed a complete
description of ai) that either of these two
service providers have to offer, but 1 hope
that die information has been
repfesenracive of the different types of
access availabte. This series of articles is

concerned with nursing the beginner
through the sometimes confusing process
of getting on line to die Internet, with stepby-step examples, hut ic will si ill leave you
with some choices to make along the way.
Quire apart from Compuserve and AO I,
who provide their own custom .solution to
Internet access, there arc a growing number
oflSPs all offering a very similar connection
at a variety of different prices. The reader is
advised to read reviews, study the
advertising and ask the recommendations of
anyone they know who is already on the
Net before making their decision.
For thd remainder of this series, we will
use die example of a first tiriie user who has
chosen to open an account widi Demon
Internet, a standard IS!) although the
infotTnation provided will directly apply with
no changes to other ISPs and no.choice as
to a best or most suitable service provider
should be inferred from our example. The
OSPs tend to provide very easy to set up
custom software and take you through the
steps necessary to make a connection in any
case, aldiough the sections about choosing
a modem and Gonfigutiiig your system for
on line access should sdll apply. Next
month's article will look at the hardware
and software necessary to get on line and
help you to choose a modem and Inieniet
browser software, assuming dtroughout Uiut
you have decided not to purchase the
service provider's software package and are
intending to go it alone.
I||dh"ri
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For Windows 3.1. '95 & NT.
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
0GGifonjqs piihciptes 4,0 now nafi an
exrended raricje af fuliy Intaiaaltvr©
-analogue and,digital topics, Ftom
cuirent tlow ond dc citcUiidhtGugi)
swi'chlhg and transistor operoiion to
passrv© and actiye hlleis lagio
begins with simple gales, tivough
blnofy, hex' and octal nurhbei1
conversion, addition arid subtraction
to Boolean algebra. Plus,
micfopiocessor and microcorfipuier
operotiori, registers, oilthmetic and
logic unit, ROM, RAM. AdclrQssing
modes and full instruction set which
can be simulated on the screen. Ail
version 3.0 topics are included within
this program.
Currently used in hundreds of UK and
overseas schools & colleges to
support" GCSE, A-leval, BTEC, City &
Guilds and university foundation
courses. Also NVQ's and GNVQ's
■ where-students are required to have
an understanding of electronics
•principles,
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A compffehensft® Inlfocluclion to ac & dG.cUcuil ineoty. Otim's iav/, voltage,
cunent. Phase angfes, ctiemalirtg yoitagss ond curienls, RCL sertes and parattel
nei'.'.iaks, reactance andlmpedartce, -/-ctive devices - diodes, bj-polat and field
effect tiansfsfois, SCRs. and OP-Amps, logic gates, counters, shift tegtsleis ond
Binary, octai and rvex n umbsr cons'srsions.
There ate nearly lives hundred anatogue ond digital main rapfcs, o!) with My
Interaclive graphics In cdcur. v^th supporting cajcutdfidhs rHal rettect your Lnpurs
otong vflrn note to explain each topic.
o. Alt.jnputs & outputs use electtorfCssyrRbols.
• Hundreds of electronics tormutae avaltobfe far cteul! nvestigatlon..
« Ideal (or students and hebfaytsls who requtred quiet and easy way to gel to
grips vrilh o portfcutat point,
e Explore the subject as the tnieracrivs graphics ore tedravm shov/ing phase
angtes. voHoge and ciinent levels or logic stales for your chosen cdmpohwit
values.
i •1 Generate liard copies of graphics,, text ahd calcutatlbns..
Schools and Colleges.
•A tally interactive 'electtonics textbook' on the screen.
OHP slides ond studefit handouts within minutes.
Multi-user network version cp/ailable.
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Book audio CD standard, and
hence, can be read on the
majority of CO playback
hardware—including Hi-Fi
systems, personal Discman-style
players, computer CD-ROM
drives, LaserDisc players, CDbased videogames (like
PlayStation arid 3DO), in-car CD
players and CD-i systems. liven
an old (drca 19S4) and tarty
Philips CD 104 is able to play
most of my audio CD-Rs
impeccably- The only equipment
that has reputedly succumbed
to compatibility problems is the
first gerieration of DVD players,
most of which didn't make it to
the UK Die Issue doesn't affect
newer generations of DVD
hardware.
Applications of CD-R audio
are eriorhious, making this the
most exciting development in
audio recording for years. If
you're in a band, imagine being
able to send a demo CD instead
of a demo cape. Transcribing
your favourite tape recordings,
or rare and valuable vinyl
records, onto CDs for general
use—what a concept! DJs, In
particular, may find this of value
— some of their records are
espensive-to-obtain 12in.
imports, or special promo
issues. DJ-specific CD players
chat offer a considerable amount
of manipulative flexibility - such
as Pioneer's CDJ-500 and k
SoundLab's dual deck (Maplin
Stock Code FUS6T) - are now
commdnplace in dubs. CDs are
much more jxinable than
records, and are thus proving to
be the format of choice as far as
the mobile DJ is concerned. As
somebody who used to DJ
mi-self Iknowecaalyhaw
gaJIiiig it can be for prized .
reairds to go AWOL
General-purpOie mobile DIs,
who cater forwredding
receptioas and other events, can
assanble compilations of the
Tin. singles that are requested
most fretjucntfo Tivenn'-fnur
three-minute singles can lie
accommodated on a single CDR, This saves on weight iriiponaiii when you're luting
around boxes at 2am on a
Sunday morning—and wear and

Philips CD-RW
drive and disc,
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Martin Pipe describes how you can produce audio CDs
from a variety of sources.
Not so long ago. such a
concept would have
seemed absurd unless
you itsd several'miilions of
pounds to invest in a CD
pressing plant. Bur thanks to the
wonders of CD-Recordable (CDR). making one-off CDs that
contain up to 74 minutes of
audio is not only affordable, but
practical too. A netv breed of
self-contained consumer audio

recorders, ffom the likes of
Pioneer and Pltilips, are
beginning to appear: The most
flexible approach, however,
involves a computer peripheral
— the CD-R writer or 'burner'-that can now be picked tip for
litde more titan the price of an
audiopliite CD pl.-iyer.The blank
discs needed now sell for
around eaclt - although tou
can pick up unbranded discs for

;is little as .&L50 each, in bulk. In
terms of computer, you'll need a
PC equipped with at least a
4S6DX2/66 processor, or a
68040 (or filter) Ixised Mac. A
gigabyte or so of spare hard disk
space, for dtestonige of
temporary audio files and'or
disk images, is also
recommended.
The discs tliat you create
conform to the original Red
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DJ CD ptayar (Stock Coda FU86T).
tear on the records themselves.
The 'man in the street' etui also
produce compilations of
firrourite CD cracks - with sound
qirafity miles above that of die
finest cassette decks. There are
also business applications for
CD-R audio—many companies
use a CD plater hooked up into
their call-waiting systems. With
CD-R, you can produce your
own call-holding music,
complete with announcements
that give details of special offers
and othef news announcenteius.
It Is possible to copy CD tracks
digitally, saving diem to your
hard disk first as a digital audio
file (.WAV for PCs, -AIFR in the.
Mac world). There is hence ho
perceptible loss of quality
whatsoever. Vouf CD-ROM drive
mast, however, supporr digital
audio extraction - and that
generally ineaas a SCSI CD-ROM
drh-e. That said, some MS-DOS
extraction utilities have been
written spedficaliy for some nonSCSI drives, such as the old dualspeed Panasonic CR-562. These
can be found on the Internet try entering the drive's model
number into a search, engine,
like AltaVista
(http://Wri.al tavista.digital .cm).
This isn't an issue for Mac users,
since the adoption of SCSI for
peripheral ihiercQiinections is
near-unlversaL All is not lost for
PC users,'however. If your CD-R
unit is SCSI-interconnected, then
this can iae used to extract the
audio files for temporary storage
on your hard disk.
To make recordings from
analogue sources, such as rapes,
vinyl and the analogue outputs
of digital audio equipment, you
will need a sound can! in your
computer to digitise the audio,
and store it on your hard disk as
a i6-bit stereo'PHkHz-sannpted
(Le., CD-quality) file. The vast
majority of PCs sold for domestic
multimedia applications include
a sound-card, while all Apple
Mac. Iiave an audio input as
standard Some PC sound-cards,
such as the 400 Turtle Beach
Mtiltisound Fiji, have a SPDIF
coaxial digital input. Tlimugh
this/programme material
sourced from digital recording
formats (such as DCC, MimDisc
and DAT) and broadcasis (DAB,

Phono to S-Smm tead
(Stock Code KQ12N).

Goodmans Mini Turntable
(Stock Cede KS26D).
when it finally gets going) can be
saved to hard disk, and from
diere, transferred to CD without
he need for intermediate
analogue conversion stages,
giving jXJienrially-better sound
quality. End-to-end digital live
recordings are thus passible even for consumers and fledgling
bands! More on this next month.
Just about all CD burners are
supplied with mastering software
that allows captured sound files
to be converted into Red Bookcompliant CD audio tracks.
Before burning the CD, you can
apply various effects (such as
trimming, noise ,reduction and
Siding) to your audio captures
using.an audio editing program.
As far as the PC is concerned, die
best such programs include
GoldWave and CoolEdit 96, Ixuli
of which .are available as
shareware on computer
magazine covemiounted
CD-ROMs and die Internet (try
http://www.shareware.com).
The commercial package EasyCD
Creator from Adaptec, which will
ise detailed next month, includes
some surprisingly effective filters
specifically for cleaning up hissy
tapes and scratchy IPs, More
vinyl-related Issues are discussed
at the end of this arocle.
A Bit About Data
CD-R was originally introduced
as a system of producing test
pressing data CDs. The first CD-R
mastering equipment, which
sold In 1993 for tens of
thousands of pounds, was
enthusiasticaliy embraced by the
video gameindastries and
software developers—Le.,
companies rich enough to afford
the damned things. Now-. CD-R
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burners, capable of much better
performance and small enough
to fit into a computer's halfheight 5-25in. drive bay, can be
picked up for around £300. Most
hook up to a SCSI port, although
some connect via the IDE
interface tliat's rather more
common, at least, as far as IBMcampatible.PCs ace concerned. If
you opt for a SCSI model for
your PC, don't forget to budget
for a host adaptor if your
machine doesn't already indude.
one for die hard disk. Decent PCI
SCSI-2 models start at £100 or so.
The Adaptec 2920 (Stock Code
CF.40T) is a good SCSI-2 card for
PCs with a spare PCI slot.
Unlike the first burners, which
were strictly single-speed only,
the models you can buy today
are capable of writing at multiple
speeds. Double-speed is very
common, while more expensive
models tend to write at -fx
speed. The HP 6020i, available
from Maplin (Stock Code IR97F)
is a quad speed SCSI-2
intcrfaceable writer that sells for
less than £3001 If you're on a
budget, then it's worth noting
that many vendors offer die.
excellent double-speed Philips
0)02600, which also spans a
SCSI-2 interface, for less than
£200, The latest high-end models
will write at 6x speed - in other
words, writing die disc will take a
sixth of die time needed to write
a disc at single speed. Of course,
CD-R equipment will also read
conventional audio and data
CDs. That said, it's worth
hanging onto your conventional
CD-ROM drive, particularfyif
you're making audio
compilations from CDs, WIm's
more, CD-R drives tenti to be'
rather slow (this is because the

complex laser assemblies that
they employ are rather heavy).
While 24 X CD-ROM drives are
commonplace, "the fastest CD-R
drives currently available will
only read at .six-speed.
When used for data (Yellow
Book),the capadty of a CD-R
disc - known as a WORM (Write
Once, Read Many times)
medium because the contents of
die disc can't be altered once it
lias been written and closed - is
650.M-byie.,Data applicadpns of
CD-R include back-up and
archiving: even if you buy a drive
primarily for producing audio
CDs, there's no reason why you
can't also use die peripheral for
this emineridy sensible task. Ask
yourself how long it would take
to reconstrucryour data if it was
lost, through a virus infection of
hard disk crash! Transfer of data
between machines is ahodter
important use; just about every
rcceht.PC has a CD-ROM drive,
while those with Zip, Jaz or tape
drives built in tend to be
relatively few in number. In
addition, there is a variety of tape
formats —DAT, QIC, Travan and
DLT - and compression formats;
just because your PC has access
to a tape drive, it doesn't
guarantee that the one available
to your far-away colleague will be
able to read your niedia.
This particular issue of
E/eciroirics and Beyond is
transferred via CD-R to the
phototypesetting agency (the
compajDythatproduces the final
output films for the printer).
Once the phoiorypeserter has
finished with them, they're
returned to the Maplin editorial.
office and retained for archive
purposes. Until affordable CD-R
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View inside the preamp.
burs: onio die sceaie, Maplin
used to employ a cemovaWe
hard disk sistem known as
S\•quest—which is rather fragile
and, acS&M-byte, limited in
storage capacity by modem
standards. A significant argument
in favour of CD-R's use as an
archiving medium is that the
lifetime of the media is said to be
around 50 years. By this time,
die information - whether audio
or data—would have been
tnansferred to anodier, rnore.
capadous, format—assuming,
that it still has any relevance at
that dare!
The CD mastering programs
that ship with CD-R hardware,
such as Adaptec's Easy CD Pro
95 software suite, allow you to
select and copy certain files from
die liard disk, generally using a
familiar drag and drop user
interfhce. For cross-piaifomi
readability of the disc, the
iS09660 file format should be
used. Unfortunardy, ISO9660
only supports 8-3 DOS-type
filenames. An alternative for
Windows 95 users is the popular
Micmsoft-creattt! Jolier, which
allows Jang filenames. If the disc
fe to be read only by Macs,
consider writing the disc in die
Mac-specific HFS (Hierardiical
Filing System).
Support for HFS is foufid hardly surprisingly - nearly
exclusively in Alac, mastering
software, such as Asranefnow
Adaptec) latst. M modem CD-R
burning software is able 10
handle die track-by-track
assembly of audio discs, to Red
Book standards. The option to
create nilsed mode discs, vvJiidi
contain audio tracks (playal)le on
CD-ROMs and audio equipment)
as well as a data track (readable
ron the computer) Is a feature. Is
usually also offered. Some
packages can even handle the
Wliite Book sraridaid - with this,
you can create WfeoCDs from
A1PEG-1 video files.
N'est mahtlt, I slal! describe
not onh' how vou can make

The assembled preamp.
VidcoCOs, but also howMPEG
layer 3 (MP3) audio encoding—a
system often used in broadcast
studio links, since it is capable of
CD-quality audio-strcaming over
ISDN lines—can be used to cnun
lots of music onto a disc.
Unfominatelyv you'll need a CDROM equipped PC to play them
on, since die tracks are stored on
data-mode discs as conventional
(e,g., 1SO9660) files. Some MPEG
audio does have its advantages —
a CD quality music track tltat
would noniially ocmpy 40.M-b>tc
as a .WAV Die can be squeezed
down to 5-M-byte is a JMP3 file and is heace.an ideal system for
providing hours of uninterrupted
music while you work. All of the
tools needed - a \VAV-to-MP3
converter, and a MP3 player
application - can te Found as
shareware or freeware on lite
Ihtemer: MP3 audio also has:
signifiemt beiefits for multimedia
CD programmets fiiced with the
task of oaniming lots of
infbrmatioa onto a single disc
A recent development in CD
data standards is Universal Disk
format (orUDFj, which is likcly
to Ire supported by ftiture
operating systems, UDF, which is
cutrenriy only available tlimugh
special software supplied with
CD burners (qpiically Adaptec's
DirectCD), suppons long
filenames, and makes better use
of the disk's capacity titan older
fbrmais such as ISO9660.
Through a technique known as
packet writing, and an improved
directory structure, UDF is able
to support non-wasteful one-ar-a-

Philips conaumor CD roenrder.

time file writing. /Vlthough UDF is
incdmparible with ISO9660, it is
jKissibie to dose CD-R (by
writing a table of contents -TOC
— to it) so diat, it can ite read by
conventional CD-ROM drives.
UDF comes into its own with a
new format, known as CD
Rewritable or CD-RW
Rewrrtable CDs
Equipment able to handle botli
CD-R and CD-RW is now
becoming popular. As its name
suggests, CD-RW allows you to
re-use the disk - it is hence better
suited than CD-R to back-up
applications and the tninsferof
information between machines.
Although the first such drives
required you to re-format the
disk before new information
could be added — unlike Doppy
or hard disks, for example—the
more recent models (or older
ones that have had a firmware
upgrade - typically available from
the equipment manufacturer's
Web site) allow you 10 selectively
ddete a'file and fill its space with
another, thanks to a feature
known as 'random erase'.
Philips lias recently released a
domestic Hi-H component, the
500 CDR-S7(). that will record
analogue or digital audio sources
onto CD-Rs or CD-RWdiscs.
Unfortunaiely. you have to wijK
the CD-RW completely; k
doesn't (unlike Sony's MiniDisc)
liat'e random erase, and hence,
you can'i change one song diat
you're tired with. Philips reckon
that most people will re-record

dte complete disc in one go, like
they are used to with cassette
tape. However, CD-RW is very
unlikely to be seen as a
replacement for the almoscuniversa! cassette for some lime.
This is because die format's
most significant disadvantage is
its Incompatibility with the
existing base of CD equipment —
can you imagine somebody
replacing all of the cassette
players around die house with
machines capable of playing hack
a new superdupcr type of
cassette? The suriace reflectivity
of the CD-RW media's coaling upon which die data is written is very low at 15% to 2596
(against CD-R's 40 to 6555, and
CD's 7055): hence, there Is
insuffident radiation transmitted
back to die CD mechanism's
optical pickup. Fortunately, die
audio and data CD equipment
now being manufactured—
known as 'muiti-rtad' - will play
CD-RW discs. CD-RW hasn't
taken off quite as expected many are waiting for DVT)
rewritable formats, which offer
much higher capacities.
How It All Works
Akhough there is broad
compatibility between
conventional CD/CD-ROM and
CD-R, the two systems are like
chalk and cheese in terms of
media. Conventional CDs are
mass-produced ('stamped') from
an injection mould that carries
the negative image of a precision
glass master disc Molten
polycaibonate is'forced into the
injection mould, forming,die
microscopic data-carrying pits.
The information surface Is then
coated with a very thin layer of
aluminium to provide a reflective
surface. A final coating of lacquer
is then applied 10 protect the
disc During playback, a !owpower laser is used to read back
the data. During playback, the •
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Figure 2.
Preamplifier
construction.
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infa-rcd radiation Irom the CD
player's laser is reflected from
the unpitied atests (L-mtb) to rhc
oprica! sensor, and scattered by
the pits. The changes in level are
used to regenerate the
darastream's Sl!s and 'O's (which
are arranged as frames, .eachconsisting of data,
synchronisation, control and
error cotrecdon information).
The master CD production

process 1ms much in common
with the way in which CD-Rs are
writteft. A recoiding layer,
consisting of a green orsjtnic dye,
is emltedded in the CD-R.: A spiral
of pits is burnt into this by the.
recorder's fast-switdiing laser.
Wlten thlsrelatively high-powered
bser (4 to iimW; is pulsed on,
the dye is molten, exposing a
second reflective gold layer that
does lite same job as a niass-
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produced CD's aluminium
coating. These reffective pits cany
die tlata, and can be read by
regulir CD playback equipment
Out of interest, writing is quite a
complex pmc&s. Tlie pulse
initially is initially at a high power
level to produce the required
heating of the die. The power Is
then reduced to a level that is
suffident to maintain the dye
lemixriiture at a desired level.

CD-RW (luscs, which tend to be
a muddy brown ifi colour, are
rather djffcrenr. They don't use
the gold layer to provide the
reflecuvuy required during read
opetatioas. The recoitling layer
of CD-RW discs is an alloy of
silver, indium, antimony and
tellurium. It can be in two states
or phases—hence the term
'phase change' that's often use to
describe the technology tltat
underpins CD-RW This property
is entirely responsible for the .
format's rewritable nature. In its
origihal state, the alloy has a
poiycrvsiadine structure. When
heated by the laser to create the
pits, the alloy goes into an
amorphous (non-crystalline) state
that has a much lower .reflectivity
than the unwritten crystalline
areas. It is tltis difference in
reflectivity between the two
states dtat forms the basis of
subsequent reading operations.
To erase a CD-RW disc, an
annealing process is used. The
layer is heated to a temperature
of around 2C0C. In random
erase CD-RW equipment, the
write and erase procedures arc
combined "on the fly'.
Both CD-RW and CD-R discs
have a spiral track or 'prcgroove',
which is pte-formed during
manufacture. This servo track
ensures that the recorder follows
the same spiral pattem as a
conventional CD, and has the
same width of 06pm and pitch of
l -6pm. lt is this spiral onto which
the data is written. The servo
Information, which is provided
by a 22-05kHz modulation of tills
track, is used to accurately
control the burner's disc rotation
speed. These steps are necessary
to ensure the required levels of
accuracy from cheap domestic
equipment. If there was no
pregroove system employed, a
hyper-precision computer
controlled lathe would be
required to write the,discs - at
an impractical cost of hundreds
of thousands of pounds. These
room-fil ling pieces of hardware
are, however, used in the
production of comntenial CD
glass masters, and indeed, the
injection moulds for blank uscrwrirable discs.
CDs, unlike LP records, are
written from the centre of the
disc outwards. On conventional
CDs, die first track coasists of
die Tihle of Contents (TOC),
which contains the track
numbers of the recorded titles
and their respective start and
stop points (hut of interest,
commerdal mass-produced data
CDs have only one track). CO-Rs
and CD-RWs have an additional
track before the TOC track,
which is known as the Program
Calibration Area (PCA). This Is
used by burners to calibrate the
required laser energy - wltich

preamps are also likely to ampiify
all of die digital hash Roating
around your computer, resulting
in horrible vvliining noises that
spoil your recordings.
Many Hi-Fi sysiems and
amplifiers have a tape output,
where the boosted and equalised
phono signal can be found. This
otuput can be hooked up to the
sound card's Jineinput, using a
phono-to-stereo frSriim adaptor
lead (such as Maplin's KQGM). If
you no longer have a turntable,
but want to transcribe an old
record cofiection that you might
still have, or take advantage of
die vinyl bargains that often crop
up at boot sales, a unique and
cast-effective product worthy of
consideration is the Goodmans
Mini. Turntable (Stock Code
KS26D). This produa, wlilch was
entliusiastiodly reviewed by the
Hi-Fi press, has a built-in prcamp
to boost and equalise the tiny
signal from its magnetic cartridge.
A turntable worth considering
by DJ types is the SoundLab DIP3R (Stock Code BE59P). This
quartz-locked direa-cirive deck is
closely styled on die industrystandard Technics SL1200. but is
rather more afibidahle. It
features quick start, and a slider
tint affords SSI of pitch control
adjustment. With a Stancon 500
cartridge, it's capable of'doing
the business" with dance records.
The ability to vary the pitch is
also useful if you want to '
maximise the CD-R's 74 minute
disc capacity: That said, audio
editing programs offer timcstretching and time<ompress\on
futilities to do the same job.
Sudi processes are undertaken
off-line, and can take several
minutes, depending on die
length of the track and the speed
of your computer.
If you want a deck capable of
working at 78cpm, arid hence
capable of transcribing old
shellac discs, your best option is
to examine the second-hand
market. Agood deck tbr this

Figure 3. Sox
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can differ from <!isc io dise, and
from dav to day as different
ambient conditions are
encountered — by carrying out a
brief trial recording.
Some CD-R and CD-RW discs,
'designed for use with selfcontained audio recorders, also
have a unique identification bit
written ar some.point in tire leadin.. Discs, intended for use with
computer peripheral drives don't
have this bit, and caonoi be used
with such equipment, if the
machine can't detect the bit, it
will spit die disc out if you try
recording to it. Blank audio-only
discs, are—surprise, surprise somewhat mpte expensive than
their general-purpose
counter)ians, because extra
duties are apparendy paid on
them. Oh yes, and we wouldn't
want the pridng of blank CDs to
make piracy seem attractive,
would we? They're optimised for
single-speed writing (such as
real-time recording from radio)
and have extra space for the
extra copyright-protection
features that are only built into
audio recorders.
Thcse include the RID
(Recorder Unique Identiiier), a
97-bit code that is written every
100 frarhes. The code identifies
die brand of equipment, mode!
itnd even serial number. As a
result, die copyright enforcers
can track down the exact piece of
liardware upon which a particular
. _ disc was made.. Audio recorders
' also support SCMS (Serial
Copyright Management System),
an established system designed
to prevent die production of
niiiitiple-generauon digital .copies
of a copyright-protected original.
Tbu can make one digital copy -

and that s it.
5C.MS consists of a copy bit
that is placed every 75 frames on
a copyrighted recording. On
copyrighted discs (and all
rccotriings made from analogue
sources using audio CD
recorders), tiris bit is
continuously on. On a copyrightfree disc, the SCMS bit is
continuously off In a firstgeneration copy, the SCMS bit is
toggled between ton and off
every 5 frames. A SGMScompliant recorder refuses to
record from its digital input;if it
detects this toggiing hit, and
hence saiond-generaiion digiuil
copies cannot tie'marie. All of
this only affects audio CD
recotdets, which are aimed
squarely at the consumer. If
somebody despenttely wanted to
make iliegal copies ofa. valuable
copyrighted work, they could
use a computer equipjied with a
CD-R drive, a system that
incorjxmites none of these
protective measures.
More Vinyl Issues
For die best results with
analogue sources, you should
employ the stereo line input of
your sound cardAIac.
Unfortunately; this means that
oniy tape, tuner or other line
level sources can provide
material unless extra hdp Is
brought in. The only pick-up
canridges.wiih decent enough
fidelity forvinyi-to-GD mastering
are.magnetic, or— if you're into
audiopbile esorerict - movingctoil tvpes. High-outptrr moving
coil, and the vast nia|ority of
magnetic cartridges, produce a
minute output.in the order of
2fri\r which is simply too small to

drive, the sound card directly:
The problem is even w orse with
the highest-quality moving coil
cartridge;., which might only
deliver an output of OTroV
Although it would be possible
to connect a turntable's signal
pucputs directly to the low-level
microphone input that's often
buik in, diere. are distinct
disadvantages. Firstly soundcard
microphone inpuLs are mono.
Secondly the sound quality is
unlikely to be up to scratch. The
equalisation applied to the
microphone input is fiat-with
records, it needs to follow the
RIAA curve (this boosts bass
frequencies and reduces die
treble ones, to counter the pceemphasis that has to appiied
during the mastering stage to
keep groove dimensions
practical!) A tinny sound is not all
you'd get from your microphone
input, though. High-gain tiiic
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application is the Goldring
GI.75. a massive construction
that is no srrangc-r to car boot
sales. The GL75 is continuously
tariable in speed from under
16tpm to ovcrTSrpm. Kote that
the deck's can ridge will need to
be equipped with a styitis
capable of tracking 78rpm discs
— sftecialist Hi-Fi dealers are the
best people to consult an such
msuers. Note dfitt used
equipment purchases aren't
relegated to those with a shellac
fetish - a second-hand deck is
.also worth considering If you're
on a limited budget.
Preamplifier
if your Hi-H system doesn't liave
a phono input, then inu'il need
a prcanip. Constructing one
isn't tlilFicuk, ami we present a
design—capable of working
with magnetic can ridges - for
you here, liven if you have no
intention of getting into audio
CD mastering, this preamp will
add a phono input to your shiny
new midi system, making it
compatible with die sounds of
yesteryear-delivered via the,
format of yesteryear! Just build it
up —a two-hour job - connect it
to a spare auxiliary input, pltig in
die turntable and go! lb keep
things simple, the design uses
two Maplin EQ2S preamplifier

modules — one for each channel.
These self-contained cwoicahsistor circuits are,
dependent on configuraxion,
capable of ojienmng in three
equalisation curves—Sat (Le.. •
microphone), RIM (magnetic
phono canridge) or NAB (cape
head). Altiiough it's not
implemented here, a threeposition switdi could be
incorporated to select the
desired curve — in diis case,
though, we've hardwired both
preamplifiers for R1AA. Note dial
the 1;Q2S, in microphone mode,
is coasiderahly quieter than a
qpital soundcatil's microphone
pre-atnplifier.
Each module only draws
about 3 rnA at 9V during
oi3«3uon; as a result, an alkaline
PP3 banety (which has a
rapacity of around 5Q0mAh) will
proiide many hoots of
continuous oiieration. The two
preamplifier modules are built
into an aluminium case, in order
to prevent pick-up of noise.
Note that the solder side of each
circuit Ixard faces upwards to
simplify wiring. For. ease of
replacement, the.PPS battery is
held in a snap-shut holder.
Internal signal connections are
made with screened cable,
earthed at the preamplifier
module-end only. 160-2 wire is

used for other interconnections,
including earthing and
preamplifier option selection.
External connections to mid
from the preamplifier tire made
via gold-plated phono sockets. A
binding post tbr connecting the
turntable's ground terminal, in
the case of hum (earth loop) is
also provided. Drilling details for
the metal case are given in
Figure 3.
Next month, we look at the
medwnics of how to put your
system together, and how
exceBerit-quality audio CDs can
bemastered, plus a discussion
of how roii can put your home
videos onto a CD.
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Copyright Warning
With the equipmentantl
procedures outlined in this
article, it Is possible to make
recordings of copyrighted
works. If this is the case, such
recordings must be made solely
for your own use, and then only
if you have die original
recoidings. if you do not own
the copyright, or have
permission to copy from the
copyright owner, you may be
violating copyright law and
could be subject to payment of
damages and other remedies. If
you are in any doubt, please
contact your legal advisor.'

PREAMPLIFIER iPARTS
EQ2S.Mono Preamplifier Module
BaxAB7
pP3'Batieiy:H6kJer
Gold Phono Socket Black
Gold Phono Socket Red
MS insulated Spacer
SPST Ultra,. Ministure Togge Switch
Grounding PoSl
Miniature Screened C^ble
16,-0-2 Wire While
'
2Phono/2Phbno Lead
Alkaline PP3 Battery

LIST
2
(LS97F)
1.
(LFOSJ)
X
00331)
(FT950)
2
(DE77J)
2
iPkt (FSSSRj
T
.(FH97D
i
(JL99H)
3m
(XRiSR)
l.Pkt (FA350)
1
(SV85I3)
1
(n<67>0

The Maplin "Get-You-Woiking* Service is not available for this project.
The above items are pot available as a kit.

Low Cost Introduction to Smart Cards
THE SMARTEST SOLUTION
downhill can offer a broad range of processor based smart cards from Just £1.00. and
Small Card sockets for Jus I SMS ea. PIC microchip based Smart Cards now avaflaWa at
JustU.SO ea... DSVELOP YOUR OVSH SMART CARD I
Cnmnhlll can supply over 1B0 dllfsrenl types of JC from more than 12 silicon suppliers,
which canal/be IncorporaiedInto smart card format Some cards areavaUaWe from
stock, most are mantrfaciured to the customers speclflcaUon.
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SMART CARD INTRRROGATtON SYSTEM
•
Smart Card RsdarAVrSar {Programming Intsrfacs)
•
Smart Card intefrogatxinS^iEffl. to Sdenutyihe com
mands accept sd fay any vaM StiHrt Card and log tham
fa dtsl: far eahstion.
»
WBaSoffihedssflo'resend'knovincaTVKindsand
tnonifaflherESOIL
•
Passive Watace to afcw the user (omorvSoc tha data
Cow bS.vesn Card and heist Sfeiem.
•
24i psgs Hard Seek refetencs boo*, wrenng as as
pecis of Smart Catodsign and prostamming.
•
Sampia pcogran lo tesd rrrEmGry Ptrone cards
•
Dafa on NEW Vfea Smart Csrds.

is
£169.99 + VAT
SO

to

C

H —
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BASIC SMART CARD EVALUATION PACKAGE
Smart Card RaaderfWrSer (Programming ir.farfaca)
Evs'usSan appfccSsns. for usa rvffli Smart cards predded fa the package. Basfc ID
Card, Bash Htectrorw Puree, Saste Loj^lty Card,
"C Ubtary & Command (fesoripfens. For ihs usar to dastgn thair oau Sirart Card appl!esttos usirg the cards prowdsd,
Prtgrartimars Devefepmcnt Suifa.Ted Erf tot, AssarrJs's:, Simutstar fw prosrenmina
the Cards pre,Vtad.
INTRODUCTORY PRICE £99.95 + VAT Including sample smart cards.

SMART CARD READER PROGRAMMER
ISO 7816 sfedard wnpstife, a rrvos! for the serbos dawfcpmenl
engfaei'. An exfremeY versaSe una. Id enafcls Uie use; fa Raad end
Vi'iita to various types of smart card. OtlLY £79,95 + VAT.

TELEPHONE CARD READER
Veer frlenrfty, sknpfe to u=a, accepts Elrrcsf a3
srert iaypfaone cards on the rrariffit
Ory £40.95 +VAT

| » CredttCardr Hew you can suppty memberedi your Club or eusfamas wih Uie»
w.n Custom Crsol Card. AtoMng tte
operatortoreedUsevafuaaJthacard and
to CretfUDiW Uve vafaa.
I • Dongls Card: Protect your ccn^vrtant®)
I (ha Doogfe card, code can fas etenged altornng Ba operstor to leei iteir twin cods. Usisg a Smafcard
Resdet yc-jcan tartnil access to the compotar, ccntrctrng
utrr.anledBccsss..
TtroeCard1. EvsrwarSsd to Iss able to track the time you
sfeted irorit, a rrmtor cofesgire's nrovamarrts, vrrih Urs
TimaCardyoucan.
CRN1; Embedded PICIKSri mlaoc^p using RBTpin 13
input oo^xrl 1024 byte memory and 64 bytes espnm
CRffi: Embedded PlC16C64irJ««h.'p using RB7pin 13
Input output ICG4 byte memory and 64 bytes esprcm and tex
memory chip.
CRH202:2043 Wt ffiercry, using t2C Bus serte! memory.
(The CRN2Q2 to kret I2C menvay end does net have any pro-.
Sfiction, Idea! for Soring data on amatiestds,
CRN1K: 1024 tslceprom configurad as two512x 1 tc memorypccas. Festures secure transport cede, too Sega personaiasfon, (n-sfd security code tosk-up and cisfaosf progranrrabis Memory Eeouray Access.
CRKS33: Pfa COTtroasd 255x8 bS EEPROMvrah ptogtBrrarebfe viiiatorasfi profBdion for eedj of U» first kbytes.
'.harm
VISA
Prices are exefasf .e of VAT and
MASTERCARD
Pcstoge 3 PaclSng byrsgstered
dtfi«y.
SWITCH
CftKprea and PIQ's payafato to;
accepted
Croiwtiill Associates Limned
I. ..I I. '.w .■..I'
I"
GROWNHiLL ASSOCIATES LIMITED
THE OLD-BAKERY, NEW BARNS ROAD
ELY. GAMBS. CB/ 4PW
Tel 01353 666705 Fan P13S3 66C710
Entail- sales@brbwnhi!l canilJS;nel
m
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VERSATILE
Pos tion
Posttlon Stock
Price Catalogue
Ihls Pitonth
Last Month Code Description
Inc VAT Page
4
1
irea SL6270 AQC Mic Amp £10.99
709
s
2
use Sound Generator Kit2
£7.99
749
rr
&
3
i
LK53 Uvb Wire Oet Kit
£6.99
785
3
4
2
LP56 Mosfet Amp Kit
■£21.99 706
S
20 LP28 Baginnera AM Radio
£10.99' 765
1
6 C3"E3 5
LP77 Lights On Remimfe
716
£6,99
7
12 Lf.i55 ,TDA7000 Mkll Kit
£24.99 765
a ts-rea 8
LP69 L200 Kit
.£7.99 762
9 . %
3
LP16 TDA7052Kit
£6.99
703
10 -i* 5 ' LP30 1/300 Timer
£8199
726
u *
7 - LK42 • Car Batt Monitor
£12.99
714
12
□34 555 Proto Card
9
£7.89
729
13.
14
LP66' Courtesy Light Extr
£4.39
716
%
■14
,1
18 bii SSM 2017 Pre-Amp
£16.99
709
15
10 LU29 PIC 16C84' Programmer £19.99
731
1
%■
16
!!■ LM76 114386 Kit
£4.99 703
I?"
lpss LED Xmas Tree
£15.99
0
18
LP12
IBM Expansion Kit
•
£27.99 376
3
19.
16 tmoa TDA2822 Stro Pi'.r Amp £10.99
703
20 iiLW36 8\V Amp Kit
£9.99
704
Over 200 kits sraiiahte. All His ait; supplied nith ftiii tnsmiaicais. The descriptions
abcrre areinccesiaaly short: pleats; ensure thai yttu kn eoctly tvtm the kit is ami
rrtuB: a comprises befrav orrJeing by refemog to ihe anrent iraplin catalogue. Maplln
Projects: Triji 20 Kits; based Oil Oaobcr 97 sates flguros. .\U Items subject to avarlahilitv
Prices are subject to change; SiOE. '

cr
Positron
Poshkm Slock
Price Catalogue
Ibis Month
Last Month Code Descrlplion
Inc VAT Pago
1 cS"S) 1 YU49 Clock Module
£4.69
728
g
2
8 YII07 Small Temp Mod Ext
£10.99
7S3
3
fe .13 FP64 MifiT.lax Temp Module £11.99
754.:
&>U
4
7 FE33 TBmpeiature Module
£3.99
753
|
5
6 WC20 UHF Modulator SMtfe
£10,99
793,
PI
6
5 FS13 Counter Module
£3.99 '75.3
i
7
9 GWOl DVM Meter Module
£12.93
736
8
3 AM27 418MHr Tx
£13,99
770
i
9
4 AM28 dlRMKr Rx
£25.99
770
10
12 MK68 EM2 MSP Rcvr Module £16.99
727
11
10' 11189 W/Less Clock Module
i
£24,99
728
12
17
NViO
TDGM622-ITlmeDateVGM
£49.99
fe
790
§• ■ 11 YT99 Temp Mod Wide Range £13.99 '754
13
•14
■ AMOS 150W MOSFET Amp Assm £29,99 '■706
r-.ln
15
2 YU05 ' Small Clock Module
£8.99
728
' ^1
16 ts-'ps 16 IB97 Pre-Amp E02S
£12.49 709
17
3
IS CK41 Touch Hybrid & Mstr
£23.49 954
18
£34.99 376
1- 14. AMU Ekpansion Card Assm
19
IB W67 Alarm Clock Module
£4.99
728
20
- AT,126 Relay Module
£6,93
714
Oter 100 inodulus ai-aMile; Not all riuxitilss are suppilcsl TO'th datt'lnstrunichs,
hoivcnvr fiji) technical data is araUabie tin ratioist from Techriicil Sales. Thf
desenpuons abtne are necessarily shon; please enitiretharyrju knotv eaaeUy uhit the
module is and what i! comprises before ontcring by referring to the current raapSin
caaltlgue. NtipHn Modules: Ihp JOr based on Octofxr 97 sales Sgures. AS items
subject to aiailabUlre Prices are subjbrt to change. H&OE.
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POWER KITS
From beginners to
experienced users Minicraft
has the right kit for you

£/>>■

iU

ULTIMATE PBEOSION DRILL KIT (MBBSJljnietop-of-tlis-rangeldt
is suitable for use by all hobby enthusiasts and professional users. Idea! lor
various model-building and repairing work. It combines me MB1012100 watt
high precision drill with the lil073O variable speed transformer and now with 40
selected accessories for drilling, grinding, cutting, rouling, shaping, polishing and
sanding. Includes a chuck key and comes in handy carrry and storage case.
The hobby kit (mbioooi
An excellent starter kit for various
hobby & craft activities.
The Hobby Kit, now with more
power includes the MSI SO High
Torque Drill with moderii pencil
grip design, plug-in minftransformer and Z0 accessories for
drilling, grinding, routing and
shaping. Packed In a tough plastic
carrying ease.
ENGRAViNG AND SECURITY KIT (M616S) An ideal kit for the craft
enthusiast and householder. This simple-fo-use engraving kit comes with
lightweight pen-styled engraver (MB 185),
plug in transformer, 1 diamond bit and
two grinding stones. The set also includes
a paper stencil (or craft engraving on
glass and a plastic stencil for security
marking on valuables e.g. videos,
cameras, car radios. Comes in handy
cany and storage case.
for FSff catalogue 2 stnektsis call: 01388 420535
llimcraR, lia Enteiprtse.Eiry, Meaitowluld Ave. SpiBnyrooor. Co. DiMtem DL!S 6JFI
USA 686-S34.433t - AUSTRALIA 06-262-7113
IMllal
Precisian Tools for the Perfectionist
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by Douglas Clarkson
For many years particle physicifiLS have
been interested in the diatacieristics
of panicles called muons. Once
known as pi mesons, these particles came
to light primarily as a result of Cosmic Ray
investigations. Muons are produced as a
resuk of a coUisipn witlt a highly energetic
panide such as a proton with the Eanh's
atmosphere. Initially, pions are produced
wliidi in turn decay to muons. They are 207
times more massive than the electron.
In a similar process, pioris can tie
produced by targeting high energy protons
onto a graphite target. This is the
principle used at the RIKEN
esperiment at the ISIS facility at the
Rutherford Appleton laboratories
(RAL) at Chilton, Didcot. This
facility provides the most Intense
pulsed muon beam in the world.
-Although the main theme will be
the investigation of muon catalysed
fusion, some brief details of the
baseline proton synchrotron facility
- ISIS, will be briefly presented.
The Nature of ISIS
ISIS Ls shown dingrammatically in
Figure J. Negatively charged
Hydrogen atoms are initially
Injected to energies of 70MeV da a
linear accelerator using four
accelerating radio frequency
cavities. After passing the third
cavity, electrons are stripped off by
using an alumina foil 25gm thick.
On entering the synchrotron
complex, a series of radio
frequency generators accelerate the
protons during several circuits of
the synchrotron ring. During

acceleration, the RF frequency is increased
to optimise the net accelerating effect of the
ring. Ax an energy of SOOMcV—protons are
released towards the rrfrdn experiraental
area. Around 25 million million protons are
generated in each pulse. Two bunches of
protons separated in rime by a few
hundred nanoseconds are produced in each
main cyclePhoto 1 showsthe synchrotron
accelerating facility: The protons, are steered
by ten massive bending magnets so that
between these the protons travel in a

straight line. The magnets operate at room
temperature and use water to cool the field
coils. The inner core of the synchrotron is
an evacuated metal pipe. "Widiin this cavity,
the cross-section of the proton beam is, on
average, around 5cm in diameter, though
this varies coasirierably around the circuit
The synchrairon cavity presents a
complex problem in relation to radiation
proiecuon. Radiation tends to be generated
from peripheral protons colliding with the
coniainmeQt systems, with levels tending to
be highest around the area of initial beam
injection Into the synchrotron facility from
die linear accelerator. Areas with raised
levels are carefully delineated by safety
barriers with extensive use made of portable
radiation monitors on long extension arms.
The main function of ISIS is as a source of
pulsed neutrons. Hie protons arematie to
collide with a heavy metal target such as
tantalum or depleted uranium. In the
energetic collision process, fragments are
chipped off die large heavy metal nuclei.
The very energetic neutrons must be
slowed down in order to be of use in the
range of experiments. A range of
moderatois used include water at ambient
temperature, liquid methane (100K) and
liquid hydrogen at 20K.
The muon particles of panicular interest
to the RIKEN experiment are generated by
use of a thin intermediate graphite taiget
before themain neutron spoliation target.
Photo 2 shows a section of the ISIS
experimental liall Hie main spaliacion target
is below the large red ovediead crane in the
centre. The RIKEN ocperimencal area is
shown in the foreground and extends.on
the right towards the edge of the
experimental hall.
When experiments are active, most beam
line conduits are typically covered by
concrete protective blocks to reduce.levels
of radiation.
Pions initially travel along a 6m long
section with a 12cm cross section. The

Figure 1. Diagram of'
ISIS faclffty.
(Courtesy, Rutherford
Appleton Lah oratory.)
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PiKrto 2. Section of the ISIS
experinientaf hall The.RIKEtL
experimef'tal area is shown in
(he foreground an9 cxteniJs
also to the right picture.
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ion of ,the synchrotron
tJJcflfty"Where protons are
toSOO MeV. (CopftesK
on Laboratory.)
pions decay along this length to muons and
take up spiral paths due to the use of
containment by a magnetic field. The
relative lifetime of the muons.in our frame
of reference, around 2-2n.s1 is modified by
the energy of the panicles according to
speda! rdativistic effects.
Muon Interactions
A normal hydrogen atom has an effective
atomic cross-section of 0-53 * 10sqji- This
size is determined by the couiombic field of
the electron in orbit round die single
proton nucleus. It is possihle for the
negatively charged muon to replace an
electron in hydrogen or its isotope such as
Deuterium or Tritium. When this rakes
place, the atom physically collapses in size
to around 250X ICti'cm. In achieving this
size, moreover, the collapsed system
behaves like a neutral panicle, i.e., it has no

intrinsic couiombic repulsion with respect
to other nuclei. The [pu] (proton/muon),
[du] (demerium/rmion) or {tu)
(tritium/muon) spedes can quite readily
approach the nucleus of other atoms.
The actual fusion process takes place with
the formation, of a so-called muonic
molecule such as [ppu|
(proton/pfotoa/muon) or [dtu]
(deuterium/tritlum/niuon).
The fusion reaction is characterised by
the release of a l4MeV neutron. It is the
convention of this neutron to thermal
energy which may one day be utilised as a
useful product of the fusion reactions.
Figure 2 summarises the main processes of
the muon caralysed fusion pathways of die
RIKEN experiment.

Muon Catalysed Fusion:
A Brief History
The phenomenon of muon catalysed fusion
has been something of a revelation to
physidsis. Initial observations by Luis
Alvarez in 1956 of muon catalysed fusions
taking place in water containing Hydrogen
(single proton in nucleus) and Deuterium
(proton and neutron in nucleus) had, even
then, raised the prospect of using this
fusion pathway as a viable power source.
In practice, however, the fusion of the
(pduj molecule takes on average 3gs to
occur - longer, in fact, than the mean muon
lifetime of2-2us.
Reaction in pure Deuterium is not

Figure 2. Main processes of the muon
eatalysecJ fusion pathways of the
RIKEN experiment. (Courtesy,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.)
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Figure 3. Cross-section through the
experimental muon catalysed fusion
system. (Courtesy, RIKEN Sroup.)
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promising, either. The rate of fomiatlon of
the [ddu] moieculeis again relrith'ely slow
from a [ddj molecule and a [duj spiedes.
The ke}' component for usefuf muon
catah^ed fusion is to use Deuteriom-'Inuum
mixtures, IhiUaJ olrsm-aiions were made by
Bystritsky, in Russia in 1979, that the [dtu]
molecule could fonn in a relatively short
time compared to the muon lifetime.
Independent verification of this was
achieved in 1982 at die Los Alamos Meson
Physics Facility (LAMPF).
It Ls worth pointing out-, however, that
various aspeas of this work could, at one
time, have liad a highly classified status.
Tlie Los Alamos laboratory is highly focused
on nuclear weapons technology. Tritium is a
key component in the detonation of
'hydrogen' bomb.
The resonance process appears to
depend on the availability of incaci
molecules to form resonant muonic
molecules. While the rate of [dtuj formation
increases with temperature, at higher and
higher temperatures the molecules wall
dissociate - leading to an anticipated rapid
fall in the reaction rate.
The [dtu] molecule can be formed by the
collision of Jut -5- dd] or a jtu-rritj - with
the reacrion involving [ddf molecule taking
place more readily — though the exact
details of the muon molecule formation
scenarios are not entirely resolved.
The [dtu] molecule forms very readilyaround 1,000 rimes faster than the [pdu] or
Jddu) species. The number of fusions
achieved per muon has increased from 20 in
1982,80 in 1953 and 150 in 1954 at the los
Alamos facility. The focus of attention remains
in frying to enhance understanding of the
processes involved in muon catalysed fusion.
Muon Event Sequence
There is a subtle difference between the
chain reaction of a fission reac tor and the
sequence of events of muon catalysed
fusion. In the fission reacu'on, there is the
production of excess neutrons so that an
uncpntroiled increase in fission events is
possible. In die muon catalysed fusion, an
Inctiiiduai muon can initiate a sequence of
January 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEyONO

catalysed fusions, with a muon being
released from each fusion with die potential
to induce another fusion event. There are
problems, however, in increasing the
number of muon catalysed fusions that take
place. One basic problem is that of so-called
, alpha sucking, where an alpha particle
absorbs the muon.
The lifetime of the muon is estimated to
be around 2-2us, though it only takes around
Ins for each fusion event to take place. The
fusion is limited by die duration of the
lifetime of the muon. In theory, if alpha
sticking did not take place, then around
2.000 fusions could take place before die
muon decayed. In terms of the muon target,
the beam is heavily collimated to remove
muons from surrounding structures and not
present scatTered radiation. "While die main
muon. beam may contain around 10,000
muoas per pulse, only around 100 enter the
small calorimeter volume containing die
Deuterium/Tritium target.
To date at the RIKEN experiment, 150
fusions per muon have been detected with
another 50 fusions accounted for in losses
dirough various mechanisms. A tocal value
of around 200 is considered par for the
course for the present conditions, based on
alpha sucking. The missing. 50 fusions may
lie due to [dtu] ami [ttu] interactions.

The Global Picture
Another muon facility exists in PSI in Zurich,
Switzerland, at,the KEK or High Energy
Accelerator Research Organisation laboratory
at ibaraki in Japan and the TRIUMF
Laboratories in Nancouver. Muon research
work which had been ongoing at Los
Alamos, has now stopped. A signi ficant
aniQunt of hardware has been developed in
Japan and shipped to the UK for installation
at the RIKEN site facility at ISIS. As time goes
by die RIKEN experiment Is attracting more
and. more interest - both as a means of
developing associated theories and
anticipating any future potential as a method
of commerdaJly viable power geneniiion.
Real 'Cold Fusion'
In a famous review article by Sieve Earl
Jones published in Nature in 1986, the low
temperature dependence of die reaction
prompted the author to state in relation to
muon catalysed fusion, '"The term 'cold
fusion' is. therefore, quite appropriate for
die process". Being published hdbre the
'cold fusion' controversy broke, Jones vvas
dearly deaning the muon catalysed fusion
phenomenon in the framework of a true
fusion process, where neutrons, low energy

%A
*

gamrna rays and alpha panicles were
pRxiuced. "Ihis r-as "why; periiaps. 'ofRdal"
science was so outraged when the term
'cold fusion* was applied to a broad range of
phenomenon which did not accurately
match the definition outlined by Jones and
otlier workers.
The Way of Hot Fusion
The problems of achieving hot fusion by
meins of ultra-high temperatures and
magnetic canrainraent ceclinolbgj' are well
known. In this approach to energy
generation, the force of inunja! repulsion of
positively charged nuclei has to be oi:ercome.
In contrast with the curve of probability of
hofJusion of two 'normal' hydrogen
isotopes, which at low temperatures is
ranishingly small, die cross-section for
muon catalysed fusion is extremely high so
that even' muon which can be introduced
into a target of Deutenurn/rritium mixture
will induce a set|uence of catalysed fusions.
The ratio of the likelihood of fusion events
in the exotic muonio Deuterium and Tritium
and 'cold' electron based isotopes of
hydrogen Deuterium and Tritium is a
staggering factor of around KF.
Tritium Gas Handling
System
■A key component of the RIKEN experiment
Us in die ability to modify- the relative
concentratioris of Hitiura and Deuterium la
the sample chamber and also remove the
Helium 3 daughter nucleus of Tritium.
Where this spades is doubly charged, it will
cause capture of the negadyely charged
muon and thus break the sequence of muon
catalysed fusion.
A specialised palladium element is used to
filter the gas mixture, with Deuterium and
Tritium pissing through the ultra-fine meshwofk
of die Palladium but preventing Helium 3
from being transmitted. Photo 3 shows a view
of the Tritium Gas Handling System.
The Tritium for the experiment was
produced and processed in Japan and
transported in two cylinders containing 26'n3q
in each cylinder. Initially. low levels of TKtium
mixtures were produced to verify the intrinsic
safety of the Tritium handling system.
In the scrof experiments. Tritium
concentrations of 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 2S%.
20% arid 10% were investigated. From an
easring gas misrure in liquid or solid form,
the target is slowly warmed up and the gas
absorbed into a uranium getter. The residual
gas is removed by a cryoputnp and the
system eracuated by use of specialised
vacuum pumps. Deuterium gas is then made
aiailahle in the system to adjust-die D/T
mixing ratio. The previously alisprbctl gas
taken up fay die uranium getter is released by
heating. The new gas mixture is. tlien passed
thru ugh the palladium filter to remove the
daughter product, Helium 3- Finally, the
liqueiaaion or solidification of the target is
initiated by cooling with liquid Helium.
In designing the experimental system, the
port 1 of the muon beam experiment is
designed to easure containment of the local
gas atmosphere, at any time. Entry to the
active experimental area is via s two-stage

entry system. Routine monitoring of the
atmosphere is undertaken' to detect any
Tritium leakage and in addition, a separate'
Tritium fnonitor is relayed back to the ISIS
contral room as an independent verification
of safety
A gas diromatograph is available within
the Tritiura Gas Handling System to monitor
the level of Helium 3 produced, as a
daughter product of the Tritium gas. The
Palladium filter was found to be' Highly
effective in renioving this impurity.
Fusion Detection System
Figure 3 shows a cross-sectiori through the
experimental muon catalysed fusion system.
Hie exjierimencal magnet maintains a strong
field along the direction of the incident
muon beams. Hiis encourages the muons to
be directed in a tight spiral and hence, drive
die beam into a more concentrated profile,
Thc superconducting magnet is, therefore,
essential for improving the stan'stics of the
fusion within the small D/T target volume.
Talde 1 indicites the parameters of the
superconducting magnet configured at the
exit riort of the emergent muons.
The magnet, produced by Oxford
Instruments, takes between 3 to 5 day; to
coal down ta operating temjieratures from
room temperature. Photo 4 shows aside of
the superconducting magnet for
concentrating of incident muon beam.
A low energy Si(Ii) x-ray detector is
primarily used to detect x-rays emitted at the
end point of alpha capture. A separate
neutron counter monitors the process of
neutron production using liquid scintillation
counters. The statistics of esperimental
observations are improved by the pulsatile
nature of the muon beam. The detector can
be gated with the known pulse window of the
muons in Order to improve experimental
statistics. The muon beam input Is extensrvdy
sliielded by lead blocks to minimise secondary
radiation from being detected.
Photo 5 shows the neutron counter (along
the axis of muon. beam) and forward scatter
detectors. These latter detectors were
designed to detect die electron resulting
from decay of the muon.
The D/T chamber is. in fact, cylindrical,
with an inner diameter of 13-6nunand
TJSmra in length. Hie target ceil can be
cooled down to around 10K by liquid helium
flow. Several Iiours are required to produce "a
condensed liquid target and also achieve
thermal equilibrium.
Parameter
Cc<rii|iict2.'T>pe
Coii Current
Marinium csntrai fieid
Stored Oierg/ at 3:ST -

Description
,1mm diameter MbTr
228A
A'STesia
O-SoVU.
NetworK Computer Reference Profile.

Progress to Date
The muon caialysedjusion experiment has
successfully verified the detection system to
measure the statistics of recorded data in
relation to input muon numbers. The
anticipated observation of around 200 muon

fusions per input muon represents a base
line for future work with altered target
diaracteristics with a view to seeking to
increase in the long term the number of
fusions achieved.
Hie significance of the RIKEN
experimental system is that it provides very
intense muon pulses, which in tum provide
good statistics, for lite measurement of
catalysed fusion, events. It is anticipated that
the unique RIKEN. facilities will provide
researchers for many years ahead with a
happy hunting ground for'exotic' reactions
involving muons.
Conflict of Terms
The orthodox Physics community looks
upon muon catalysed fusion as 'correct' told
fusion. While the scenario of'cold fusion' in
its broadest sense continues to raise issues
of controversy within the scieiiflOc
community, experiments such as RIKEN
provide useful information about nudear
Fusion events, that occur at low
temperatures. The practicalities of this relate
to developing tetter models of such 'exotic'
muonic atom states and in die future,
possibly considering the aspects of the
commercial development of reactors usingtills technologyIt is useful, however, to consider what
'correct' cold fusion Is telling us about
Incorrect' cold fusion. For one thing, muons
catalysed fusion possibK-Trom the inconstant
background from cosmic rays is not
involved, since the reaction rates in
hydrogen anci deuterium are so low
Also, tjased on the chimed rates of power
gain from 'incorrect* cold fusion experiments,
fusion events of hydrogen nudd are not
involved, since the nntidpated level Of
heutrou activity is not observed.
Whether'incorrect* cold fusion Ls real or
imaginary, it would upset less people in the
scientific community if it was periiaps
termed 'x-energy'.
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In the James Bond adventure Diamonds Are
Forever, our hero, being tutored by 'M' in the
significance of different types of diamond, remarks
of one stone that it must have cost a packet. His
boss replies that it would have been no more than a
few pounds for the cutting, adding, ivitheringly, that
it tvas a piece of quartz. There's more to quartz
than meets the eye, hotvever, even if it is often
tinted with impurities as Collins English Dictionary*
makes plain. A lot more, in fact, and it frequently
concerns the ear!
In 1881, theCtirie brothers,Jacques-Paul
and Pierre, found that sorrie crystals, if
impressed in certain directions, produced
negative and posiuve surface charges. These
potemials, it turned out, were; proportionaJ
to the pressure and vanished the moment
the pressure was removed.
Piezoelectricity
The brotheis had used two minerals, firstly.
Tburmnline, a hard, glossy substance of
complex composition, and Quartz. In the
following year, they discovered the reverse
effect, namely, that if an electric field was
applied to a slice of these minerals, a
minute compression took place in the
substance. The Curies termed this
phenomenon Piezoelectricit>> from a G reekword meaning "lb Press." Other crystals too,
of course, exhibit this feature, among which
are Barium Hianate, Rochelle Salt and
Ammonium Dihydrogen Phosphate.
' On page 1.2 70 if - LLkc mc - jtni'rc of an unjnMllvc dispoiidoo-

Frequency Stability
This meant that such crystals could be
used to conven mechanical energy into
electrical energy' and vice-versa. Rochelle
Salts, for example, would later be used in
inexpensive gramophone pick-ups,
microphones and the like. In radio
transmitters and receivers, however, quartz
crystals came into their own. They provided
something that the early pioneers had long
sought; frequency stability.
lb begin with diough, roauers were by no
means as cut and dried as early expectarions
had led many to believe dley would he.
Crystal cutting proved to be a very delicate,
alkoo-frequently inexact, operation.
Consequently, a crystal rarely produced
frequencies greater than 7MHz, which
meant multiplication factors of anything up
to 24 times! Presently however, advances in
crystal cutting techniques mean that crystals
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Figure 1. Pierce's original
oscillator of 1323.
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Figure 2. A translstotisad version
of Pierce's original oscillator.

can be cut and set for tar .higher frequencies,
and so multiplication faaots have been
gready reduced.
So. who first .thought of using the Curies'
discovery to control radio communications
equipment? Tire answer to that question is
firsdy, Walter Guyton Cady and secondly;
Geoige Washington Pierce.
XXhiter Cady was bom in Providence, Rhode
Island, in December 1874. Having obtained
his Master's degree from Brown University he
took up a post at Beriin University to study
for his doctorate, which tie received as die
new century opened. On his return lb
America, Cady joined the staff of the Wesleyan
University in Connecticut, becoming a
professor in 1907. In fact, He'd give die
university the next 39 years of his life!
By June 1917, the .German submarine
fleet were giving the Allies the sorr of
headaches which - the Convoy system apart
— they liad virtually no answer to.
Consequendy, a meeting was arranged in
Washington DC, where scientists and
engineers from die Allied nations were
asked to come up with feasible, not to say
speedy, solutions to the problem.
It was at this meeting that a proposal
from the French physicist, Paul langevin,
created some interest. He'd already begun
work on a device consisting of thin layers of
quartz between two pieces of metal, his idea
being io use the piezoelectric effect to
create an ultrasonic beam. The submarine's
direction would be given by the direction of
the beam's received echo and, since the:
speed cif sound was known, its range could
be determined by the time lapse between
beam transmission and echo reception.
SONAR
This was die birth of what langevin called
Echolocatlon, It would subsequently be
given die more scienufic sobriquet SOund
Navigation And Ranging, eventually being
referred to simply by its acronym, SONAR.
Today; it's used in the fishing industry and in
the study of the seabed, as well as by almost
all of the world's navies. Moreover, it has —
since the end of World War II - completely
revolutionised oceanography.
it was this meeting that gave Cady his
enduring fascinaxion with pictroelecrriciry. fiy
1921, he and his colleagues at the Wesleyan
University had produced the first
piezoelectric resonator, and Cady thought
diat his device could do for communicarians
what the tuning fork had done for music:
vibrate at one frequency only. In January
1923, Cady demonstrated his newlydcveloped circuit to Harvard University's
Professor Pierce, who immediately took up
the study of the device.
George Wasliington Pierce was a Texan,
bom near the state capital, Austin, in 1872.
Eighteen years later, he began his studies at
the University of Texas, graduating three
years later with a BSc degree. In 1897, he
sec out for Harvard to study for his
doctorate arid,"having gained, tt in 1900.
spent a year at,the. University of Leipzig,
studying under Ludwig Boltzmann.
On his'return to America, he rejoined the

Physics Eiculry at Hairard and, iike Cady,
devoted the remainder of his lifc to his alma
mater. By 1917. he held a full professorship
and was also the'first Director of the Cruft
lalxtnuory. Within a fexv months of Cade's
demonstration, Pierce produced the circuit
named after hint, which is shown in Figure
1, with its transistoc equivalent in Figure 2.
In die original circuit, a two-terminal
crystal controls die oscillatory frequency in a
single-valve configuration.
Pierce, of course, had other achievements
to his name, although like many odier
coinmuniaitiohs engineering pioneers, he is
remembered more for the device that bears
lus name more than anything else.
As early as 1907, he'd begun the study of
crystal rectifiers and investigsted theelectricai
characieristics of telephone receivers. In 1912,
together'with Arthur Kertnelly - whom we've
already met - Pierce looked into die concept
of motional impedance.
He also calculated the radiation properties
of various antennae, and 16 years Later,
developed die Magnctpsiriciion Oscillator,
let. despite these forays, he never lost his
abiding fasdnation with ultrasonics, and even
studied die sound pauems < if insects and
bats, subsequendy writing a book on the
subject in his retirenienL
Among his many inventions were, the
Mercury Mipour Discharge Tube — the
forerunner of the Thyratron, invented by the
American classics scholar and elearonic
physicist, Albert Wf I lull in 1928 - and a
technique for fecotding.sound.on film. In fact,
his many patents made, liim a wealthv man.
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Figure 3. A Phase
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Still Current Technology
Today, piezoeiectridty is a universally
employed technique, particularly in
limekeeping and—naiuraJh'commuhications engineering. ;\s eady as
1942, quartz crystal docks repiacetl the Stiora
docks at the.Rayal Ohservatoiy increasing
accuracy by around 2ms per day. Atomic
clocks too involve piezoelectricity. A quartz
crystal oscillator is controlled by theknovvn
relationship between die crystal's frequency
and the frequency of radiation created by the
uansition of the caesium-133 atorn.
This atom was chosen because its
transition frequency is iri the radio spectrum
and so can be niortitored by standard,
readily available, measuring equipment.
In cofnmuolcations engineering the
synthesizer, based on the Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL), shown in Figured, produces

Speaker Design Software 1992 Upgrade for Windows™
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! 50 difierent manufacturers world-wide • dBASE IV" format
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alignments • See the snects of extra resistances added in
series with voice coil • Improved graphs with -3dB (F3)
poinl • Save graphs as metafiles or BMPs ' MicarosoS: Access1" 2.0 "jet' database engine • SuppHed oh 4 3.6'' HD
disks for £35.00 all inclusive - a must for all audio DIYers.
For details & order coupon write to: Three Crowns Publishing, PO Box S7?3, Laindon, Essex SS1S SF{ tel: 0410
225257. E-mail: tcrown3@mc-h.demon.co.uk-.
See also http^/wvfwmoniior.co.uk .

PC Windows™ Programs
Hundreds of titles available for shareware
M
prices - if you're using Microsoft Windows™
then you're sure to find something osefu! among these - includes applications for business, Wmdows™ tools & utiliities, educational, 'miscellaneous' & -interest" programs &
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virtually any number of channels. Tiie.PLL's
Voltage. Controlled Osdllator (\'CO) is
plutse-locked to a multiple of a reference
frequency, generated by dividing down from
a Temperature Controlled Cn-stal Osdllator
(TCXO), which gives a 'VERY"stable output.
The PI1, invented in France in 1932 by the
physicist, Henri deBellescize, enables
channel selection by clmging the divide
ratio of a programmahie counter in its
feedback ioop.
.. Synthesizers are now standard in Single
Skleband (SSB) or Independent Side Band
(ISB) communications equipment !>ecause
of their greater effidenty. Using a
svudiesizer, for example, gives tou
equivalent foil carrier suppression of
between -50 to -60dB. All in all, no mean
achievement for colourless pieces of an
obscure mineral!

Get into PlC Programming with
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PIC Basic Controller Modules - from £27.00
PIC BASIC controllers offer a we I! featured BASIC language running in
real time dirsctly on a PIC Microcontroller. The 16G74 version has 8k
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A Windows based PIC Simulator and Development Environment, up to
50 Bmes faster than MPSIM. £25 Inc. P&P if bought with Programmer,
otherwise £30.00 inc. P&P. 32bit version available if required.
Blank PICs 16Fe4-04£6,16C74/JW £24.16C57-04 OTP £5.00
12C5084MP £2.80, 12C50S-C4P £2.70. PIC14000 CMP £10.00
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FID Forest Electronic Developments
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Keith Brindley rounds up the best in portable
computing. These days, portable computing, has
taken a turn for the better with some recent new
products. All readers will be familiar, no doubt, with
notebook and laptop computers. Most computer
manufacturers have a variation on a theme of these.
Some models are quite limited in ability, being
nothing more than a convenient way to write the odd
letter or document atvay from the office, or to keep
track of diary events and timetables. Sotne of tfje
more powerful of these portable machines, on the
other hand, are complete office computers in their
oivn right, with full capabilities merely in a small but
heavy cartying case.

However, the products here are very
much smaller than laptops. Some
call them palmtops, while others call
them Rasonal Digital Assistants (PDAs).
These two terms show a general
divergence which lets us see how the
products themselves Originate. Palmtops
are, to all intents and purposes, small
computers. They have similar features to
computers, look tike, them, and operate in a
broadlysimilar way too. Personal digital
assistants, on the other hand, exist to aid
their users to do the sons of tasks they
need to do on the move. This conceptual
sltiftin priorities allows the personal digita!
assistant to operate in a way unfettered by
typical computing needs. It also means that
people unfamiliar or unhappy with
computers in genera! can usually benefit
from a personal digital assistant more easily
than with a palmtop.
That said, the functions both these
products perform are largely the same. The
sorts of tasks users need both products for
are, after all, pretty similar. If you think of
the needs of the typical user these devices
are aimed at, then you end up with a list of
features they should have: word processing;
Spreadsheeting; database; timetable or
agenda keeping, along with the ability to
connect with a desktop computer back at
the office to transfer data and maintain a
coordinated diary
In effect, what this gives is a gadget that
performs die same tasks as the more
common Rlofax-style diary many people
depend on. 'ihic, coordinating the data
between the gadget and a desktop
computer Is significandy easier and cjuicker.
but the data is very much the same. At the
bonom line, if you don't depend on die
information held in a desktop computer,
then one of diese products probably isn't of
any real use to you. An office diary a Filotaxstyle diary or even a sheet of paper to write
a list is probably all you need. If your life
does revolve round a computer tiiough,
with your diary, agenda, and document
generation all reiving on how you interface
with it, then a palmtop or personal digital
assistant could be. of benefit. But which one?
Psion Series 5
First under investigation Is the Psion Series
5- This is die latest device from a company
well-renowned in the personal digital
assistant market. The Series 5's predecessor
- the Series 3 - proved to be one of the
most-used models on the planet.
First impressions are dial die new- Series 5
is a great step forward. It's based on an
18MHz ARM processor, and has quite a
simple to understand, albeit limited,
operating sjtstera (ailed EPOCH32) which
has a computer feel to it.
In-built software includes word processor,
spreadsheet, database, agenda, sketching
and so on ~ enough for most people; and a
wide and increising range of third-party
software is available to fill other needs. A
small 640X240 pixel liquid crystal screen
gives a surprisingly high resolution and is
quite visible under most lighting conditions.
Backlighting can lie turned on in dim
backgrounds, but as this greatly reduces
battery life, it isn't advised for long periods.
The screen is touch sensitive, and a pen is

however, and ultimately more serious for a
PDA, is the total lack of Internet software or
connection software., While these are
expected by the end of the year, it's a
cardinal sin for a new PDA to miss this out
of the box. Tire very people who are likely
td buy a PDA are those who will want
Internet-ability. After all,-it's part of the
. PDA concept.

Photo 6. PalmPdot
Professional shown iwith
clip-on PalmPIiDt Modem.
supplied for this purpose, held in a spdagloaded internal coniparunent for storage.
However, rhe way pen operation works isn't
as intuitive as it might be - for example, you
can't select a word in the word processor by
double-clicking (something that any wond
processor worth its salt really should allow).
For connection to a desktop computer,
users need PsiWin or PsiMac software
(depending on your computer'platfbrm).
These give full synchronisation between
Psion and computer, together with any
required conversion utilities between native
Psion files and conventional computer
applications. One of the nicest aspects of
these applicauoas is that files are viewed as
standard desktop files, and can be
manipulated by dragging between tiesktop
computer and Scries 5 or vice-versa. The
effect is that the Series 5 is fully integrated
with the desktop computer, and appears
just as a collection of windows you oiren to
view files. So, while using the Series itself
might be a lirde archaic, die desktop
collaboraaon with a computer is very good.
Overall, the Series 5 is an incredibly useful
and usable tool, Essentially, a full, though
relatively low powered by today's terms,
computer, its ability to Sink rapidly to a
desktop niadiine makes it ideal as an
organiser-cum-poruble office. Light,
pocketable, and able.
Indeed, it really only has three drawbacks.
in my eyes, First, 1 always found the Series
3's,keyboard a bir restrictive, and hoped that
die Series 5's keyboard would allow me to
enter text more conveniently- However,
while the Series 5 has a much improved
keyboard, it's srili not ideal for heavy test
entry. For many users, however, who don't
need to enter significant data on the
keyboard. Psion's Series 5 could be ideaL
Second, white EPOC! 132 is a capable
operadng system, it hasn't taken the logical
seep that allows PDAs to dispense with the
file-based concept of disks and drives.
The Series 5 still treats documents you
create as endtides to save - you still see
them as, physical icons saved in physical
directories. More forward thinking PDA
operadng systems (the PalmPilot and the
Newton, say) allow a more forward .dunking
file and tabbed folder structure. Finally,

3Com PalmPilot
If you think the Psion Series 5 is a good
example of modem miniaturisation, lust
check out the PalmPilot. This is a PDA in. die
tfue.sensei it's (icn-operated (without a
keyboard at all) and fits - quite literally-in
the palm of your hand. First concern about
a pen-based PDA is'how'gocKf is handwriting
recognition? Well, with the PalmPilot (as
with die other pen-based PDA in this
roundup), handwriting recognition is good.
The.PalniFiioi uses a utility called Grafirti to
recognise handwriting. Grafitti has been
around a while and has matured into a
successful product. Aftenili, rhe task of
recognition of handwriting is huge.
Handwriung is almost as varied as human
fingerprints, livery-one lias a particular style
of writing, and one person's sole even
varies constandy- almost from letter to letter.
Full handwriting recognition obviously
requires significant processing power. So.
instead of the PDA having to learn every
user's handwriting styles, Grafitti forces the
user to w-rite individual letters to the Grafitti
style. .-15 such, it's quite restrictive - if you
don't follow the prescribed style, Grafitti
simply picks the closest match. There's no
intelligence to determine whether a
parricular letter is likely to be placed before
or after following or preceding letters, and
recognidon is letter-by-Ietter so no wort!
recognition occurs. That said, it works
remarkably well. It takes about 10 or 15
minutes to pick up Grafitti s letter styles and
after that, you're away. True, it's not a
pardculady fast method of text entryaround the same Speed as a slow bne-finger
typist - but it's solid and reliable, and quite
usable for short textual passages.
Several applications are included with the
PalmPilot - vvliich ones depend on which
model you buy. The PalmPilot Professional
(reviewed here) is the top of the range
model and has a good all-ruund package
including contact database, diary, e-mail
iacilides (incorporatirig TCP/IP connecdvity
- more of which later). Models lower in the
range don't feature some applications, so
make sure you get the model to match your
needs. A notable omission in all PalmPilnts
is the lack of a drawing, or even a sketching,
application.
Like all PDAs, die PalmPilot connects to a
desktop computerfor synchronisation of
die information it carries. For this purpose,
it features a desktop stand it simply drops
into. Synchronisation occurs In a
srraightfonv-ard linking process between the
mtiin PalmPilot Desktop application running
on the computer (Windows or Macintosh)
called Hot Synching, taking only a fewseconds. The Desktop program allows
information to be entered into the desktop
computer too, whileTthe PalmPilot is mobile.
Under general use, the PalmPilot an be
used to read and create e-mail. However, it
January 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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only receives and sends e-mail once it's Hot
Synched with die deskiop'(note dtat die
Macintosh Palm Pilot Desktop program
doesn't yet support Hot SiT.ching of e-mail).
This relies on the desktop computer's email fecilitics, of course. As noted earlier
though, the PnlmPilot ProfessionaJ does
actually have TCP/IP connecuvity, so Uiere's
no reason why it couldn't send and receive
e-mail directly to die Internet — something
that both Windows and Macintosh users can
rake advantage of.
The only thing missing is the e-mail
connection program. There are commercial
programs around, but fortunately, a
freeware application (TG Postman available for download from
htip;/Avww.Lsaaocs.!>erkeIeyedu/) does the
job perfecdy. Similarly, commercial World
Wide Web browser software is available for
the PalmPilot, but a freeware program
Palmscape (from hiip;//sodan.komai>a.eccurokt-o.ac.jp/—kazuho'Falmscasje/) lets rob
browse the Web for notliing.
To conaect to die Internet, you need a
modem, and the purpose-built PalmPilot
docs nicely Clipping onto the bottom of the
PalmPilot and giving a 14,^OO baud
connection to the 'phone network, you can
have the whole Intemet literally in die palm
of your hand. The modem can also be used
to Hot Sync to jour desktop computer, so
that files can be synchronised over the"
'phone at any time while you're away from
your desk.
In a stroke, the PalmPilot gives true
portable operation. However, it is fairly
limited —its internal memory isn't going to
cope with massive applicanons, and its small
display could present concerns. And, unlike
the Psion Series, or the Apple MessagePad
' 2000, the PalmPilot doesn't purport to being
a portable computer- far from it. It's an
organiser, pure and simple; with e-mail
faciiities. That said, it's significandy diea}>er
than the alternatives, and may be ideal for.
many potential PDA users as long as diey
are aware of its limitatinns. Tim said also,
we have to say the Palm Pilot is a pocket
gerh - its size makes it not only pocket-sized
but shirt-pocket-sized. If that's not enough,
it operates In a very intuitive way, which
jK January 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

totally bypasses the old-fashioned file and
dicecioty method of operation that the
Psion Senes 5 has - the PalmPiloi's
operating system, in fact, isn't a million
miles removed from die Apple variants'
Newton operating system in use.
Newton
MessagePad 2000
When Apple first introduced the Newton
PDA concept a few years back, its
handwriting recognition capabilities were
perceived by die medians father poor, in
truth, recognition improved as you worked
with it, and experienced users got
acceptable results. Coming on leaps and
bounds since then, the latest version of the
operating system (version 2.1) features
bener handwriting recognition which Ls
both usable by newcomers to the
technology and, in fact, fast (lasier than
many people could type in the same
information). If you find there arc certain
situations where a keyboard is required, an
optional external keyboard (shown in the
photograph) plugs in.
Apple always Intended that die Newton
concept lie a complete generation of
products, although till die eMate 300 came
along (see later) the product range centred
around its MessagePad devices. In typical
Apple style, matching its desktop
computers, MessagePads are always best-ofbrccd producrs, so always featured from day
one ail the tools other PQA and palmtop
computer makers yet aspire to. For
example, wliiie most other PDA palmtop,
and portable computer manufaouters arc
5uD,scrambling to ensure their products cm
be used on the Intemet for euriaii and \X'eb
browsing, MessagePads have always been
able to do it- Further, where the current
trend is to sell extra software packages that
provide PDAs, palmtops and portables "with
Internet access using mobile phoiies (giving
worldwide availability of e-mail services, for
example), Newton devices have the facilitybuilt into the operating system.
The latest MessagePads (here, we look at
the MessagePad 2000, although die
MessagePad 2100, with greater internal

memory, has recendy been released) feature
a ifiO.MHz StrongARM processor (yes. you
read that right 160MHz) that gives die
devices a [lower greater than many fullblown desktop .computer systems.
With all this computing power to hand,
it's no wonder that MessagePads
incorporate all the applications you could
expect in a PDA: desktop computer
synchronisation (to Windows or Macintosh),
peisonal mformauon management, word
processor, spreadsheet, drawing, and as just
discussed; c-mail, Web browser, and foil
TCP/IP connectivity via conventional
modem or mobile phone connections.
As a result, it's impossible to feuit the
MessagePad concept. It does everything you
could expect of a PDA—right out of the
box. And, due to the Newton operating
system, it does that with a style, elegance
and case simply unmatched by any other
PDA palmtop or porraiile computer
Newton eMate 300
The eMate 300 is currently only sold as an
education produa. Although.developed byApple in the Newton range of products, it's
only- available in the UK from educational
computer supplier, Nemplar (which Ls joindy
owned, as it happens, by Apple and Acorn).
As such, it's available toschools, teach as,
students, and parents of students.
While it uses the same operating system
as the MessagePad 2000, with the same inbuilt applications, and rhesamc crystal-dear
greystale 100 dots per inch roiatafale display,
tite concept alters from there. Instead of
being a pocketable PDA like the
MessagePad, the eMate is a portable
computer, designed with strength in mind —
its case is of an industrial strength, intended
to survive In even the hardest of classroom
environments. The eMate display; for
example, is spnmg-moumed for protection.
The clamshell shajre allows the display to be
folded down when not in use, and die
integral carry handle makes transport easy.
The keyboard incorporated in the base of
the case is officially dassed as sub-notebook
— around 35% of a foil-sized desktop
computer keyboard — and, with a
wonderfully usable feel to it, is great for
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small fingers, ret remains large enough for
touch-typing by grown-ups.
Jn performance terms, the eMaie
incorporates a 25MHz processor, spmewliai
slower than the MessagePad 2000's,
although this is only rarely apparent in use.
It also has only 3M-byic of RAM (compared
with the MessagePad 2000"s 5'1-byte, and
the 2100"s SM-lmej. However, the eMate
300's sigruficandy lower price tag (around a
thltd of comparable disk-basedportable
computers) makes up for this. .
Unsurprisingh.r with this speciDcation and
price, the eMate is currently selling like hot
cakesl Apart from schools bujing tiiem by
[ob-iot, it's the ideal Christmas present for
parents to buy children — fun to use. useful,
and above all - with an educational
purpose Officially, of course, the eMate isn't
available to those not in education, but little
Johnny had better watch out - Mum or
Dad's bound to want to take it to die office;
In the End
PDAs or palmtop computers are only as
good as thesoFrivare available for them, in
this respect, the more software available,
die better it is for users. Thar's why Psion's
Series 5 and Apple's Newton are guaranieed
success. Tlie amount of professional
software available for both of these
(particularly the Newton) means the devices
have a wide and varied marketplace. That's
not to say the PalmPilot won't find is own
uses with time. The PalmPilot Is a relatively
hew tedmology, but being so cheap has
guaranteed itself a place in PDA history.

Program developers realise that its
cheapness will mean large numbers of
users, so they are taking.advantage of this
by developing quite cheap programs to suit.
Its limitations, on the other hand, will
always mean that it can never be.as capable
as its bigger PDA counterparts.
The PDAs considered here represent the
cteam of the current crop. None will
disappoint users, hut user requirements
obviously vary. If you only need basic PDA
tools, the PalmPilot will do die job, cheaply,
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neatly and with cenaih convenient flair. If
you feel you need an in-built keyboard, die
Series 5 or the eMate 300 are ideal. Of
diese, the Series 5, wliile. not so small and
light as die PalmPilot. is.still easily
pocketafale. This can't be said of the eMate
300, which of course, is more a portable
computer dian a true PDA. Finally, if you
need outright power with a coolness factor
second only to its brother the eMate 300,
die MessagePad 2000 (or die 2100 with its
extra memory) is unbeaten.
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Cheap Cable
Core Identifier
The Problem: (dentilying
which cable or core is which
at the far end of a multi-way
loom {at least 3-way) where
there is no colour or other
coding. Or, even if the loom
is coded, working out which
core goes to which pin of a
terminating connector.
Tire problem is worse if the
two ends of the loom aren't
In easy reach of each other.
'flie professional solution is
to have a cable tracer w ith
irmsmiuer and direct-reading
receiver. The Seaward \VT500
19-way device (RS stock
code 621-255) costs over £86
plus VAX

core; test all others lor 0
reading. If not found, move
meter lead to another core
(separate the first one. don't
test it again at this stage).
Keep irying; the maximum
number of trials for an N'-way
cable"is (fP-N)^. Note die
two cores which seem to
have 0 (actually you've found
Rl, the270(2 resistor) and
look for another core exactly
IkQ away - this will be core 1.
Momentarily switch the meter
to a lower range to
differemiate C from 0 against
1. Apply one meter lead to C;
on the 2,OOOk£2 range, the
display will directly read the
number of any other core to
which the meter lead is
applied,
nwi

Circuit
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by Dr G. L. Manning
any readings'go into the next
nearest Ikfi muliipie even if
die loom adds another 20012.

Operation: Rod the
Common arid 0 cores.
Connect one meter lead to a

Join Resistor Lends and
Flying Leads at Board Pins.
R1

R2

R3

R4

R(N-2) R{N—1)
Sa

c
R1=2700
All other Resistors=1kn

xi
M

OKO
Figure 2.
Typical matrix
board layout.

Ov
Figure 1. Flying leads with crocodile clips.
The amateur solution this
assumes you have a 3"/-■-digit
multimeter — now commonly
(bund in the amateur
workshop. It needs to be set
to che.2.000kI2 range.
Secondly, you need to build
the resistor network on
perforated matrix boancl (no
copper strips necessary) as
shown (the recommended
box comes with a suitable
Ivoarri), "Coded flying leads
with miniature crocodile clips
enable each core to be
connected to the network at
one end of the loom.Thc
multimeter explores the other
end of the loom. Rl is big
enough to be detectable on a
low ohms range, enough to
rrtake all network readings
whole multiples of lk£2, and
small enough not to make

COMMON
0
12 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

©

0

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

0

0

0

Flgue 3. Typical front panel layout for 20-way version (actual size)

CABLE CORE IDENTIFIER PARTS LIST
(20-WAY VERSION)
RESISTORS: All 0'6W 1% Metal Rim
Rl
27012'
R2-(N-1) ikfl
MISCELLANEOUS
Bass, Box'S PCS IBIS
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,18

(M270R)
(MIX)
(70478)

Imm'PCB Pin
4mm Grammet
lOOmm Tie-wrap
Crocodile Lead kit

IPkl
iPkt
8
1

(F124B)'
X1X64U)
:
(BF91Y)
{BW69A)

Rating: Beginner, Recommended options: labels to identify frying leads
(see cabfe martteis. Cable & Accessories section of Maplin cstaiogie—
they should in turn be mounted o.ti a short piece of beatshrink sfees
such:BS CPi6 (Maplin BFSoTJ to provide a firmer hacking).
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by Keith Bfindley
icrosoft is under attack from all
sides these days. Apart, from the
recent $1 million a day fine
imposed by the US Justice Department
on Microsoft for uncompetitive practices,
several big guns in the world's software
markets are ganging together against
Microsoft, in an effort to prevent
Microsoft software being universally
applied to all computers everywhere.
But before we go off die deep end and
join the throng accusing Microsoft of
this, let's look at die. facts, and view them
from beleaguered Microsoft's position.
First, three of the world's largest
computer manufecoirers (Compaq,
Gateway 2000 and Micron Electronics)
say that Microsoft threatened to prevent
them using Microsoft's Windows software
if they did not supply Microsoft's internet
Explorer Web browser as standard on all
computer desktops they sold, despite tile
fact that the three companies wanted to
supply Netscape Navigator as die default
Web browser. According to one Compaq
executive (under oath to a Federal Trade
Commission investigation, no less),
Microsoft sent Compaq a letter (dated
30ih May 1996) stating that it intended" to
cancel its Windows licensing agreement
unless Compaq used Imemet Explorer
instead of Navigator. Needless to say,
Compaq did just that Surely this isn't
uncompetitive practice, it's just a small
case of Microsoft looking out for itself.
After ail, any computer company can
choose not to licence and use Windows if
it so wishes, can't it? Ihefrre perfecdy
welcome to try to sell computers without
an operaung system, aren't they? What's
uncompetitive about that?
Second, all diis will shortly be
irrelevant anyway when the next version
of Windows, due in mid-1998, is
released. In Windows 98, Microsoft's
Internet Explorer becomes an integral
part of the Windows operating system,
which means that it's nor a separate
product at all, so can't be treated as an
add-on. As a result, there'll be no such
thing as uncompetitive, will there? After
all, anyone wanting to use an add-on
such as Netscape Navigator or any other
Web browser can do so, can't they?
That's competitive, isn't it? Surely, we
can't expect Microsoft to take out
Internet Explorer from Windows 98, as
it's what the whole new version of the

operaung system is based On?
Third, over the last few years, thq US
Justice Department has played second
fiddle to Microsoft, when it has
overturned several anti-trustsuits against
Microsoft. The cheek of it, some minor
players in the computer world liad even
suggested that Windows wasn't as
original as Microsoft intends us to
believe, indeed, one computer
manufacturer even had the nerve to
suggest that Windows was a copy of its
operating system. This is.all stuff and
nonsense, of course. If Windows was a
copy, why did it take eleven years for
Windows to copy it? - Apple's Macintosh
operating system first saw light of day in
1984, while Microsoft's best chance so
far of emulating it, Windows 95, didn't
appear until 1995, giving the MacOS
eleven years to move along at a rate of
knots in the meantime. Any really
uncompetitive software manufacturer
would copy a good idea tar more quickly
than chat, wouldn't It?
Fourth, there's talk of the fitct that
Microsoft has developed Internet
Explorer version 4 (diat is, the recently
released version that is to form the heart
of Windows 98) to include Microsoft's
new Java extension.. Now, as everyone
knows, there's a significant move to
ensure that Java is used by «// computer
operating systems, simply because it
means that Any applications (known as
applets) written using the Java language
can be run on any computer — regardless
of the computer's operating system.
How- could anyone in their right mind
accuse Microsoft of being uncompetitive,
when it has included Java into Windows?
OK, so Microsoft's Java extension is
different to everybody else's, .limiting
applets written using them to run only
within Internet Explorer 4—.but that's
beside the poinc, isn't it?
So, let's leave Ijehiml all this cltatter
about uncompetitive practices, (jet's just
sit back as we have been doing for die
last fifteen years, and lei Microsoft do as
it has always done - freely. Lee's look
forward to the day when all free
competitors have the free right to go
freely bankrupt. After all, if they can't
compere with a.Free Microsofi in a free
marketplace, they freely shouldn't
freely be there in the first free place,
should thev?

RAMmed Into a Disk
Almost before a standard for digital video
disc (DVD) drives and discs appeared,
manufacturers already spoke of the next
generation of devices that will support
rewriteable data on discs —effectively
known as DVD RAM. Hitachi has already
demonstrated a 2-6G-byte DVD RAM
drive and expects to have developed
4-7G-bytea side DVD RAM drives within
a year.
However, as usual and as any reader
should expect, there's confusion over
standards for tltis next generation. There
are two current standards lieing promoted,
although fortunately the eventual
outcome standartl which combines the
two formats is expected shonly.
Philips and Sony have developed a
scheme using lands and grooves on"the
disc, while the main competition
(Pioneer, Hitachi, and Tbshiba)
developer! a system using wobbled
grooves. By combining the two systems
for the eventual standard, much lower bit
error rates result (in the order of a
reduction around 16 ordets of
magnitude), which accounts for the
higher storage capaliiiities Hitachi
expects. To obtain she higher storage disc
capabilities, Hitachi has already
developed .a disc substrate which features
an improved signal-to-noise ratio.
For once, it appears that this next
generation DVD RAM is going to be
compatible with CD-ROM and firstgeneration DVDs. However, there's time
in change this yet,.isn't there?
Up in the Sky
Motorola is close to realising its planned
internationa! project, aimed ax providing
a glqlial broadband communicaciom
system via 70 low-Earth orbit satellites. It
signed an agreement with Matra Marconi
Space (MMS) recently, worth around $1
billion, to provide the satellites for the
senice, due to become operational in
2003. Codenamed Celestri, the system
aims to provide realtime interactive
multimedia senices such as desktop
videoconferencing:
TUe oprntoi's'exprcssed'by thp auilKw sic rot
nccessaiily BioSe.oLBit. publisher or tKo eilllar
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by Reg Miles
The introduction of relatively inexpensive
microcomputers allowed medium and small
companies to follow the lead set by the larger
companies, and computerise their offices. Hoivever,
they soon discovered that the concept of a
paperless office' was illusory - a monitor ivas no
substitute for hard copy.
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And it seemed aiisurd to continue to
use typewriters to get it. Inexpensive
and easy to use printers were going to
lie necessary if the potential of computers
was to be fully realised - especially if they
were also going to be used in the Iiame.The
golfball primer was one such devicealready used with mini computers and as a
typewriter- The 'golfbaJI' is a spherical print
head with raised characters covering its
. surface. In operation, it is rapidly rotated to
bring each character to the printing
position, and the ball is then pressed
smartly against the ink ribbon and paper
beneath. Because the gollball is easily
removable, other fonts can be substituted.
However, although it could print good
quality alphanumerics Md "symbols, it could
not print graphics, and the speed was nither
limited while computers were getting faster.
The daisywhee! printer liad the same
shortcomings, but also the same
advantages of good quality and
interchaogeability. In this case, the
characters arc near the ends of spokes, or
'petals', radiati fig from a cemral hub. Tills
rimless wheel is spun to bring the correct
character into position, where it Ls struck
and forced against the. ribbon and paper.
The limitatioas of the gollball and
daisywheel printers left the way dear for the
dot matrix printer, whose print head could
also form graphics and different fonts. This
consists of a numlrer of spring-loaded wire
pins arranged in a single-width column arid
mounted within a guide block (see Figure
1). Bach pin has a solenoid .at its top thai
presses it against the ribbon and paper to
produce the required pattern of dots as the
head moves across the paper. There may be
9.12,18 or 24 pins in the head Colour
printing is achieved by using a ribbon with
yellow red, blue and black colour stripes.
The ribbon cartridge is pivoted up and
down by a solenoid to align the correct
colour with the print head, as both move
back and forth together. Besides the three
basic colours, orange, purple and green can
be obtained by overprinting dots. It is also
possible to achieve die illusion of many
more colours by printing-dots of the basic
colours in close proximity so that they
merge at a normal viewing distance - a
modern version of toinrillism oiled dither.
However, dot matrix printers are now
largely confined to basic tasks as other
priming technologies, offering better quality,
have come down in price.
What a Racket!
One of the disadvantages of the dot matrix
printer is tire noise made by the.Impact of
the pins — which is probably one of the
reasons why the thermal prinrer was
developed. Tills, too, uses wires in the
moving print head, but in this case, they are
momemarily heated to form die dots. The
print head is pressed against either a
thermal transfer ribbon to nicic wax-based
ink onto plain paper or thermal paper
whose coating darkeas to black as che heat
is ,applied. Hie quality of both text.and
graphics is generally much superior to dot
matrix results because the'wires are smaller
allotting more to be squeezed in. The small
head combined with the minimum of
mechanism and low power consumption
made the technology ideal for portable
printers and compact typewriter-comeprinters. However, they were slower than
dot matrix, and possessed only limited
colour ability. Nowadays, the technology
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Petalf cf Prir.l Head

Figure 1. Dot-matrix print
head and cartridge.

Jrom Sony Broadcast has 2,408 elements),
used Four colour dye sheets, and claimed a
horizontal resolution aF700 lines. Because it
was designed to print from still video, it
didn't need a memory; but video printers
normally grab images arid hold therri for
printing in a field or Frome store. With thc
former, tile printer will noririally fill in die
spaces lietweeri. tile lines by repeating the
field — halving the vertical resolunon to
make, the device mote affordable, die latter
will use the full 576 active lines of a PAL
signal. Modem video primers generally
convea.the analogue signals to S- or ID-hit
digital for processing, and .this has allowed
the intnxluciion of printers capable of
handling both dignal and video inputs.
There are also printers that combirie

tends to lie used in roles sudi as producing
grey scale images From video mid medical
imaging systems, acliieving near
photographic c]o:'.lity with a stationary full
width head printing a Ime at a time on die
moving thermal pajier.
This potential for high quality images lias
led to the introduction of,several alternative
thermal technologies — all capable of full
colour in addition to monochrome.
Waxing Lyrical in
Glorious Technicolour
Thenrml wax tTnnBFer uses a wax ink sheet
and a stationary prim head containing a
strip of semiconductor heating elements
extending over die maximum width of die
paper (for rianrower paper, the extremities
are turned oil). The wax ink'sheet and the
paper pass aver the head and the wax ink is
melted onto the paper (refer to Figure 2}.
'[Tie degree of heat from each clerhent
controls the amount of wax deposited and
thus die density of each dot. The wax sheet
lias:different coloured areas, normally cyan,
magenta and yellow (CMY), tincl these are
applied in sequence to build up full colour which is notable for its good saturationSome printers are also designed to accept
four colour ink cartridges with the addition
of black (CMYK- black being the 'key* plate
in printing: combining CMY to produce,
black gives a less saiisfectoty result). But
whether CMY or CMYK, die result is
equivalent to a decent half tone:
"iTiere is also a variation on thermal wax
transfer known as variable dot. This
variation in dot size is controlled by the
printer's dot gain control, which produces
additional variations in the temperature of
each individual clement to change the
amount the wax spreads on the paper whilst
maintaining die correct density;
However, the quality still cannot equal
tliat of the dye sublimation process, which
can approximate to continuous tone
reproduction and give more subtle colouia.
The process Is very similar, however, with
the paper and a dye sheet passing over the
thermal head, which in tills case, operates at
a higher temperature. Again, the elements
in die thermal head praducc.differing
amounts of heat according to die signal and
this evajionues differing amounts of dve
onto absorbent paper (where it spreads very
slightly to eliminate the dot pattern). The
sheets can be GMY. CMYK, or black alone.
Because it can produce 'photo-realistic'
images, the dye sublimation process is also
used for video primers. That, and the fact
that the elements in the printing head can
be heated in direct proportidri to the

u. .

Photo Epson DLQ3000+ dot matrix printer.
amplitude of the analogue signal to dosely
.match the range cf colours and tones in the
original (aldiough no form of priming can
exactly match the cofoure and tones
displayed on a monitor). In fact, the first dye
subiimatidn printer was die Sony
Mavigraph: a protonpe developed in 19S2
to accQnipany the prototype Jktavict
(magnetic video camera) chat recorded still
video images on a disk. The Mavigraph bad.
RGB and N'TSC inputs, a 512-elenient
thermal head (die latest dye sub printer

thermal wax or variable dot and dye sub
technologies- These are used in pre press
work to produce test prints mid dien
condnnous tone dye sub proofs.
Alps has recently launched a new version
of their Micro Dry primer range diat also
combines two quality levels. However,
although the Micro Dry process is similar in
operuiion to dye sublimation, it uses a dry
resin ink that does not permeate die paper
but fixes on die surface in a four layer
coating jtist 3gm thick. Using standard

Thermal
Print Head
Pa^er Wrapped
cnJund rotrrt^a —.
FJc-Lo

\
V.'c< Ink Sheet *7ih
^x^\^-'Cyan. Magenta end
YcH'ciw SecEibriS.
\

\v\^

Y/'

Figure 2. Thermal wax transfer printing.
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in successive bands by conrrolled bursts of
hear lasting only for nanoseconds, with the
duration of each burst determining the
colour density. Each Layer of the paper
requires a different temperature to form the
image: the upjrenmost yellow* layer requires
the least heat and is printed first, then fixed
by ultraviolet light; die middle magenta
layer is then printed with greater heat, and
again fixed by UV light; lastly, the bottom
cyan layer is printed at maximum heat, but
does hot require exposure to UV light (see
Figure f). Prints are of a similar quality to
dye subiimation.
Although die various thermal processes
can print texr, it is normally combined with
images or graphics and it would not be
practical or cost effective to use one of
these printers for test atone — certainly the
results would not ire equal to a text primer.

Protective Heot Resistant
Layer
Yellow Lbyer
Magenta Layer.^-^.
Cyan Layer.
^
Base
Material

.Micro Dn' inks and photo-realistic jraper
gives prints approximating to dye sub
continuous tone quality; while the higher
quality print uses finer 'photographic" Micro
Dry inks and paper that look very similar to
photographs, The latter uses CMY plus a.
transparent overcoat (some dye sub printers
also use this to give a better looking,.mare
durable finish), the former uses CMYK "or
bhek alone — with the option of metallic inks.

Thermal Retention
Tire newest thermal printer technology
does away with wax and dye sheets and
returns to thermal paper, albeit paper of a
special kind, with three colour sensitive
layers each containing 1pm diameter
microcapsules to produce the CMY colours
(as shown in figure 3). Developed by Fuji,
the Thermo Autochronie (TA) process uses
a full width thermal head to form tire image

k
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Photo 2. Mitsubishi G680C-40 variable dot printer.
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Ink is the Link
Inkjet is a more versatile technology, with
printers that tan handle texr and graphics
and the more upmarket models drat can also
produce images with an appearance v.tning
from a halftone to virtually continuous tone,
depending on the technoiogy. Although the
name implies a stream of ink, it is actually
ejected from die multiple nozzles as fine
draplecs of constant size in order to restrict
die quantity chat goes onto the paper and
prevent its spreading. The arrangement of
die nozzles is essencirdly the same as that of
the pins in a dot matrix printer, only they are
much finer and there are more of them so
the doc apjiearance is largely removed (the
head also moves across the paper). Colour
printing is achieved by dividing the nozzles
between die CMY or CMYK inks to avoid
contamination. The original inkjer printers
operated with a continuous flow of ink,
which had to be diverted by a gutter stnd
returned to die reservoir between characters,
whereas modem inkjet technologies eject.
droplets only when required.
The thermal inkjet, orhubblejet. printer
was developed by Canon after a fortuitous
accident when a researcher accidentally
touched an ink syringe with a soldering iron
and ink was ejected- Each of around a
hundred nozzles in die print head (see
Figure 5) has its own heating element which
raises the ink temperature to 30(H00oC
through a pulse of electric current, and the
vapour this creates forms a bubble which
forces a droplet of ink out of the nozzle.
The current is then switched off and, as the
ink cools, the bubble collapses and draws in
fresh ink from a reservoir (refer to Figure 6).
Irs viscosity keeps it in die nozzle until the
process begins again. Special inks are
required that can retain their properties
after being boiled. And, because die
elements need time to heat up and coo!
down again, printing is not quite so quick as
other ihkjct technologies such as piezu
inkjei. This relies on the piezoelectric effect,
whereby an applied electric field causes
some crystals to mechanically deform, in
Uiis case, acting as a pump to force a
droplet of ink out of the nozzle in response
to a control pulse (a cold version of the
bubblejet). Epson has developed an
enhanced MicroPiezo primhead (see Figure
7) diat allows greater control over each
droplet and, thus, smaller printed dots of
more consistent size and shape.
There is also a solid ink printer. This uses
solid wax-based ink that is melted in the
printer when needed and passed to
reservoirs. It is then sprayed from an almost

full width printing head, which need onty
move slighdy, to form an image on a
rotating drum - it being possible to spray
up to four cplouci at once (as Figure S
shows). Paper is then bought into contact
with the drum and the image is transrerred.
Before the next page is primed, the drum is
cleaned of any residue by a maintenance
tray using a thin film of fine silicon oil —
which also acts to prevent the ink sticking
to the drum during the next image transfer.
Quick as a Flash!
Hie different technologies described thus
far all use some form of priming head to
produce the results. The laser printer,
conversely, borrows technology originally
developed by Xerox for document copying
(with some machines combining the roles
of copier and printer).
A laser printer has a rotating drum rhar Is
coated with a.photoconduaive matertai. in
operation, the photoconducuye layer is
charged by a corona wire, and a modulating
laser beam is then scanned across die drum
by an oscillating mirror to form a latent
image by altering the charge (shown in
Figure 9). Where die image-forming iight is
at maximum (white), the photoconductive
layer is discharged, but as theJniensity of
the light is reduced, an increasing amount
of charge is retained until all the diarge is
retained in what will become the black
areas. Toner is then spread over the image
and adheres in direct proportion to the
charge remaining. Pajier then passes in
contact with the drum and. because it has
been charged by a second corona wire, it
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Ultra-Violet Lamp
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Figure 4.
Tharmo-Autoehrome printing.

Paper Wrapped
around Drum
more than a digjral code. Basic text printing
requires the printer to form characters from
internal software instructions that match the
character codes sent by the computer
(ribrmally the American Standard Code for
Information Interchange - ASCII). Or, in the
case of daisy-wheel and golfball printers, to
select the already existing diameters.
The pahicular typeface, such as Courier
or Roman, will either conform to one of
several fonts resident in die primer's
memory or fonts supplied as part of a word
processor. Scalable fonts allow the size of
the character (measured in 'points') to be
adjusted because they exist only as a
formula, whereas bit-mapped fonts are a
precise arrangement of pixels and enlarging
the characters produces a ragged
appearance. Additional character codes
must be-sent to print italics, underlined text,

Giass Ceding Piote

Critics
Nazzte

attracts the toner image onto its surface.
Finally, the paper passes over a hot roller
that fuses die toner to the paper, lb achieve
colour reproduciiao, the process is
repeated, each time using a different colour
toner, thus building up the image in colour
separated layers - normally GNIYK.
The advantage of this technology is that it
gives continuous tone images and
accurately formed hard-edged characters
and graphics. But, whatever the results look
like, to get them on the paper, requires
some effort when the source is nothing

Therm a! Print Head

r

Figure 5. Thermal InkJet
print head.

Ease Plate

N

Photo 3. Sony Mavfgraph

tr.k heats up
Sutslrote

bubble lomjs
bubble evpends

Photo 4. Fuji NC^D
Thermo-,
printer.

bubefe forces
out Ink
buhbfe cooTs.
end ccnlmcts
vocuum pulls
mere ink
inlc nozzle
ready to
storl again
Figure 6. Thermal InkJet principle.
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special symbols, etc., plus control codes to
inform the prin ter of margin sizes, line
length, line spacing, etc.
In order to correct])' respond ro these
codes, and dtose for graphics, the printer
must obviously understand them and word
processor provide a menu of different
printer rypcs to ensure that the codes sent
tire correctTor any particular model.
However, if the printer is new or one that
has a limited market, a definition file, may
not be included, so printer can be set, to
emulate oilier; morc popular, printers.
One problem with printing has been that
what was shown on the monitor was not
what appeared on the paper, e.g., large
characters printed small. Now desktop
publisliing (DTP) and art increasing number
of word processor programs allow an exact
replica to be primed, inclutling graphics,
etc, hence the term "wliat you see is what
you get', or WYSIWYG-. Obviously, tills only
applies if the printer is physically capable of
conforming to all die necessary codes.
The use of laser printers for DTP lias seen
the introduction of the page description
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language to interpret commands from
virtually any application program, usualiy in
ASCII, into a description of where text,
graphics and images should lie located on
the page. The most popular of these is
Adobe's PostScript. And this is increasingly
being used with other types of printers. It
can also lie used to control a raster Image
processor (RIP) which converts the RGB
seen on a monitor into CMYK values to tell
the printer where and how much toner or
ink should be used (both hardware and
software RIPs are available). This may be
aided by a colour management, or matching,
system which specifies the colouts to be
used in order to achieve the desired hues.
There are a number of different s)3tcms, the
most popular being the Pamone one. But
these are for critical work.
The majority of modem printers operate
at 8 bits giving 256 grey scale levels, which,
using CMY translates ta n colour depth of
24 bits, or a theoretical maximum of 16-77
million colours (2563).
In order to accept the increasing amount
of printing information, in addition to the
file dial is to be printed, an internal rnefnory
is provided. Tills allows the computer to
output all or large chunks of the data and so
reduce down time. The more expensive
printers will also have a hard disk to store
the necessary software.
Video printers allow corrections to be.
made,to contrast, brightness, colour, etc., as
there is obviously no computer to do it
beforehand- Some digital printers also have
correction facilities on the printer, although
these will normally duplicate those available
from the computer, being merely a matter
of convenience.
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Ptioto 6 Tektronix 350 solid Ink printer.
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hoto 7.
owlott Packard
BP Laser printer.

Flgura 7. Pfezo
InkJet print head.

muHi—Foyer Gcluatcr
(Piezo Electric)

New Year's Resolution
Prim Tcsolution is normally quoted in dots
per inch (dpi). A common figure is
300x300dpi (Porizontal x verticil), while
mote upmarket machines claim 600x600dpi"
or more. Some printers increase the
resoiution further by interpolation. But
Figure 8, Solid ink
printing.

the maximum jxiper size and the maximum
print size: unless die specifications state 'full
bleed', there will he unprinted margins left
on the paper.
Most printers give better results with
special.pa pen having die characterisijcs to
suit the particular print medium than with
plain paper—and some cm only use spedal
paper. Most primers tire also capable of
■ printing on transparency Sim or semitransparent paper for use v.idi an overhead
projector (OHP). A printer diat is intended
liar large prim runs will probably use paper
tolls, while others will use iinJivkiual sheets
fed from a paper tray

high pressure
dropfel Quick siobFe response
^
hiah frequency
' vi**
pcrmooenl durafclllty
low Voltage .drive i: printing energy

I.-V
U.tjg-r.itj,
YeCyan,
ho- ood
B\azk

vtbraticrt pfate

however the resolution figures are achieved,
they are not a completely reliable guide to
how the finished print will tool:: a "print with
die appearance of continuous tone will
seem to have a higher resolution than one
that.looks like a halftone, even though they
both have the same number of dots per
inch. With text, lioweier, am'differences in
ci|)i are likely to be obwous. Tlie size of the
print may not be all that it seems, either.
There is frequently a discrepancy between

Heated
Fustng
Ro fer
"
Paper '

Summary
With the rapid progress of technology,
printers that were originally developed for
office and then home use iiave taken on
roles drat would have been inconceivable just
a decade or so ago. And the price-to-quality
ratio ai ail levels is improvihg constantly
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Figure 9. Laser printing.
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Bedionlc equipment used on Rob Sperring's nrotnrtaln expedition: Casio G-Shock Aitlmeter WbIcIi (Stock Code CK5SL); Oafmlti GPS Compass
(Stock Code KX38R); Sifva Sighting Compass and CUnDmeter (Stock Coda WC52G) and Lago Halogen Head Torch (Stock Code BN77J).
the relevant maps and climbing
information, before setting off
to Huaroz, which was to form
the base for my climbing in the
Cordilleras Bianca and
Huayhuash maun tain regions in
Peru, As Huaraz is a town
situated at 10,000 feet, I spent s
few days here in order to
acclimatise, followed by a day
trek to Churup lake at an
altitude of 14,000 feet. Two days
later,.! was able to begin my
ninuniaineering in earnest, and
Sregan with a non-technical
climb of Mount Pisco at 19,000
feet to familiarise myself and
gain confidence with my
technical and electronic
equipment. Subsequently, I
made a technical ascent of
Mount Ishincu at 18,750 feet
and five summit attempts of
Mount Tbcllantju, a peak of

e chnolo
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MOUNT
e e « « o e
by Rob Sperring

On August 21st this year, J set off on a climbing expedition
to the Peruvian Andes ivith the intention of climbing peaks
in excess of20,000feet. The iveather conditions at this
time of year mere beginning to deteriorate as this zvas the
end of the climbing season, tvhich was exacerbated by a
warm pacific current which occurs every ten to twelve
years in this region and is known as El Nino.
With this in mind, my
selection of
equipment was of
paramount importaiice with the
prime considerations being
weight, bulk and durability In
addition to the essential
dodiing and technical climbing
equipment necessary for this
trip, I also chose to take four
items of electronic equipment
for evaluation of their
performance in this demanding
and hostile emironment. These
included the following items'
which can be found in the

current Maplin Electronics
catalogue and retail stores:
Casio G-Shock Altimeter Watch
(Stock Code CS56L);'Garmin
GPS Compass (Stock Code.
KX38R); Silva Sighting Compass
and Clinometer (Stock Code
WC52G) and lago Halogen
Head Torch (Stock Code BNTTf).

The Casio G-Shock
AJtfmeter Watch
(Stock Code CK56L)
pictured at'Macetlo
PicctJu(2,300m).

Acclimatising
On arriving in Peru, my first
port of call was the South
American Explorers Club in
Lima, where I was able to obtain
'.'S
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tho Casfo O-Sti
VUlimntoiyWaic
(Slock Codo
ICKCfii-J jilcturatl
Dij tiDi of Um flntio
(Bji||mtB 3,9!}Sni)
fmril tri Daz (Bolivia)
vlo'CtKco (Peru)
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. The Qarmin GPS Compass (Slock
Code KX38R) plcturetl at Churup lake
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more dian 20,000 feet, ft was
here tliati .stayed at summit
camp at 18,000 feet for six days
in the most extreme weather
conditions that I was to
encounter during my trip.
Although I was within 500 foci
of summit on one of my final
attempts, the adverse
condilions proved too perilous,
I resumed to Huaraz with frostbiuen fingers and realising that
the weather condidons were
unlikely to improve, I decided
to set off for Bolivia to Mount
Huayna Poiosi in search of my
20,000. foot peak.
Throughout all my climbs,
the specific features contained
in the watch proved to be very
useful aids on the mountain. In
particular, on the approach
from base camp to summit
camp on the Tbdlarajii climb,
the barometric pressure graph
forewarned me that a large fail
in atmospheric pressure had
occurred even though the
immediate weather conditions
gave me no indication of die
impending snow-storm. As a
direct result of this warning, i
decided to make mare haste in
my ascent to die summit camp
and pitch my tent earlier than I
had origlnallv planned. The
storm hit later that evening, by
which time, I had long since

pitched my tent and cooked my
eyeriihg mad and was able to
weather out the fust day's
storm in shelter. In the absence
of this warning, I would have
been placed in the position of
having to pitch camp in a
blizzard. An additional fcanjre
of the watch which I was aide to
exploit is the built-in altimeter.
This measures heights up to a
maximum of 13,360 feet, which
is ideal far dimbing a nd
mountaineering.in all but die
highest mountain ranges in the
world Ac lower levels, I found
the watdi to te an excellent
indicator of height, showing
less than a 5% margin of error
at its limits.

Look, No Hands!
On one of my summit attempts
on Tbdlamju and on my first
and successful attempt at
summit on Mount Muayna
Potosi, it was necessaty to i>egin
dimbing at 0300 hours in ortler
to reach sumffiit and return to
camp within sufficient time
should the weather deteriorate.
It was on these occasions that
the hands-free halogen head
torch was invaluable, not only
for initial preparations and
leaving the tent, but also
illuminating the grade 4'5 nearvertical ice face, for which 1
needed both hands free to
climb with ice axes. 'Without the
use of this torch, I would have
been forced to climb by
starlight, as there was a new
moon which offered very little
illuinination. 1 found the torch
very comfortable to wear, the
battery at the rear
counterbalancing the filament
housing at die from perfectly,
anil the inclusion of dips
allowed secure attachment to
my helmet. In all but the most
severe blizzard conditions, die
beam angle and penetration
were .excellent, enabling safe

navigation, even on the glader
at night when the call of nature
beckoned.
One of die most used items
on my trip, whether I was
trekking, on art approach or
climbing, was the Silva Sighting
Compass and Clinometer. A
handy feature of this was thai it.
fitted unobtrusively into my
breast or sleeve pocket, which
made it readily accessible for
taking quick bearings. Due to
the innovadve sighdng design
of this compass, I found that I
was able to take back hearings
very accurately for precise
positional fixes. The alignment
mirror also had an unexpected
function, that of a vanity mirror
for applying my yellow zinc
total sun block lipstick without
smudging it! As for the
Clinometer. 1 used this on
several occasions for assessing
the grade of an ice-climb and
for finding level ground On
which to pitch my tent but
realistically, this was used more
out of interest than for any real
practical need.
GPS Proves
its Worth
The star banana of all die pieces
of equipment was the Garmin
GPS n Plus Satellite Compass! 1
have used many GPS compasses
previously; but was'impressed
with the speed of acquisition of
this instrument, the size of the
LCD display screen and its
economical use of die batteries.
Other attracdve feature.- are its
etgonomic shape and size and
its user-friendly menu driven
display screens. One of the
most notable incidems
occurred when I was on die
summit camp of Tbcllaraju,
caught in a total wliiteouL I Ivad
been climbing on a 5,000 foot
ice-face alongside the summit

s.

The Garmin GPS
Compass (Stock
Coils KX38R)
- pictured at
'Summit of,
ishlnca
f-tS.SSOm).
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The Garmln GPS
Compass (Sfoek CodQ
KX3BR) pictured at
Summit of Huayna
Poldsi (6,198m).

Approach to Huayna Potoal. Note curvature of the Earth and
LakaTitlcaca (aHtlucfe 19,500ft. approximately).
'Wu ,.v.. _ •
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Final Ice wall,
Huayna Potosl,
at 6.150m
(20,000ft.).
camp and wanted to return to
die shelter of my tent before
die impending storm. In order
to do tills, 1 had to negotiate
several snow hidden crevasses
to locate my tent whilst
avoiding other pefilous near
vertical ice-faces which
dominated the glacier on three
sides. Fortunately. I Had carried
die GPS compass with me on
this climb and had switched it
on for the entire ascent-1 was
therefore able to backtrack
with a; high degree of accuracy
my snow covered tracks from
earlier. Although this compass
lias a tlifferemial error of up to
100 metres in theory, on this
particular descent. I found it to
be unerringly accurate. During
this descent, 1 could not help
wondering .at the fete of several
of the climbers on the Everest
expedition of May 1996 and
whether for the sake of die
extra few hundred grams in
weight of tills compass, the
outcome might not itave been
ciifferenL
■live definitive memory of
this compass was when it
logged my position on die
summit of Huayna Potosi at
6.198 metres or 20,70! feet. My
goal achieved at last, 1 could
Stave kissed id
For extended expeditions
where base camps could be set
up for several weeks on end,
technology has provided
mountaineers with additional
communieaiion aids offering,
increased information, thereby
making ascents'more
calculated and less liazardous.
These prodsicts Include twowav mobile radio transceivers
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such as the Alinco DJ-190E
(Stock Code KN44X), which
otfers line-of-sight
commuriicatibns of up to 25
itiiles: solar jianels as listed on
page 662 of the current Maplin
Eiearonlcs cataldgiie, which
allow the continuous trickle
charging of 12V lead add
batteries or powering the
Maplin weather satellite
receiver (Stock Code AQ49D),
which when used in
coniunction with a laptop
computer, wilt give live
meteorological infonrunion
from Russian and American
geostationary weather satellites.
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Summary from
the Summit
All four of the electronic items
1 carried with me on my
climbing expedition In the
South American Andes
acquicted themselves admirably
under Extreme conditions of
temperature.and aitirude, all of
diem justifying their cost.
Having used this equipment to
its fol! poientiai, 1 feel it is
highly suitable for outdoor
enthusiasts and dimliers alike.
With the festive season .
approaching. I would not
hesitate to recommend one or
all of these as gifts for use in
the UK and Europe,
Finally Lwould like to thank
die foLfowing;
Asolo for the Supersoft
plastic boots and inca Trail
approach shoes, Terra Nova for
the Super Quasar tent. Rab for
the Zero Down jacket, O.T.T.
Expeditions for all their help
and advice,
Wh
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Computers
Build IBM-compatible PCs For
Under £200. No specfe! sWlls or
pre'.lD'JS knaftfedgs leouired. WIs
manual for the cotnplsie b-ginner
shov.s you ho-.v in a step-fcy-step
gpptasch, which is absolutely jaigbfifree. Send an SAE for details to:
Richard Garland, 10 Barford House,
Bow, London E3 5HR
Wanted
Electronic Penfriend. Want a
Ifigenan penfriend? A talented
songwrtter, playright, poet, interested
in electronics. Write, to: Ayotuhde
RaiiTii-La-.val, 13 Araoti Sueet, %l>a,
Lagos State. Nigeria.
Service Manual for the
Tolequlpment DMS4 oscilloscope. It
you can help, please contact me on
(01493) 751707, "(hanks.
Meter tor AVO CT160 Valve Tester
or complete scrap unit, WHY Would
also consider rr.y roo'.'errrent rewound
- do you know where? Pete
Shepherd. Tel; (01258) 887402.
BBS Corner
Apple Crackers. FirstCIass Client
83S. mainly for Applel.lac and PC
users. Baud rate 2-4K-tot's to 28-8Kbit's, 8 data bits. noparTty. 1 stop bitTel: (0126S) 7813ia'780724,
Mactel Motroqconof. FuslOsss Client
BBS. AppisMad and PC users. E-raaii
aSitsess on rntemet (ferragfetered users.
Baud rats. 2-4ItJ3ii% to'SS-SK-fcif'S,
3 data bis. no parity, I stop bit.
Tel: (0181) 543 8017 (Metro) Of
(0115) 9455417 (Icohex).
Spfdert Amiga BBS. The Eghler
altemacne. f.falnl)' Amiga and some PC
illes, HdooeL Mercuiynet and MufoneL
Online games. Speeds up to l92fX).
Tel: (01568) 613520.
Club Corner
_
ARS (Aberdeen Amateur Radio Society)
meets on Friday staiings in tna RC Hsll,
70 Caimgorm Crescent, Kincarth.
For details cantacc Martin, (CMOJCN).
Tel: (01569) 731177.
The British Amateur Electronics Ciuii
(founded in 1S66). for as inieissiad
in etectronfes. Four nev^eftersa year,
help lot members and more! UK
subscription £S a ysat (Junior members
£4. p.ersess members £13.50).

f?SSs
Placing an advertisement in.this
section of Electronics and Beyond
is your chance to tell the.readers
of Britain's bast magazine for
electronics enthusiasts what you
want to; buy. or sell, or tell them
about your club's activities Absalutaly Free of Charge! .We will
publish as many advortisemonts
as we have space for. We.wilt print
the first 30 words freer but thereafter the charge IslOp per wbrd
for each added-advert per reader.
Placing an adverfJsomBnl Is easyi
Simply wfile your advarilsament
clearly in capital letters, on a
For further .d-asits send SAJL to;
The Seoreisry, Mr.J. R Dafes,
70 Ash Road, CutftSngon, Noithv&h.
Cheshire CW8 2PS.
Bury St. Edmunds Amateur Radio
Society- MssSngs held et Coirord
School. 73C^5m for B.OOpm nn the
thiid Tuesday of each month, unless
osterv.fen staled. Rinher.details
from Kerin Watsrson, (Q2GV!).
20 Csfiogan Posd, Bury SL Edmunds,
Suffolk 1P33 3QI. Tel; (012S4) 764B04.
Crystal Palace and District Radio
Society meets on lte third Saoirday
of each month at All Saints Church
Parish ftooms, Eeuiah Kill. loni3ai'SE19.
Delate from Witf Tss-tor. (GSOSC).
Tel; (QISl) 6SS 5732.
Derby and District Amateur Radio
Society meets every Wednesday st
7.30pm, at 119 Gneen Lane, Derby.
Rinher details fnxn; Rieltarrf Buckby,
(G3VGW), 20 Edsn Bank. AmteigBte
DE56 2C-G. Tel: (01773) 852475.
EJectronie Organ Constructor's
Society. Dsteits of pragamrra
magaane and membsrStlp from:
Obn Bray (Hen. Sec.), 34 Elhsrton Way,
Ssafotd, Sussex BW25 3Q3.
Te!; (01323) S949C9.
H.tl,G. User group for aU B-bit fisom
Micros, since 1991. Still going strong:
ProgrBmmng. naxs, infofmabon, sates.
Contact E.U.G., 25 EerSe Road,
Southsts, Hants. K»4 8))!
Tel: (01705) 781168.

;
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:
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postcard or sealed-down envelope.
Then send it, with any necessary
payment, to: Electronics Classified,
RO, flat 777, Ra-jtelgh, Esse<SSS 819,
Advertisaments will be
published as soari as possible,
space allowing. No responsibility
Is accepted for.detayed
publication or lion-inclusion
of advertlsetnenls.
Readers who have reasonable
grounds' to believe they have been
misled as "to the nature of an
advertisement arc advised to
contact the Publisher arid their
local trading Standards Office.
The lincoln Short Wave Club
meets evay V.'ednesday night at the
City Engneers' Club. V&leraide South.
Uncoln at Spin. Ail welcome. For further
dssste contact f%rn, (G4ST0)
(Secrelar)'!- Tel: (01427) 78S3S6.
MERQ? 2 fiis! class stamps (or 4 IRCsS
to John Weal, 23 Chapat Strast, Tariey,
F£7 311'f brings inu a substanfis!
tnlroQiKawy psoft Ta tise Model
ESectionic Rait.'.sy Group - actively
applying eSectonics and ccmputers to
the model raikvay cpefEtlon.
Preston Amateur Radio Society
resets eery Tnuisdsy evening st
The tcnsdale Spons and Social Club.
Fblwood Had Late, fiih'.ood,
(of? VfeffingSiraet Road), Preston,
l3Jxisshira.PR2 4DC. Tel; (01772)
794485. Secretaiy. Mr Eric Essb'.OCid,
(GIWCQ), 56 The f.iede, FrecWean
PR4 UB. Tei: (01772) 636703.
Science At Your FTngertips.
Vftnt to meet friends biKrestsd In
Science? Send an SAE to: Oanfel Gee.
SAYF.. 37 SouBi Road, Watches,
Somerset TA23 OHG. or Soatt Mason.
SA.Y.E, 5S Psdt Avenua, De-.cnpQrt.
KymouUi PL149R http: //haapages.
enterprise.r.gt/-iccdragon/says-ht3.
SEEM 1)6 (South East Essex Mac User
Group), meet Ir. Eouthend, every second
Monday of each month, for details
let Mfchaa} Riy (01702) 468052.
ore-mail to cacfeikefoy.demn.co.ul;.

South and and District Radio Society
meals at the Druid Vtentut® Scout
Centra. Sauthend, Essst e.eiy Tnursday
at 8pm, For further datais, contact;
P.O. Bo-: 88. Rayleigh, Esset SSS 8NZSudbury and District Radio Amateurs
(SanDRA) meet in GL Ccmard,
SsidtKny. SuifcOr atS-OOpm.
Nerr members are very we'ccite.
Refreshments are available. R»
dctafe piaese contect Tony, (GSITr),
tel: (01787) 313212 before lO.OOpm.
TESUG (The Enropesri SsteSiie Usar
Group) for all atelfiis TV aiihuaaas!
To!2i^,, iridsperxlent TESUG prry/ides
tbs most up-to-date news ovaitebte
(ihtougi its mcnlMy •Fboiprinf
newsteaef, and a tstetextser-.tca
the psn-Brropean 'Suikt Channel')It also provides a wide variety of help
and ir,formation. Coniacu Die tlV/Btsheri TESUG, RO. Box 576
OrpingfiJi}. Kent BR3 9V/Y
Thanet Hectronics Club. For school
age Ham Radio and Bectroaics
enthuassts, emeis its 16lh Tfear.
Meetir^ IteSl evey Monday evening
from 730pm at The Quarterdeci!, 23on
-Ptace, Margate, Kent. For further details
contact: Dp Ken l_ Strath, (G3J1X),
Tel: (01304) 812723
Wakefleld and District Radio Society
meet a! 8.00pm on Tuesdsys at the
ComiKiniiy Centre, Prospect R(»d.
Ossea. W&l Tbrkshira. Contact
Bob Firth. (GSVAVF). (QTttR),
Tei; (0113) 282:5519.
The (Wigan) Douglas Valley Amateur
Radio Society msea on the'first and
third Thursdays <rf the month from
8.00pm at the Wigan Sea Csdet HQ,
Treriing Ship Sceptre, Brrarktouse'
Tertacs, off WTsntngton tans, I'Agan,
Contect D. Snape, (G4(?AG),
Tei; (01942) 211397 (Wigan).
Vfinchester Amateur Radio Club
meets on the tnird Frid^' of each nanih.
For (irtl progremme ccnlsct G4A)T),
Tei: (01962) 860807.
Wlrral Amateur Radio Sodoty meets
st the Ivy Fami. Arrowre Park Road,
aSkenhead every Tuesday e.ercng
End fomtaHy on the the first and third
Wsdnesd^'of every nronth. Oetaas:
A. Seed. (63F00), 31 V.ilhert Avenue,
Bebington, Wirrsl LS3 5NE.
Wlrral and Oistrict Amateur Radio
Society meets at the lit?/ Cricket Club,
Irtry. Wirrs!. Organfee--, vfels, DF hunts,
demofistratrons six! Junk safes.
fct further delate, please contact
Raul Robinson, (GOGP) on
(0151) 643 5SS2.

Please write your classified advert using one word per box below.
Atf raits of 30 vrotds or under wit be prirttEd &ee of charge, but theresfter the obatge is
lOp per word. Please include any payment for extra words with your advert.
V
Name
Address

Daytime Telephone
;
Return your advert tix eeareffts OassSsd, (X). Box777, Rayisfgh, Essex, S-S5 SlK.
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Overload

Latest estimates put the size of the Internet at over
one million Web sites, with more than 50 million
individual Web pages. Add to this the daily torrent of
news published on the Web and the fact that over 500
Web sites are added to the Internet every day, and it
quickly becomes apparent that the sheer scale of the
Internet is growing beyond the comprehension of an
individual human being. So how does a user find,
and more importantly, extract meaningful
information from the Web? Here, Stephen
Waddington examines a series of tools to enable
Internet users overcome information overload.
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Pfioto 2 Pash lechnofegy enebles pubhshersto distribute eleclronlc
puWIcatlona such as PC Mfeeh Onlineito a wide audlonce.

by Stephen Waddington

Inlbrmntion overload is a symptom of the
explosive growth of the Web and
cradiuonal broadcast and prim media.
'Hie sheer amount of dectranic material on
the Web makes it difficult even to find —
much less read and assimilate - relevant
news and informauon. Consumers want to
find and access information in a timely
manner, while publishers face the challenge
of cretning and building the most effective
clianncls to get their pubiislied content
tftrough all the noise to its target readeislup.
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Electronic Junk
While the Internet brings a tremendous
amount of data to the desktop of the
individual user, it has linle value in
information terms ■without structure-and
order. Users looking forinformation on a
ptuTicular organisation or topic need to
access relevant Web sites in a matter of
minutes, and can ill afford to spend hours
surfing from sire to site.
"The ability to access die right
information sit die right time Is ahsolutelv

critical. Hie problem is that the Internet falls
"short of expectations. Rather than giving
users tools to assimilate the right "
information into useful knowledge, it is
being overloaded with too much irrelevant
data", said Dr. Mike Lynch, Managing
Director Autonomy. Lynch founded
Autonomy an artificial intelligent agent
company, in March 1996 to develop tools to
manage information on the Web.
Tools to Overcome
Overload
The good news is that there Is a large
growth in tools to help Internet users
navigate around cyberspace. Here lies a
great irony. While the Internet has grown
from an anarchic academic bise, where
freedom of expression and creativity are
king, as it lias become commercialised,
business lias begun to impose stnicturc and
order—or at least, build tools thai enable
stntciure and order to be superimposed
upon the Internet.
The complexity of this new wired
environment demands a new style of
human-computer imeraction, where the
computer becomes an intelligent, active anil
personalised collaborator. During die course
of this article. v.re will examine a series of
emerging tools tharare being developed to
help mdhidun! users access the information
appropriate and relevant to their needs on
die Web. These range from push and pull
technologies which are both modelled on
the traditional publishing industry, to
intclligenc agents and search engines that
track down requested information on the
users'" behalf in real time.
News and Views
Over the past few months, a numlierof
Intemer-bascd news delivery produces have
been trialled on the Internet to enable
publishers to build a direct relationship with
their readers. Here, information is
despatched to the user as it is generated or
a software applicarion is used to grab
information from a specified TVeb site for
storage and subsetjuent viewing locally.
Hie majority of the tools, which we will
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examine here, require a direct connection
to the Imerher. This means you are able to
make a direct connection to the Internet
without using proprietary browsers or
offline reader appiications from your
Internet Senice Provider (ISP). If you are
unsure about the type of connection you
have, contact your ISP to check that you can
establish a direct cooneaion to the Internet.
The product that has enioyed the widest
mind share is the PointCast ivetwork. as
shown in Photo 3. However, a number of
other equally significant players also
compete in ibis market space as well.
Generally, these technologies employ one of
two delivery methods:
Push Technology
in this model, the content provider collects,
assembles, and integrates infbirnation and
'pushes' the complete product to the user.
Tills is also referred to as Internet
broadcasting or narcowcasting.
Pull Technology
Here, client-based software on the user's PC
proaoively monitors a user-defined set of
Web sources at user-defined periods looking
for information from a user-specified set of
topics and interests. Periodically, the pull
product will bring the specific, relevant
information that is customised and
personalised for the individual subscriber.
Push Or Pull
Pull technology is typiailiy subscriptionbased and operates in exactly die same
manner as a traditional magazine
subscription. In this model, the e'hd user or subscriber—typically pat's for die
content, software, or service that enables
him to monitor a customised set of raw
news and information sources, and puD it
direcdy to the desktop on demand.
By comparison, push mediodoiogies ate
ideally suited for mass-appeal information
for a very wide audience. Here, a defined
sec of information such as die daily edition
of PC Week Online, part of die Netscape InBox direct service at www.rietscape-Com as
shown in Photo 2, is distributed to die user
by e-mail as it becomes available. But push
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Table,1. Software sources and availablltty.
technology is also perfect for distribution of
information for a smaller audience such as a
niche trade publicadon, which cannot
typically support a broader advertising
revenue base.
Push technology can lie very attractive
because it requires less intervention or
mental processing. The product such as PC
Week online is packaged with graphics,
animation and flashing headlines and is
pushed but to the uscrdn publication.
Essentially it is a passive medium.
Both" push and pull technologies deliver
news and information to the user's desktop.
However, each method is suited to different
opts ofinformadon and to different user
styles. Since the push model requires
central editing of the information to prepare
it imp appropriate packets for discribtnion,
diis model is most cost-effective if the
infbrmatibn has vvidri appeal — world news.
updated stock market indexes, football
scores, or weather maps.
However, pull technology is best
implemeiited in situations where die user
decides which information sources are most
interesting or useful. In this case, die
individual user can decide the unique mix of
irifbrmatian which he wishes to view This
could include a mixture of 'broadcast- news
such as a roundup of rugby statistics, some
Specific technical newts, and personalinterest items such as match reports on a
particular football team, or data on weather
patterns in a particular part of die UK.
Because the user is pulling documents,
die sources and topics can be literally
anywhere on the Internet. Naturally over
time, topics will move in and out of favour
"with each user, and so the list of monitored
items will be modified by adding or deleting

Web sites and pages.
Pull technology because cif its ability to
uniquely focus informadon for the user,
provides a very efficient delivery medium
for new informadon - far more efficient
than simply browsing to find the
information, or using a Iwokmarks system
to look at pages that have some change on
diem. Both pull and push provide an
information delivery channel dtai is very
effident for the user, since the delivery is
typically performed in the background, and
the infomiauon is available at the user's
desktop for viewing on demand.
Pull with Highlights
While jots of companies claim to be building
both push and pull technology die market
is currently limited to a handful of
commercial products. Without a doubt.
Highlight^ from Tierra Communicadons,
shown in Photo 3 (see Table 1 for
dawnfondyhvailabiliiv details), is the leading
pull application. Highliglits2 monitors Web
pages bvr looking for new content of
significant interest to die user and then
downloading to the users hard disk for
subsequent viewing.
Using High3ights2 in coniunction vvidi a
Web browser, users can improve their
effidency in geumg personalised news and
information from the internet — improving
the speed and quality while streamlining die
quantity of content they read. A new
information source can be added instandy
by Creating an Assistant based on the page
curremly viewed in dieir browser.
Each Web page to be monitored is
assigned an Assistant. For each individual
Web address, the Assistant stores details of
January 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND tfpfc
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Assistant and the first tier ofhotllnked
pages, which link from the page defined
within an Assistant by a user.

gga Photo 5. The
HlghBgrts2
control/bar
shares the
screen with the
user's default
browser

Assistants
Assistants are assigned priority levels Normal of High priority us shown in Phpto
6. When a change occurs in a High Pnoriry
Assisiam, the user is notified both audibly
with a beep while online and visually with a
red check mark. When a normal priorit)'
Assistant change Ls registered, a simple
check mark appears. Other symbols are
used to indicate when Hightights2 has I seen
unable to dcRsmload information, or when
information has been read.
Highlights2 gives users funher options for
organising and viewing their infbtmation by
adding the abiiity to group and arrange
Assistants try topic. Pages may be grouped
under more titan one topic, if desired. For
example, a stock fisting page might be
viewed either as a personal interest item, or
as an investment item, or even as a corporate
page. Users can define, name and. organise
the topics to suit their own interests.

be*
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Photo7 6 Users
can select
whether they
want an
Assist arrtto
monltbr and
download
changes'in
graphics of text
In addition to
assigning a
priority fevel'to
indicate the
significance of
(Granges ohf the
monitored s«e.
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Push PointCast
Now compare pull with push, or Highlights
with PointCast PointCast Network shown in
Photo 7 (see Table 1 for
dowTiload/hvailabilicy details), is reckoned to
be the first news arid informadori service to
broadcast up-tp-the-minute news directly to
a viewer's computer screen. The company
also claims to have pioneered the concept
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the most current version of die Web pages
from that site held locally and details of
specific Information to be highlighted on
the retrieved page. Highlights2 will
embolden information of particaJar interest
to the reader by checking retrieved Web
pages against a list of keywords assigned by
the user and recorded by the Assistant.
Photo 4 shows an Assistant being defined to
highlight any material containing the
keyword 'semiconductor' on the Texas
Instrumems press information site.
The Tierra H)ghlighcs2 control bar is an
application taskbir, which contains a variety
of controls for setting and changing the
Highlights! Assistants. The control bar
docks to the edge of the screen in a manner
sinfiiar to the Windows 95 taskhar. This
means the application control bar is present
on the screen but still co-operates widi any
existing applications. The Highlights?
control liar can be stretched, by grabbing an
edge of it, to a width that suits your
assistam names and screen size, as shown in
Photo 5.
Selected Web pages are monitored for
updates whenever die user connects online.
This can either lie handled manually, or
scheduled using an auto dialler feature.
Changed pages are stored locally enabling
users to browse their entire list of
bookmarks offline. Users can select whether
they want an Assistant to monitor and
download changes in graphics or text or
both, as shown in Photo 6. Switching off
graphics significantly decreases the amount
of data to lie downloaded. Highlightsl
downloads the Web page specified by the
January 1998: ELECTRONICS AN0 BEYOND
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PointCast
Network Is
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pews and
Information
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of broadcasting information over the
Internet, tailored to the interests of each
indhidnal viewer.
PointCast delivers up-to-the-minute news
ant! information free to fntcmet users. The
network features six channels — News,
Companies, Industries, Weather, Sports and
Ufcstv'le. These channels offer business,
ititemationa! and politicil news, stock
quotes, sports news, weather reports and
maps, entertainment news and more from
various sources, such as Reuters,
Through personal news profiles shown in
Photo 8, viewers are able to customise the
information they receive. Viewers specify
news topics of interest and the PointCast
Network delivers currenLnews to their
desktop. Personal news profiles can ije
modified at any time.
PointCasting is an almost halfway house
between simply browsing the Web, and
setting rigid [Mnimeters for information
retrieval using pull technology such as
Tierra Highlights. It combines many of the
best aspects of traditional broadcasting in
which top stories are researched, Identified
and delivered to audiences by news
professionals with the personalisation
options offered by the ItointCast Network.
like television, the PointCast Network is
supported by advertising to provide users
with complete PoimCast services free of
charge. PointCast creates commercials for
advertisers using a built-in teclinology that
minimises hardware requirements. And
continuing the IV analog)", patent-pending
SmanScreen technologt' replaces the PC's
regular screen savers with rolling up-to-theminute headline news. But a failing of
PointCast generalSy is its lack of Buropeanfocused news and information sourcesNumerous publishers are now making
dieir publications available, to readers as
soon as they are completed using services

such as PointCast, orareeven e-mailing
HTML documents direct to subscribers.
Many of die analyst houses such as
Oataquest and Giga arc now using e-mail as
a mechanism to distribute reports and
briefing papers.
Specific Information
Requests
Push and pull technologies deal with die
regular delivery of news and information.
What if a bespoke piece of infomiarion is
requiredi For instance, perliaps you arc
keen to build a green energy supply and
want to track down details of solar panels.
How do you go about locating this
information?
One of the soluiioas is to use it search
engine to scan through Web pages for
keywords or search themes on your behalf.
There are essentially two discrete types of
Web search engines accessible over the
Internet. Tire key difference between them
lies in the way Web details ate collected by
the search engine.
Directory Enquiries
The first is a standard database type
directory of Web addresses and basic
descriptions. This formal is no more than a
basic index, and relies on die creators of
Web sites registering the site's domain name
and dcscripison with the directory. Users of
the search engine can search on basic terms
and receive details of all relevant sites
contained within the directory.
Undoubtedly, the most sophisticated
directory type Web search engine Is Yahoo
fret Another Hierarchical Officious Oracle),
located at vvww.yahooxom. Yahoo, showri in
Photo 9, classifies sites in a hierarchical
subject oriented format. Internet users can

cither browse sites by subject classification,
or search on keywords, Yahoo also carries
editorial listings of recommended sites
under Headings such as 'Wliat s Coo!',
"News', and 'Random'.
Data Collection
Hie second type ofsearch engine is based
on an entirely different model. Here, the
search engine uses a query too! or data
collector, more usually termed agent, to visit
Web sites across the Internet and retrieve
the domain name and details of the site's
contents'. This information is then sorted
and scored for analysis by users of the
search engine. The most popular search
engine in this categoty is Alia Vista at
wwwtaltavista.com. as shown in Photo 10,
created and mainrairied by Digital.
By basic definition, this type of search
engine is more comprehensive. This is
tiecause it uses agent rolxits to generate
and maintain its indexes. A robot is a piece
of software code that, under the direction of
its programmer, automatically traverses the
Web's hypertext structure by retrieving a
document, and recursively retrieving all
documents to which it is cross-referenced
or hyper-linked.
Web robots are sometimes referred to as
Web Wanderers, Web Crawlers, or Spiders.
These names area bit raisleadihg as the)'
give the Impression die software itself
moves between sites like a virus. This Is. not
the case; a robot simply visits a site by
requesting and downloading documents.
Executing a Search
Searching for a Web site or information on a
particular topic is relatively straightforwarci.
A selection of search engines is shown in,
lafale 2. Start by loading up the Web page of
the search engine you want to use in your
January 1398 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

Search Engines
Alts Vista
BizWir:
Gsferty
Irrfbseefe
.lycos.
OqenTevt
Starting Point
VVebCrav.-ter,
WhEfs New Too
TShoo

URL Addresses
y.v.w.Bltavista.coi
wv.w.lfe.fecom'fcfera
v.'Mv.g5!s<y,eiiK-'T.tiet
v.v.w,tnfoseek.com
wisv/.fycos.ram.
■,v,v.v.cj>ent6xtcom:8CffiO
V'.W.v.slptCOOJ
uv.vv.webaavitef.com
uuw.flovmnisnifest.ccrn
y.vw.yafsW.coni

Table 2. Selection of popular Internet
search engines.
search engine as shown. As a general rule,
use a simple In dec engine such as Yahoo to
search for company SXcb sites and a more
complex engine such as Alta Vista to search
for more generic keywords or themes.
Companies that create and publish a Web
site wiil register die name and Web address
of Chai site with all die major search engines
—thus, you should locate it easily using a
simple index search engine. By comparison,
the complex robot generated search
engines will return from every Web page
where the company name or subject is used
as the search term is UstedL
Search Example
We are searching far information on green
electridty, and more specifically, solar
panels. As this is a generic topic, enter the
search term 'solar electricity + panels' on
Alta Vista, On the search engine, enter the
keyword 'solar pajiel" in the box provided
and click the submit button. You should
always be as specific as possible when
entering seardi terms: rememSxr that there
are more than 50 million Web pages dial
could contain pertinent information. A
series of search tips arc; shown in Table 3A matter of seconds later, Alia Vista
returns a series of Web page references, as
showTi in Photo 11. First in the list is the
Wellington Electric Works 1 lomepage at'
www.gremlinweb.com. By dickihg on the
reference, it's possibie to jump to the.
♦ Rts aid MnuK Fiececte a reqLraaJ wxd or phrase
WJi pte 4-! and a prohteted ere v,ith rraras
♦ t^incnaftw; Adding ponctiaBoo tn saetmsuvigs
forces v.cnte Into e pf rrjse, as do quote marta. _
♦ Cass senatf.ity: a fewer case search string v.iil
pu!1 up upper case matches. The rewtse is not
■ liue—tipper case search strings pnxJuce oni/
exact matchss,' ,
♦ REidrames; It is possibte.to rearici tesretios to
coitain poftiens of documents by preceding the
• search tenns vrilh the Betdnsms'b search in
to-Aerosa, foitov.ed by a cpton (such as.titfe;
ThS \'&4 Street Axima!')'. Fields td'^rdi
mdude; SGe; arichoc tsi.ti'apjiigt: object; SnJc
ims^: urt; hcst.domani;
♦ BxJonn opGratore: UseEooteai operatos axh
as AND, OR, Hfeflft, smi MO NOT ID fcroe v.Ofds
. tobe Inefmted w exduded ftom the sca.-ch resuR.
The cvetators can fe written in fovtBtcase. ■
♦ Dfcplay.SimpSe.QiKty rffiutis.srebnl'h-d
SCOOfflir^tqajscwrAg'^g3rithm,:drid dfeffejed
fei rterihingfe-iSf of .'refe.-ance. A dccurrient has
a higwr scpte d the quay Vionfe or phrases sre
found in' the first fev words of ilia iJocument or if
the query wxds.or phrases are found close to
one another !n the docomenL
Table 3. Search engine bints and Hps.
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referenced Web page and check if it's
relevant to your needs. If nor, skip back to
the search engine page using die navigation
buttons on your browser and check the
next link.
Using Alta Vista to search on 'solar panel'
generated more than 207300 responses.
After half an hour scanning through the first
100 or so of these references, we found only
one site diat described how to build n solar
electricity supply Other search themes such
as 'solar eleciriciiy supply', 'building a solar
supply' and "solar batxery supply' were
equally fruitless.
The reason for this is that toriventional
search engine techniques are limited by a
rigid, structured irhplementation, simple
decisions based on keywords and forms
filled out by the user. Even when it seems to
be.capable of intelligent functions, at best,
the software is only able to act according to
a complex set of pre-programmed
instructions.
Agent Software
The next generation of internet-search
software—called agem-ieclinology incorporates decision-making capabilities.
Agent software or agentware Ls a new breed
of seardi technology that uses Web-robots
that are sent out onto die Web with a
search-definition or description to work on
behalf of the user.
Autonomy Agentware, as shown in Photo
12, is the first mass-market application of
Neural Network based Artifkiai Intelligence
technology for the Internet. The core
technology behind Agentware is based upon
research carried out by Cambridge
Neurodynamics in die Held of Neural
Networks raid has been in commercial use
since 1991.
Autonomy's unique innovation is to apply
such, a high level of Artificial Intelligehce to
the tasks of personalising and understanding
information from the Web. Neural Networks
give computers some independence of
thought. These systems are capable of
learning to spot patterns and inter-relations
in large amounts of information.
The core Neural Network technology in

1

doe. c-sc=vihn.

Agentware is known as the Dynamic
Reasoning Engine (DHE), Because the DRE
understands the contest of content
Autonomy's Concent Agents work by
seardiing for patterns of iftfohnatiori, rather
than specific words or phrases. Die DRK is
capable of understanding a complete
subject or topic so when a user briefs a
Concept Agenr, they are giving the DRE a
sample pattern to work with.
By matching die available patterns to data
found in environments such as the Web, thcAgent Ls able to distinguish relevant from
irrelevant Infbmiatibn. A user who retrains
an Agent gives ir the opportunity to" develop
a richer pattern to operate with.
Neural Networks also use fuzzy logic
which allows an Agent to suggest other
ideas the user may find useful, Cambridge
Neurodynamics, which dev eloped the
technology" for Autonomy, maintains dose
links with Cambridge University, and
undertakes collaborative research in order
to continue to develop the field of Artificial
Intelligence and Neural Nerworks.
Autonomy uses a unique technology
advance called concept clustering. Rather
than using keywords or query tenns.
Autonomy Agents develop knowledge of
a concept area. This cm lie given by the
user via simple explanations or by showing
the Agent, sample documenis that describe
the concept.
The success of an agent-based search lies
in the creation of the agent. An Agent Is
named and trained by typing in a sentence
or two in plain English, as shown in Photo
13- No complicated keyword-based query is
necessary. The Agent can now be sear our
to scour die Intemet, bringing back a
selection of relevant information. The
Agent keeps learning about your user's
interests and will adapt accordingly as your
interests change.
Autonomy Agents are mobile. They can
•'live' on the user's PC or on a publisher's
Web site and travel from one to die other to
perform tasks. Autnnomy-Agents are small,
typically between 2 and 4k-faytes. Their
small size enables diem to move quickly
across the Web, intranecs or other clientserver networks.

photo 12. Autonomy
Agontware is tho first
mass5narhet application
of Neural NstworH
based ArtfBclsI
I n t eingehce 'technology
foFthe lirternet

tP*
* fr
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vx-r-
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'i^a Agtut Sdirf^,
Sofamnefgy
Ycu rtn ^9 w* too u*
U^uioi j Kt* fw.
J-c.
Photo 13. An
Agenhrare Agent Is
■ •ained and trained by
typing In a sentohca or
two In plain'EogHsh.

Agentware 1.5 (see Table 1 for
downloadsivailability details) includes sis
pre-programmed, pre-trained agents as
follows:
^ Web Researdier: a service eradilmg your
Agents to research the Web.
Press Ofiice: an automared news service
that utilises online media resources to
create personalised newspapers.
❖ Art Agent: a service that others images
from the Web.

£.wcg.

photo 14.
Parameters
being such as
ttie level of
curiosity and
activity to be
attached the
agent Is also
definerito add
further
(irteingence to
the agent.

shown in Phoio 16. IfmaEerial is not
appropriate to user requirements, the
agent is informed of this and retrained
before returning tlie Internet to conduct
a second search.
Closing Word
It cannot be long before the phase 'growing
like the Ituemet' enters lite English
language to describe mpid, uncontrollable
growth. While the growth of the Internet
and availability of infurmation is a good
Jhing, the fa a that it is unstructuretl making
the locating of even the most basic item of
information an arduous task, tempers its
practical use to consumens.
Hie gtxxl news is thai the Internet
community,lias recognised the need for
organisation. But it is unlikely that this
organisation will ever comejn die form of a
re-organL~'.".iion of the Internet. Tills task
would be completely inipracuciL Ehstead.
Vitb developers are concentrating their
efforts on the development of smarter
search engines and sophisticated tools such
as Agent ware. Meanwhile, push and pull
technologies are already redefining the
future of Web pubiishing, enabling the
liublLsher to re-esrablish a oneon-one
relationship with readers.
lat'i -i
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^ Library; a service to store retrieved data
on the user's hard drive.
^ Agent World: a service on an Autonomy
Agencware server where agents can fie
sent to search the Internet while the user
is offline,
^ Agent Dating: a service on an Auconomy
Agentware server where Agents can find
other Agents with similar interests, a'eaung
dynamic affiniiy groujis among users:
Agentware in Action
How do Agentware Agents perform in
action? Returning to our solar electridty
search example. Photo 13 shows'an agent
teing trainetl to search on rnateria! related
to 'how to build a solar electricity supply for
che-home". Photo 14 shows other
parameters being defined, such as the level
of curiosity and activity to lie attached the
agent. Finally when tlie agent is defined, a
connection to the Internet is made, so that
thc agem ran be despatched to commence
its search activity.
Before very long, a series of locations
containing appropriate Infonnaiion Is
collated, as shown in Photo 15- These can
he viewer! and analysed sequentially, as

a**

catena
YO
f

.AJTgJ
.3 ml

Photo lS. The agent
collates the'Web
address, reteyant to
the search terin.
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Photo 16, Web sites
locatcdiby the agent are
viewed sequentlatly.
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ouch

Hybrid

High current, fully
protected buffers
Two'independent timers
Passive re-arming from
0 seconds to minutes
Relay output
with timer

• o

®©®«©e®oo©«9

• e • e
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3 operational modes

Design by S. Litchfield BEng AMIEE and K. Kirwan
The Touch Key Hybrid Module from ERD has been available
and tvidely used for several years. Tim raw module is,
however, only capable of operating from a regulated 5V
supply and requires interface components operating at 5V
TTL or CMOS levels. The Interface described here is
intended to overcome the Interface limitation and enhance
many of the features found on the Module.

^ a Module output (OUT)
which; toggles on alternate
Touch Key Access or
+ a Module output (SIREN)
which is asserted following
an alarm condition iniimted
by a "logger input (3 are
provided on the Interface).
When triggered, the timer
changes the state of a relay
and two comptimenrary
buffered-outputs. The output
and relay conditions hold for
die duration of the Output
Timer which is normally no
longer tlian 30 seconds.
Acotinecu'on Is provided to
allow continuous 0[>eration of

APPLICATIONS
Touch Hybrid front end
Fully featured car or
house alarm
Entry access controller
Replaces password
access

The Tbuch Hybrid Interface
is intended as a complete
interiace for most
applications and a development
bed for engineers or
accomplished hobbyists. Jt is not
intended for lieginnere or
individuals without a reasonable
working knowledge of digital
and analogue design techniques.
Functional
Description
With reference to Figure I. Tne
Module receives arm - disarm
data from the Ibuch Kcy
Receptacle. Direct Conneaion
Is allowed to the Module via a
set of connectors spaced at 0.1"
imervais, suited to the PCII
Latch Plugs supplied by Maplin.
An Output Mode Select
Jumper, also on a 0,1" pitch to
accept standard headers, selects
the adjustable.Output Timer
triggered by either;

AC/DC PSU and
Regulator on board

■e.

yJ
the Relay and Buffered Outputs:
A change of state is realised by a
Tbuch Key read giving an
asserted state when the unit is
armed.
A Relay Voltage Sdeo is
provided to allow the relay to
be powered by the 5V supply or
the. pre;reguiaior supply.
The Passive Re-arm Timer is
triggered coincidentally with
the Output Timer hut Itas an
intiependendy adjustable
period. .If selected by die Rearm Mode Select-juniper, this
timer will cause the module to •
passively re-arm fbtlowing a
disarm or alarm (depending bri
Output .Mode Select) state. This
timer normally allows passive
re- arming up to 30 seconds
after the selected event:
The Trigger Inputs and
Annunciator Outputs are fully
buffeted from die module by
open collector driver devices. A
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Touch Hybrid interface.

Buffer / Translator Select allows
the user to determine if the
exiernai buffering is to 5V
(buffering) or higher voltages
(level translation).
Input arid output protection
diodes are provided. Where
necessary, weak pull-ups or pulldowns arc added to prevent
unintended operation.
A bridge Ratified and filtered
input Is provided (AC PSU). The
bridge can i>e bypassed with a
pre-regulator DC voltage (DC
PSU). This voltage Is fed directly
to the 5V Regulator. The 5V

SPECIFICATION
Supply Voltage:
Vbs
Vcc
AC
Supply Cunent
Output Current (low)
Output, Current (high)
Input Current (low)
Input Current (high)
Input voltage

6.5V to 15V DC (Note 1)
4:75V to 5.25V DC
4V .to IIV AG
37rnA (max.) at 12V DC (Note 2)
350mA
depends on pull-up value (Note 3)
depends oh pull-up value
2rnA (max.) (Note 4)
Vss (Note. 5)

Note 1. The tower voltage can be .increased if a lew dropout regulator is
used. The dissifiation rating of RGl should not be exceeded. Toe Interface
accepts both 7092 and T0220 packaged devices; If RG1 is a T0220
package this can be clamped ta a local panel. RG1 can be mounted qS
board but keep'connecting wires as short as posibis.
Note 2. Fully.populated PCS v/th lOK pull-opl, LHD on TB1/4-5, no
connected loads, 12V DC supply and includes Touch Hybrid supply current.
Note 3. Must not.etceed 350mA.
Note 4. Applies toTrigZonly.
Note 5. Vss + 0.6V absolute maamum rating:' The. Interface will power via
inputs due to the action of the pratectton diodes. It Is recommended that if
!C2 is fitted, the Interface tensed in open cdlcctor mode only.

Direct Csnnfrclico
Q.r
Paeo

Buffer/
TrcnsteUir
Select

Level Tre nslnlo*"
/5V Suffer

1
T
Touch Key
HytrTz: Wadafe

Output Mode
Ee!
="

Tm-r

11 F^Cf Volteqe
j
Seiact

&iiy
SOutput

Passrue Rs—arm

Re—crm' Made
5^

j Output t-r.-il
15 uife r/T/snstslcr

Suffered
Output

lO'-'th K*>ReceptacTe

a trigger input is asserted and
the module is in its armed, state.
SIREN is available direcdy on
PL1/2 and buffered and inverted
on TB1/5 and PLVI. R3 Is the
pull-up resistor for the buffered
Siren output.
The Receptacle is a faidirectiorai, two-wire data link
and is not buffered on the
Interface. The Receptacle may
be connected to PL 1/5 and
PLV7 or TB1/1 and TBI/2
without Qtdng IC2.
Triggering the Module is
effecred by taking its TRIGGER
inputs high. On die Interface
direct connection is via PL 1/1
and PIJ/12 with a high asserting
TRIGGER. With [C2 fitted,
triggering is asserted by pulling
low PL 1/14 or TB3/9 (do not
use both), pulling low Pi ?.n or
TBL'S (do not use both), or
puiltog high TBl/7. If using
TBi/7 then note the input
current is limited by an internal
2K7 resistor. Input voltages in
excess of 5V must be current
limited externally. D1 and D2
provide supply isolation. R1 arid
R7 hold the trigger inputs off if
not used or if connected by O/C
drivers. C2 provides input
filtering for IC2d if long

Figure 1. Functional
block diagram.

Tr^ggsra
^ Wafms
and
AnnourciDtors

Board nno
Mc-dufo Pc^E

DC Sopplc
O-Jtpal

Rc-julat-d 5V Jnpnl

Regulator can be bypassed wltli
an external regulated 5^' supply.
Alternailvely, the p re-rcgulator
and reguLaied inputs can be
used as outpuLS to supply
external components.
Some components, Cl3. CIO,
C5. Cli and RGI luve a dual
footprint to allow for large
variations in component value
and type. This gives die user
greater flexibility in component
choice for these devices. See
Figure 7. TB1, TB2 and TB3
pails are drilled to accept.
terminal blocks or Verapins.
See Figure 7.
Circuit description
Hie full circuit diagram is given
in Figures 2 and 3. D5: D7, D8
and D9 form a bridge for input
reciification. C6, C7t C8 and C9
are required to prevent line
disturbance when the bridge
diodes switch. C13 is the
reservoir capacitor. I?G I.
proiides voltage regulation to
5V and may be a T092 or
TO220 style device. Dlfl
provides reverse polarity
protection for RGI. CIO is the
output de-coupler for die
regulator. j5 provides a selector
(wire: link or header) for 1C2TheVcc position provides
buffering of the output for TIL
oc5V CMOS compatibility The
Vss position allows level
translation of the output fbrhighcr > (JV +' regulator
drojrout voltage) interbicing.
Jumper locations are given in
Figure 4. C12 and C1 are local
de-couplers for ICland IC2
respectively.
The Module provides cv. o
status signals; BUiEP and LED.
LED Is useti to indicate module
status and BLEEP used to
indicate arm / disarm transitions

when initiated by Touch KeyTire LED output is used to drive
a LED directly via PL1 pin 15
(PL1/15) and PLI/3, or buffered
by IC2 via TB1/4 and TB 1,6W'heh a LED is direcdy driven,
the Module provides the
necessary current limiting.
When driven buffered, R2 is the
current limit. R9 provides a pull-

up for iC2f output If die.IED- is
used for puiposes odier dian
directly driving a TED. The
BLEEP output is direcdy
available at PL1/10, and buffered
and inverted at PI2o and
TB1/6. RB is the pull-up resistor
for the buffered Bleep output.
StREN is the tModule alarm
output which is asserted when

U b' oi
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Figure 2. PSU and Arming circuit diagram.
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Mode
L StftEN aifgef
2. OUT Oigger (tirriEd).
3. OUT trigger (togge)

J1
3,2
2,3
2,3

J2
2.3
312
1,2

•

'Ri7
'Noimal RasSkin
NomvaJ fbsiUon
Alternate Posilicn

Table 1. Timer Mode Selection.

•

Figure 3. Input and Output circuit diagram.
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Figure 4. Jumper
and Timer adjustment
locations.
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Figure 6. Touch Hybrid
Interface Connections.

M

Figure 5. Alternate
position for HIT.
will return low; RI.l will deenergise; there will be no
effect on TBI/IO which will
remain low if the timer
period has expired or will
return low when the timer
period expires. This mode is
used to provide a toggle
action on TBl/ll, PL2T and
RLl. It also provides a timed
high cycle on TBI/10 when
the unit is disarmed. R17
must be moved to its
alternate position in this
mode. See Figure 5The jumper locations are given
in Figure 4 and connection
labelling in Figure 6. 812, RV1
and C5 provide the timer period.
The period is green by;
0.7 x (R12 + RV1) x C5.
RVI should lie between 0£T
and 1MQ. C5 should be
between luF and Infinity. R17
.provides current limit to TR3, a
VMOS power FET, thai Is used
as the driver for RLl and the
output buffer for GOT. D6
provides damping of the relav
back —E.M.K R6and R13
provide pull-ups for OUT and
OUT. R13 is not required if RLl
is fitted. J4 provides the voltage
select for the relay. This can be
different to lC2's damp and
pull up volcage.
The second timer, built
around IClb, R18, RV2 and C1I,

®©®®©@®©l
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connecting wires are used. IC2
provides diode damps to
both supply rails fbr£SD and
spike proieciion. !C2d provides
an effective internal pull-down
of I5K.
ICIa provides a timed Out
output and relay drive period.
J1 and J2 wire the timer for
SIREN of OUT triggering from
the Module. Table 1 gives the1
required jumper coanections.
The three modes are;
1. SIREN trigger.AVhen the
Module is armed and a
trigger is asserted, the
Module will set SIREN. This
will initiate a timer cycle
causing; TBi/lO to go high
far the timed period; TB1/11
and PI2/1 to go low- for the
timed period; RL1 to energise.
This mode is used to provide
a timed alarm period.
2. OUT trigger (timed). When a
Touch Key is read, the
Module will switch to its
opposite state (armed or
disarmed). If the current state
is armed then the disarmed
state is entered and the cycle
described in 1 occurs.
Module state changes from
disarmed to armed have no
effect. This mode is used to
provide a timed period with
no alarm states available
during the timed period.
3. OUT trigger (toggle). When a
Touch Key is read, the
Module will switch to its
opposite, state (armed or
disarmed). If the current state
is disarmed antl the armed
state is-entered, then the
Interlace will cause TBT/i 1
and PL2/I to go low; Rid will
energise; TBi/10 will go liigh
for the timed period then
return, low This state will
continue until the next Key
read when; TB1/I1 and PI2/1
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provides a passive rc-arm timer.
The Module has an in-built 30
second passive re-arm period
set by an on-board jumper, see
figure 4. IClb provides an
atijusiable re-arm period

between 0s (for practical
purposes) and 30s the module
re-arm period, lb enable
passive re-arming the Module
jumper must Ise fined and J3
shorted between pins 1 and 2.

■ijai
1VRV r i

GratE JOOCH KEY 1HTESFECS
RL1

Disarrhlfig the unit triggers IClb
which sets Q Riming oDTTK?.
The positive plate of G5
discharges rapidly via Rid. The
negative plate is held at 0V by a
pulldown resistor on the
Module. When the timer cycle
ends, Q resets turning on TR2.
C3 charges very rapidly pulling
its negative plate to nearly 5V
The negative plate then
discharges through the Module.
The high period on die

upon application) must be
wired across the load-current
carrying terminals;
The terminal block suggested
for TB3 is rated to 240V AC and
clearances on the Interiace
allow 230\' AC supixict. The
track is rated to carry a current
of 10A AC or DC with
acceptable temperature rise and
a.rupture capacity beyond that
of Quickblow type fuses. If
loads beyond 5A, or AC loads
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Figure 8. Sophisticated car alarm with passive re-armlng.
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Figure 7. Track layout and component overlay for the
Touch Hybrid Interface.

Module's LE;VRN input causes
passive re-arming to occur.
Passive re-arming can be
effected by timer ICla such that
it runs cdncurrendy with relay
energising states.. This permits
sv'stem cycling, desired in a
door entry system, where each
Key react would energise the
door lock and disable the alarm
sv^tern for a timed period.
If no link is fitted at J3, the
Modules ih-buiii passive re-arm
period, if selected, can be used.
If not selected, there will be no
passive rearming, as required
far OUT trigger (toggle) mode.
R19 and C4 hold both rimers
of IC2 in reset state during
power on cycles, lb prevent
false triggering the supply
voltage risetinie must exCeetl
10ms or lOOV/s. The Module
can be taught keys by assenihg
Leam or Learn on pins PL1/11,
PO/2 and TB1/12. D3 Pravides
diode isolation between PL and
TB connections. D4 provides
isolation from the passive rearming circuits. IC2g is the
buffer used for other inputs !
outputs. RIO and R15 provide
pull-ups for correct ojieration
on unconnected inputs.
To comply with EC directives
the relay load must not exceed
5A at 24V DC (resistive) anti a
0-22fiF 250V AC X-rated
capacitor ( Map]in stock code
JR35Q or Oliver type depending

are switched, relay contact
suppression (including filters
and screening) will be required.
Consideration must also be
given to the safety aspects
arising from high voltage use.
For example, clearances
between the Interface and side,
and base panels, method of
mounting, type and rating of
cables, method of cable
securing etc.
Suitable fusing of the supply
and load is recommended.
Construction
It is assumed that the
constructor will be fully
conversant with the.method of
PCB consiroction. The kit PCB
is a double sided-board with
top-to-bottpm connection made
by plated-through holes. Many
pads are deliberately made
smalt and care must be
exercised when soldering or desoldering components not to
damage either the hole plating
or pad. The track layout and
component oveday are given in
.Figure 7.
Convcmional practice is to fit
the lowest components first
(resistors etc.) and progress to
the highest (connectors and
relay). Before commencing
assembly it is wise to carefully
confirm the circuit options
required and mack the overlay
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Depending on the state of
die Module when power is
removed and the setting of die
jumpere, the relay may
energise at switch on. liMii' -i

(centre) is high and that short
low going pulses are visible. If
pulses are present, apply the
Touch Key (not the master key).
The LED should now Dash.
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Figure 9. Door entry system Including entry enunclators
and tailgate/ Jamming prevention.
accordingly. Values for die
pull-up resisiors on outputs are
deiennined.by the user and
dependent on application.
Testing
Confirm dial the AC
connections are not shorted to
any DC rail including OV CKeck
tliat AC to AC is open circuit on
a low voltage ohmmeterand
chat rv.'O diode drops exist on a
high voltage ohmmeter or
diode tester.
Using the circuit diagram and
track layout check that the
appropriate Module
connections are floating,
connected to 5V or connected
to ground tla a resistance.

Inputs can be tied to. their nonactive level but this should not
be necessary: Pull-up values can
be set to 10K temporarily
Do ml coimect lite Module yel.
Apply power to tire Inceriace
and check the current is below
200mA. Check that die
appropriate voltages appear on
die terminals, remembering that
some pins arelloating. Remove
power and, after discharging the
5V decoupling capadtance,
connect the Module.
Connect an LED to TB1/3
and TBJ/4 if IC2 is fitted, or to
PL1/I5 and Pi.)/3- Re- apply
power and verify' die LED
flashes. If not, use an
oscilloscope to check that die
receptacle positive termiDal

PROJECT PARTS UST
RESISTORS-.'All 0.6W 1% Metal Aim (Unless specified].
1
R2
27011
4k7.
'2
R12,18
Ri3,16,17
10k
3
R14r20
Ik.
2
1
R19
470k,
2
rvi;2
470k Preset
CAPACITORS
C4'
1
470nP Layer Ceramic
lOOnF Ceramic
C12
1
C3
.4p7 63V Radial Bectrotytic
1
lOQfiF ISV Radia! Becuolytic r 2
C5,ll
10^ 63V.Radiat Bectrolytic
1
CIO
C13 ;
220uF 25s/ Radial Hactrolylic
1
SEMICONDUCTORS
DS
1N4148
1
:
1
DID
1N4001
•M74HC4538B1N ,
'i
IC1
RG1
LM7SL05ACZ
1
TR2
BC559
1
1
TR3
VNIOKM1
RED LED 5mm
MISCELLANEOUS
OIL Socket 18 pin
1
Ttxich Key Interface,PCB
1
Touch Key Inferfecfe Leaflet
1
Constnictdis Guide
1
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M270R
M4k7
M10K
M1K
M470K
UH08J
RA526
VR75S
AT76H
•AT40T
AT77J
AT49D
QL80B
'QL73Q
UF19V
QL26D
oqisu
QQ27E
V/L27E
BL19V
GP04E
XZ51F
XH79L

[1.

LEAn.'J
, FC.rSU
Sv-.yt(;c*n •
TOUCH KEY
HTE^-D i
fiTStFACE

3 Tip Ovsr
, Tip
Cvir2
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ur fian Ptjwc?
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Figure 10. Computer alarm and access / power control.

OPTIONAL'HEMS (Not in Kit)
Rl,3,6,7,8,9,15 User determined
10k 0.6W MF
■R4,5,10
.47k 0.6W MF
Ril
01,2,6,7,8,9
lOOnF Ceramic
Dl,2.3,4.
1N4148 '
05,7,8,9
IN4001
,8C559
TR1
RLL
* 240V 5A DPC0 Relay'
O.l'Pin Strip ix 36W+
31,2,3.4,5
Pin jumpers

7
3
1
.6
4
4
i
1
1
5

"

M10K
M47K
YR75S
QL80B
QL73Q
.QQIBU
DC54J.
JV/59P
UL70M

Connectors Lov,' Cost PCB connectors. Plugs, Socket Housing and
Tenrunals are: available In various configurstions, Terminat blocks are
also available in various ratings and coniiguralions.
IMPORTANT, If the relay is used to switch mains vottages, use
temiinal block JR80B.
The Maplin 'Get-You-WoiWng' service is available for this project, see
ConstRictora" Guide or current Maplin Catalogue for details. The above
items (excluding opiibna!) are available ss a kit.
Order as LU3U (Touch Hybrid Interface Kit) Price £24.99
Please note: Items in the Parts List marited with a * are supplied in
'package' quantftiss (e.g., packet strip, reel etc.), see current Maplin
Catalogue for full ordering information.

Technical Information Services
Suppliers of nil Service/Fault/Tech n ical Books
76 Church St, Larkhall, Lanarks, ML9 IKE
NJ,: There is a £2.50 Post/Handling Charge on all orders
Send an SAE For Your Free Quote & Catalogue
We have the world's Largest Selection of

SERVICE
MANUALS
VCR CIRCUITS £8.00 CTV CIRCUITS £6.00
HELPING YOU TO FIGHT RISING COSTS
-—oOo—
GTL GIRGUIT GOLUEGTIONS
Imagine almost every Ferg" CTV circuit ever released from 198D's
till the present for E45.0Q. or Bush for £22, Hitachi £45,
Mitsubishi E38, Panasonic £30...stc...
Call for full list & prices of all 27 collections
TOP SELLING BOOKS
PRACT' VCR or TV REPAIR £16.95 each (or £30 for Both)
MICROWAVES: ENERGY & OVENS
£12.95
Data Reference Guide(Chassis/Make/Mocfel X-Ref)
£9.95
EURO'SCRAMB'SYS'{Kew 6ta Edn.)
£34.00
Buying.SeUicg & Servicing Used CTV/VCR/GD £9.95 each
IC DATA BOOKS - Various Titles, Call for List£12.95 each
We have 100's of Titles, send SAE for Full List

MONITOI
BREAKTHROUGH!
SUN Graphics Display Monitors used by industry
worldwide; sold on the strength of their quality
and reliability but supported by ultra expensive
Spare Stations now PC COMPATIBLE. These
second user models are none interlaced have
Trinitron F.S. Tubes. Resolution up to 1280 x
1024. Carry a 28 clay RTB warranty The secret
lies in the unique graphics accelerator card
which accompanies each monitor. Will run
games to CAD packages. Your chance to have a
Rolls Royce monitor at an affordable price.
MODELS AVAILABLE:
Sony GDM 1962 19" (18" viewable) &400
Sony GDM 1662 17" (IS'/z" viewable) £300
PRICES INCLUDE VAT • FREE DELIVERY
n
RFT Marketing Unit 6S, Hudson Road,
Saxby Road Industrial; Estate, Melton Mowbray
Leicestershire LE13 IBS.
TEL: 01064 661«1

SERVICE MANUAL LIBRARY
BUY ANY MANUAL FOR £10.00
OR SWAP AT £5.00 EACH.(plus £2.S0 p+p)
Initial Joining Fee £69.95 (£20/aimiim, thereafter)
Hundreds of people, both Amature & Professional, have already
discovered exactly how efficient and cost-saving this library is
even if you only use a handful of manuals each year.
—oOo—
NEW RELEASES:
3.5 Disk Drives (Installation & Circs):
Data Ref Guide on 3.5" Disk:

£9.50
£5,00

.'DESIGNER COLLECTIONS!
AMATURE: 10 Service Manuals (as needed), Data Ref,
Pracf TV & VCR Repairs, Radio Repairs, Thom Serv' Sei,
any 3 CTV circ* collections.
Now £180.00 £199.00
PROFESSIONAL: 20 Service Manuals (as needed), Data
Ref, Pracf CTV & VCR Repairs, .Microwave:E&0, Radio
Repairs, Buy, Sell, Serv' Set, Thom Serv' Set. any 5 CTV circ
colieclions.
Now £345.00 £370.00
MANUALS: 20 Service Manuals (as needed), and Data Ref
Guide.
Now £185.00 £2
Phone our HOTLINES on:
01698 883334/884585
or FAX 01698 884825

CO Ml ROL & i™;f
ROBOTS CS Instruments
BASIC SUmpfisp'Ogrsmmabk stamp sized comptilers
Easy !o use BASIC language
• 8 or 16 Input/Ouipul lines each 20mA cnpahilily
• 80 or 300 Program lines
•
0 Re-programmable Ihourands oi times from PC
or Mac • 5-! 2vDC Supply. Stamps from £23.00 each.
Development Kits including programming software.
Stamp, Cable, Praject Board and 25+ Applicalinn
notes from £79.00.
MUSCLE WIRES
Wires that contract approx 5% when healed
teg 2S0raA current) -120 page Praject fxsali
and 2 one metre lengths of wire. £40.00
STAMP BUG
Autonomous raving insect using the BASIC Stamp
as its 'brain*. Approx 3Q0rom overall length.
KITS FROM £29.00

.
"A

TT-.V
,^
LYNX ARM
5 Axis robot aim kit: approx size SOOntm.
Gonltol from any serial cotnms port or Stamp.
Includes software to run from PC KITS FROM £85.00
All prices exclude VAT and shipping.
Far a full catalogue of theaHnve ilenis.anrf other producl.,
please call or fax MiltVtB trntrmficnts at 01977 683663; Fax 01977 681465.

LIDAR Optical
Sensors in the
Battle for
Environmental
Critical Monitoring
Optical lechnoliigy is now finding
many applications in the areas of
environmental monitoring and
pollution control Pollution exists
in various forms, such as noise,
ionising radiation, pesticides,
liquid chemicals and. toxic gases.
It Is this great diversity in the type
of pollutant that makes it
extremely difiicuU to establish any
single technique for universal
monitoring. Issues such as the
greenhouse effect, ozone
depletion and air pollution have
heightened public awareness of
man's affcci on his environment,
which has been shown
demonscrably in the dramatic
man-made smog shrouding
Indonesia caased by large-scale
forest burning,
'Green' philosophies demand a
reduction in the energy and
materials consumed by
manufacturing industry and calls
tor sustainable development.
Goverrunents are now being
forced to deal with the recycling
of durable waste such as glass and
plastic, die disposal of nuclear
waste, and die removal of
dissolved meeds in rivers. As a
consequence, environmental
pollution has become a poliucally
sensitive issue, and the Economic
Union has emerged as a tough
driving force behind new
leglsbdon. In 1992, the UK
Ininxiuced stringent regubtiofts
goveming car exltaust emissions.
However, in order for the
legislation to be enforced
effectively it is essential ro
monitor the effects and quantify
of tcrdc sutsonce-s as well as
limiting their releaseOptics has a considerable
contribution to make in the
monitoring of sea and airborne,
pollutants. Cars are a major
source of carbon dioxide,
nitrogen oxides and hazardous
hydrocarbons. In 1993, ail newcars sold in the EU were obliged
to be fined with 3-way catalytic
conveners. Infra-red sensors titat
measure oxygen content Mid
monitor the vehicle engine's
air/fuel ratio are now under;
development. UDAR (light
Detection .\nd Ranging) is
proving to be a versatile tool for
air quality monitoring, particulaHy
when measuring lower
airriospheric ozone levels.
In liDAR, optical radiation from
a laser may be backscattered by
panides or molecules in the
atmosphete of similar size to the
incidem wavelength. Different
Photo 1,
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pollutant gases will absorb light at
different wavelengths, thus
allowing simultaneous probe and
reference measurements to
uniquely determine the gases
present- The rearming signal's
timc nf flight is recorded
(3x10' = 2 x Range/time)
yielding range, and the
hackscattered light intensity is
then measured (see Figure 1),
This technique is rapid, and is
sensitive to recognising individual
gases, and permits measurements
to be made from fixed equipment
through free space (it is a remote
sensing technique)..
In November 1991, Berlin
became the first German
metropoliian area to monitor its
air quality daily using a stationary
UDAR system detecting both the
levels and locations of gases such
as sulphur dioxide and ozone to
pans per billion accuracy. The
measurements provide a 3D map
of pollutants over a built up iOkm
range. This technology is now
mutinely applied ih many
developed Western urban centres.
In die marine environmenf, oil
slick.sensors also utilise the
UDAR prindpie but here, they are
fined to aircraft- WTih such
equipment, it is possible to obtain
rapid slick detection and,
therefore, treatment can take
place much sooner, necessary' if
the.enyxronmental impact of oil
tanker disasters such as the 1989
Alaskan£uvw! Valdez, is tube,
limited. Recendy, UDAR has been
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demonstrated as a tool for fish
defection surveys and in
monitoring the depletion of global
fish stocks. A prototype imaging
11DAR has been developed to
detect and identify fish species for
commerdil fisheries. Survey work
led by Dr James Chumside at the
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Admlnistrailon
(NOAA) Environmental
Technology laboratory in Boulder
Colorado has taken a twin
approach using both airborne and
seaborne UDAR.
Airborne remote sensing offish
Is not new: seabirds are capable of
locating.fish near the ocean
surface and spotter pilots arc
used by fishing fleets to locate fish
and direct boats to the fish during
the day At. night, the
biolummescence stifnolated by
the movement of large numbers
of fish near die surface is
observed. Pilot reports have been
compiled over several decades to
provide infomiation on the
relative abundance of mackerel,
sardines, etc.. however, visual
observations are severely depth
limited. The detection depth Is
short and depends strongly on
illurnination, sea stale (rough or
calm) and the individua]
observer's skill For such reasons,
laser systems are being
developed; laser ilklminarion
allows greater depth penccrariorj
and range gating, (timing of
echoes) reduces the sir-sea
interface noise.

An airborne fish-UDAR sensor
system installed on an aircraft
could be used to locate tuna.
Such a sensot; able to delect and
track schools of larger tunas
separate from dolphins, would
offer an ecologically sound
aitemative to exisiing methods.
The iN'OAA team insialled a UDAR
system on a King Air airplane,
which Jim 'Wilson from NOAA
informs me ran almost
continuously for 3 weeks. The
ITDAR system has also been
installed on two smaller aircraft, a
Partenavia and a Cessna 177.
Tne NOAA team uses a very
simple radiometric UDAR, where
each puke of blue-green ligh t
from an Argon-inn laser provides a
fufi depth'profile from the angled
UDAR returns. As the aircraft
moves forward, the system
produces a 2D picture of fish
schools as a function of depth,
with target strength integrated
over the width of the strip probed
by the UDAR. Several previous'
radiomeiric systems have been
trialleri; OR1Q Macrek2 and Osprey.
Tile NOAA system. Experimental
Oceanic Fish UDAR (FUOE!) was
also Sued onto a research trawler,
the David Starr Jordan (see Photo
1) with the UDAR optics package
raqunred on the ship's lying
bridge during 1995. Photo 2
shows typical fish density for a
habitat surveyed on the 24th
September 1995- Prom this data, it
is possible to csdmate accurately
the fish density in kgm -. Data
taken in conjunctiori with SONAR
allows.a full analysis to be made.
Dr Chumside is now trying
take the process one step furiher
by carefully analysing the precise
species of fish involved.
Reflectivity of different fish
species'in the blue,green part of
thespectnim lies typically
between 15% and 25%. The probe
laser is operated aitemativdy on
the Argon ion laser 458nni (blue)
and Sl-S'Snm (green) lines with a
constant output power of ISOniAC
The reflecthlty response is quite
different for different species:
emcbovy 2J-0+03 (blue).
I7-4±03 (gieeti}
smell 25-6 ±1-5 (blue),
223±is> (gi-eei)
Clearly, work on these kinds of
optical sensors, to assess
emironrnental pollution and the
impact of global temperature
changes and human activity on
fish stocks, allows mote rigorous
calcuiations to be made for a
sustainable future. More
.information about the FLOE
seaborne UDAR may be found -at
the website:
http://hWrtl. etl, ttoaa, go v.
Photo 2.
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'Tletv
TARGET

Hh3E

N
v EDITION TO THE TARGET HF3 RANGE OF RECEIVERS
With parallel computer interface and receiver control software including
Spectral Display plus serial interface for RTTY, Fax, etc.
•k Frequency range 3QkHz-30MHz
Quasi synchronous demodulator
USB, LSB, AM
•k S0239 antenna connection
■* 1kHz steps w'rth clarify
k Backlight
+ Filter bandwidth SSB=2.6kHz wide
k 10 user programmable memories
AM=6kHz wide
★ Tilt fool for ease of desktop vie?/ of display
*• Power required 12 volts
★ UK PSU and wire aerial

TARGET

HF3 AND

HF3 ■ £159.95 + £6 p&P
★ Fully synthesised employing a phase iock
loop VCO to ensure stable and accurate
signaj reception
k Frequency range 30kHz-30MHz
k CE approved k 1kHz steps with clarify
* Audio output 2 watts -* Headphone socket
Web site:
http:/Avww.kbret.co,uk/akd
E-mall: akd@kbnet.co.uk

HF3M

RECEIVERS

HF3IVI - £209.95 + £6 P&P
'HP

Specifications as HF3
Aiso inciudes:* Built-in weatherfax interface
k WEFAX disk and software
★ Interconnections cable to PC (9 pin serial)

2 YEAR GUARANTEE ON ALL MODELS
UNITS
PARSONS GREEN ESTATE
BOULTON ROAD
►AKD STEVHNAGE. HERTS. SGI

Tel No:
01438 351710
rWM

SERVICE MANUALS
& l ECHNICAL BOOKS
We now have 8 Monitor CD-ROM's
On our CD-ROM's
Due to.the success of our CD-ROM compilations we can now offer
them at a new reduced price of just £24.93 each (pins VAT). Now there
is even more reason for you to change to this method of data
purchase. Why spend £££'s on individual manuats when you can get
dozens on just 1 CD-ROM and save a fortune;
Coming soon - TV Manuals oa CD-ROM
DON'T DELAY - ORDER TODAY
Full details on the contenls of each CD-ROM
shown on our web site and onr free PC Disc
All orders plus post/packing £2.94
Wc bcTc the lirgetl rmge of Set vice Inform ktloa And TechcicAl Data ohtainiblfi
inywhere.
For Televjrians, Video Recorder*. Test EqDipjaeoi. Corapuicr Monitors. Vtnugc
Wirclcii. Domeittc Equipmcot etc etc.
In fad praciically Aaythmg electronic.
OrigiDAli or Photoiuis si sraiitblc.
AllO IViHabfc. Onr c»l*IogUei on PC Discs detiilin? RoDdreds of Technical BooiJ
and Repair Oaidea. Reinrn coupon for your FREE Discs. The eotlre lode* of
mamxali ve hive it *.v*ilib3c on PC disc for itm £5.00 Inclusive cith FREE updntei,
MAUR1TR0N TEGENICAL SERVICES fEB)
S Cherry Tree Road, Cbinnor, OxfurdsMre, 0X9 4QY
Tel;- 01844-351694. Fa*:- 01844 3S2S54.
Etnail;- lalesemantilron.co.oi Our catslogne is now oa the Web at
htlp://diaUpai:B.diil.pipe*.com/mauri!ron/
Please forward your PC Discs.cataloEues of CD-ROM'S and Technical Boois
for which 1 enclose 4* lit Class Sumps.
Please soppty Inde* of manuals oa PC Disc for £5X0 inclusive.
Cluli lleai refs/rtd
ADDRESS.
.
^
You may pay by Cheque, P0 or
POSTCODE.
Visa, Access, Delta, Election, JCB, Mastercard, Eorocird etc
□□□□ □□□□ conn □□□c:
EXPIRES.
.SIGNATURE.
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Crewe+A Isager Faculty
PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
Beginners Coarse on I6C84. One day course. Fee: £125,
mciudes lunch, 16C84 chip and Development Board plus
software.
Advanced Course on 16C84 and 16C7I. One day couree
including look-up tables, long delays, keypads. 7 segment
displays and A-D conversion. Fee: £125 includes lunch and
16C71 reprogrammable Microcontroller chip, with 4 channel
A-D.
Complete Teach Yourself Package including PSU, Switch
Input Board, Keypad Board, Development Board, 7
Segment Display _Board-and Buzzer. LED Output Board,
Analog Development Board and 115 page course book,
plus software. Fee: £145 -h £S p+p + VAT.
Fonr-day Course - Understanding Microcontrollers
Course Fee: £395, includes lunches and the complete teach
yourself package. Accommodation available.
For dates and further details contact Dave Smith,
Crewe+Alsager Faculty,
The Manchester Metropolitan TJniversity,
Hassall Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, ST7 2HL
Tel: 0161 247 5437 Fax: 0161 247 6377
E-mail D.W.Sraifh@MMlJ.AC.UK
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Aerials
Once someone has purchased a
scanner and used it fnra litde
whiie, the question invariabiy
arises "How can I get more
ftom my receiver?" Very often,,
the simple answer is to improve
the aerial. 1 am not going to
dwell on aerials this time, as
this will be the subject of a later
nnide, but basically, if you are
inside something like a house
or car. for example, put an
aerial on the outside. Hie
.Maplin catalogue caters for
even-situation with aerials and
you will find one to suit your
needs in there.
1 want to give you some
infonnaiiori on preamplifiers

Aerials. Preamplifiers
and Filters
by Harry Watkins
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In this, the first of a series of looking
at some of the radio communications
products in the Maplin Catalogue,
I thought that I ivould have a look
at some of the accessories that are
available for scanners. Scanners are
receivers that cover VHP and UHF
and sometimes HF as ivell.

Photo 1.
The book Scanning Secrets
(Stock Coda YE84Fi.

r

Scanners in their present
fbim arc; a fiudy new
innovation lint only
recent technology has allowed to
be made. Many thousands of
them are in use all over the world
and although the law varies from
country to country, listeners'
natural curiosity make these
items, one of the most popular
January 1998 ELECTRON! 55 AND BEYOND

receivers on die market today
If you are new to scanners
and want to learn all about
them, then you would be well
advised to buy the book
Scanning Secrets (Stock Code
YE84F), shown in Photo 1, as
this explains in a simple way all
you need to know to be wellversed in the-suhjeci.

and fihere..These are both
capable of improving reception
provided they are used under
the right circumstances.
Preamplifiers
The next liest tiling after sorting
put a decent aerial is to further
ampiity the signals. This is done

with somedriing we cili a
preamplifier. (An amplifier in
radio terms is to ampiliy a
signal being transtnitted, not
received). Tire best all-purpose
aerial amplifier available is the
mTSOX WBP-1300 (Stock
Code ;\V45W) - see Photo 2.
This is priced at £39,95, making
it the best value on the market.
Only a year ago. you would .
have had to pay about twice die
price for an alternative. The
N\'43W amplifies incoming
signals between 25-1,360MHz,
which is the usual listening
range of a scanner. The
preamplifier boasts a minimum
13dB.gain over the range.
The preamplifier is small
C95x50x33inm), and is easily
fitted between the scanner and
the aerial with BNC conneaions
tin a small lead (supplied) .
Weighing only 180g, it can run
from an internal PP3 battery
(not supplied) for many hours.
External DC can also be
connected if required in a base
or mobile insialhtinn.
Don't expect the unit to
make a difference on good
strong signals. But weak signals
that you only ever heard In the
background will become
perfecdy readable and you will
also Hear signals on your
scanner that you never heard
before. Further improvements
will be experienced because die
preamplifier also rejects put of
band signals. These out of band
signals ate also known as
spurious emissions,
breakthrough, sproggies, etc.,
and are a symptom of die
scanner's front end being
overloaded by signals. Recently,
pagers have been to blame for a
lot of these signals, which,
while they come in on the
wanted frequency, are definitely
not wanted!
The first generation of
scanners covered little more
than the VHF alrband (118-

Photo 3. The WATSON WRP12S VHF proampllfler (Order
Code NV44X).

Photo 2. The best
all-purpose aerial
amplifier available is
the WATSON WHP-1300
(Stock Code NV43W).

. r-

136MHz). There are; still many
enthusiastic listeners who are
only interested in listening on
these frequencies. The
WATSON WRP-125 (Order Code
NV'HX) - see Photo 3 - priced
at £-32-95. is a preamplifier
dedicated to that band. There
are still some scanners on the
raarbec that just cater for this
band as very often, a receiver
that just covers a small range of
frequencies will be better than
the reception of the same
frequehdes on a different
receiver that has a much wider
receive range. This is because a
dedicated receiver will be
optimised just for one particular
band and not have the
compromises necessary to
cover almost the entire
spectrum.
The NV44X offers a minimuni
15dB gain and in tests, £ found
that using this pre amplifier on
both a dedicated airband
receiver as well as a much wider
range scanner, I could hear
airband signals from airports
that were previously out of my
usual range. This prearhplilier is
the same size and weight as the
N\'43\V-aod connections and
power are carried out in the
same way as well.

Filters
Most scanners are designeti to
be used in die worst possible
situation frpm a signal strength
point of viewt The
manufacturers provide a short

this is just the piece of
equipment that you need. As
we have said, many receivers
can sufTer from overload or
breakthrough from stfong
signals which come in on the
wanted frequency. The NV45Y
will give you much clearer
signals on your scanner by
greatly reducing this
interference and iri many
cases where the signals are
widely spaced from the wanted
signal, it can usually effect a
complete cure.
With a tuning range of 35175MHz, tliis unit is especially
useful for screening out band H
(F.M) broadcast signals and VHP
paging transmitters. This notch
filter also incorporates a fixed
high pass filter, wlildi reduces
short wave and medium wave
interference.
Connection is easy, you will
be pleased to know; Just join
the filter lierween the antenna

'ierf

Photo 4. The WATSON WAF12G tuneable notch filter
(Stock Code NV45Y).
telescopic or flexible whip aerial
and anticipate the user initially
using just this set up. This
requires die designers to
provide a high level of
amplification in order to make
the best of a pretty poor aerial.
They have to do this because
many scanners are used in
exactly this (ashioh. They find
themselves on desk tops, on car
sears, in pockets and all manner
of locations.
Unfortunately, when we
connect our super sensitive
scaruierto an outside aerial, it
suddenly finds itself fed with
many more signals than it did
on a short whip. As soon iis this
happens, it can lead to die
pverioading described above,
and an extra filter is necessary
to.alleviate the problem. The WATSON WAF-125 (Stock
Code NV'i5Y). shown in Photo 4
and priced at £-31-95, is a
tuneable notch filter. For older
scanners or for those listeners
In an area of high interference,

feeder and die input to the
receiver. The BNC patch lead
provided is used for this
purpose. The filter is a passive
device and therefore, needs no
power. Tlie unit measures
115X85x45mm and weighs
only l60g. Once in place, oniy
the tuning knob needs to be
turned to eliminate the
interference. When using this
filter. I noticed the difference
immediately. Signals were
sharper and much easier to
listen to.
Although this filter does not
cover all of the frequencies
found on today's wide coverage
receivers, it certainly covers the
frequencies that are-most likely
to suffer from interference.
So, whether you.need to
amplify your scanners signals or
reduce unwanted imetferehce,
one of these units will increase
the signals on your scanner and
thai enhance the pleasure you
receive from listening, iiini-.v-j
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Diary Dates
Every sssiiHe efliirt hss bsan made
to ensure that infonriation presented
hare is coneet prior to publlcsiion.
To eP-Tiiu disappolnltnont due to late
changes or arrjeodmenls, please contact
event organisations to ccnfirm details.
Decembefl997
3 December. ModelliRgUie Real t'.tsitd
- Imprcning tbs.Perioimanca oi IT
Processes, Royal. Hoitrcultura! Hall,
London. Tsl; <01635) 3233B.
3 to 4 December. Digiiai Prooesang
Data & Image Processing, Sandov.n
Esbibition Centre. LondonTel: (OlSU 547 3947.
5 to 7 Decembor. Christinas
Computer Show. Olympia, London.
Tel: (0181) 568 8374.
5 December, RSGB Annual Meeting,
London, Tel: (01707) 6590156 December, Compmer Sate
and EiSiibition, NEC, Birmingham.
Tel: (016911 682432.
8 Dfloentber. TaE-; by AndrewTaibot
(RSGB Microvreve Ctemroittae). StralftmiupoivAwn & District Radio Socfety.
Tel; (01789) 773266.
9 to li December. Intemsdoftal Online
Information E»iiibition, fflympia, London.
Tel: (01865) 388000.
19 to 20 December. Computer Fair,
North East BdiibiCon Centre,
MisnChestsr-Tel; (0161) 5258871.
22 December, (fight on Air, Stratfotdupon-Avon & District'Radio Socrsty.
Te); (01789) 773286.
January 1998
12 Januaiy. Sosisi Evening, Stretfoiduoon-A'-on &. District Radia Society.
Tel: (01789)773286.
18 January. Oldhsm Amateur Radio
Club f.'obiie Rally, Eizabeth Hall.
Civic Centre. Wfest Street Oidham,
Lancashire. Tel; (01706) S46143.
2S January. Talk on DirecCon Rnding,
Stratfoid-upon-Avon & District Radio
Society. Tel: (01789) 773286:
28 to 29 January. Business Computer
Systems Show, GMEX Centre,
Manchester. Td: (0161)725 8016.
February 1998
9 FeBnrary. Test Equipment erening.
Stratfoid^ipon-Avoh & Oissrict Radio
Sodsiy. Tel: (01789) 77328S.
11 to 12 FEhtuary. image processing
and Optic Technotoa', Nations!
Bhibition Centre, Birmin^tam.
Tel; (01822) 614671.
IS February. 7!ii Hortherit Cross Sany.
Thomes Park Athletics Stadium,
'watefieW. Tel; (01924) 218217.
17 to 19 February. Video forum.
Wemblev Dhteition Centre. London,.
Tel: (01273) 857800.
22 to 2S February. Focus on,
National EdiibitTon Centre, Binrilngham.
Tel: (0181) 681.251923 February. Members. prbjEcss and
probteros. Siradoid-ujxm-AvQn « District
Radio Society-Te(: (01789) 773285.
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Microprocessor
Forum Show Report
Microprocessor Forum at tvvv-vv.diipanaJysi.coni.
the annual industrj' chip bash held in San Jose,
Califomia from 13 to 16 October, was a lively old
affair with AMD, Cyrix and ARM annourjdng new
processors and Digital and Intel showing sigat of
stjuaring their six month legal battle.
AMD finally disclosed some of its plans to
combat Intel's proprietary Slot 1 design. It will
introduce a KT processor in 1999 that is
tnechanically identical to Slot 1. Sanders said in
ills keynote address,
lb help it get there, AMD will license Digital
Equipment's bus design for the Alpha 21264.
Digica] Is expected to release the 21264 in the
first half of 1998.
Meanwhile, Intel and Digital have decided
it's time to hang up their gloves after Digital
filed a patent infringement s'uit last May,
charging that Intel had misappropriated some of
Digital's designs.
Under the agreement, Intel is expected to pay
about $650 million for Digital's Fah-6
semiconductor mariufacrunng plant in
Massachusetts and $100 to $200 million for rights
to the Alpha chip technology, as well as giving
Digital steep discounts on its future purchases of
Intel processors. In return, Intel will have access
to Digital's Alpha niicroprocesSor technology, and
will help Digital develop products for it.
Advanced RISC Machine's (ARM) president,

Pfaase send details of events for inclusion
In 'Gary Dates' to: Hews Editor,
Etectronrcs and Beyond, RO. Box 3,
Raylsigh, Essex SS6 8U? or e mail to
svraddingtonifficit.compulink.co.uk.
tfTTte ELECTRONICS AND BETOND 'January 1998

Robin Saxhy, announced the ARM9, a new
high-end, 32-bit RISC processor architecture.
The ARM9 family extends ARM'S processor
roadmap, enabling a wide range of next
generation designs, including cell phones, pagers,
smart phones and set-top boxes.
The introduction of a new process family
fortifies ARM'S.performance roadmap between
the ARM?. ARMS and StrongARM. It also extends
the success of our extremely popular Thumb
technology, giving our semiconductor panners
and their customers the competitive advantage
they need.
For its part, Cyrix turned up die temperature
on Intel with die in trod ua ion of a processor,
code-named Cayenne, that addresses a longstanding criticism of Cyrix processors' floating
point performance.
The; new Cyrix processor, based on the 6KS6MX
core, has a dual issue, pipelined Boating point
unit to improve 3D graphics, digital versatile disk
and 3D audio applications.
Due to hit the streets next summer, it also lias
64k-byte of Level 1 cache and will be built on a
0-25/xm process. The Cyrix processor is expected
to dock in at 400MHz.
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I EE President
Says Engineering
Profession Should
Make its Voice Heard
iingineering has lost its ability to inspire the
voting and is losing valuable new" recruits to
more fashionable subjects such as
economics, business studies.and media
Studies. This was the warning given by
David Jeffries in his Inaugural Address as
President of the IEE at wvvw.ice.org.uk,
Europe's largest professional engineering
sodety. Jeffries, who .is chairtnan of the
National Grid Company was addressing an
audience of over 400 senior industrialists,
engineers and academics.
Speaking to Electronics and Beyond,
Jeffries said, "Few young people dream of
designing communication systems or
perfetcing the electric car. They dream
instead of trading options, or making IV
programmes. When media studies becomes
the most popular course on campus, then
^Ttt ar'ituiw .i;
TheInstltulfoQ of EJectriraJ Englneeri
(IEE)
1—fcCaan.
«■

surely something is out of balance.
"The engineering profession needs to
ensure its voice is heard. Our task is to
identify what makes engineering so vital
and so exciting and then communicate that
exciremenc so that we can attract bright
young people into the profession. It is
essential that we make them aware that if
they want to change the world, then
once of the best ways to achieve this is by
becoming and engineer".
The IEE President went on to praise the
achievements of the Year of Engineering
Success (YES) in increasing awareness of
engineering across all ages, but stressed
that, to be fully effective, the initiative must
continue.
"The support that YES has received from
organisations throughout the UK has been
tremendous. Moreover, their commitment
to the cohxinuaribn of YES is an indication
of how important the. engineering
community now views public
understanding.of its work.
"Our message is simple. This is a rime of
great change and new vision. Engineering
can help secure die iienefics of change and
provide,individuals, with a diverse,
challenging set of skills, which help them,
and the country, to realise the vision of
where we want to be".

Septemlrer, TonyStoller, chief executive of
the Radio Authority, outlined how new
television services can learn from
cninmeraal, radio.
e
Ii is no coincidence that die explosive
growth and success of commercial radio
has come about substantially in this decade.
In 1990, the structures which used to
govern bbtH television and radio were split
to allow radio its own secroral regulator,
and that in turn made it possible to change
the approach to developing the system.
But if the key to future success for radio
and television is focus, then focus is also
the key for regukidon. daimed Stoller. As
the technologies for television and
telecoms converge, there is inevitably a
wish to End a system of control,..licensing
and regulation which Is in tune with the,
new pattern of the media, in doing so,
however, it is Important the Government
does not lose the experience.:and fonts of
individual sectoral regulators.
"It is equally important that there is no
attempt to impose a single pattern On all of
the diverse types of medium at their
different development stages: Radio cannot
lie regulated in esacdy the same way as
television, nor television in exactly the same
way as teiecoms", said Stoller.
Stoller concluded by saving, "VCliatever is
done to bring together aspects of
regulation and development is appropriate
to each medium. That is a lesson for us to
learn as we wrestle with the shape,
stRicrure and regulation of media beyond
the millennium",
iiiriin. 't
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Focus is the Key
to Media Regulation
In a speech to Marketing Week's Television
Conference in London at the end of

Protessional 88-108MMz
FM Broadcasting Kits
With a Veronica FM kit you will experience stable and
predictable results unlike any other kit you may have
bought in the past Our kit range also includes stereo
coders, audio compressor/ limiters, antennas, power
amps and other broadcasting accessories
Typical Applications
»
•
•
•
•
®

Hobbyist /DJ
RSL Broadcasting
Hosplta! Radio
Student Radio
Local Radio
Community Radio

We Ship Anywhere In
The World And Prices
Start At £9.95

PLL Transmitter Kits
Licensable In The UK
High Quality Screen
Printed PCBs
Clear Instructions
and Schematics
Ready Built and Tested
Service Available

VZii
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Veronica
f™

veronica@legend.CQ.uk http;//www.legend.co.uk/~verQnica/
18 Victoria'Street, Queensbury BRADFORD, 8D13 1AR, UK
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Stockists of Surplus
Electronic Components,
Computer Parts and
Finished Products
■SUPSEl
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Solid SlaivEIectronicslllJK)
T/lanufacturer

Contact us for a free brochure including
prices and more detailed information
Tel 01274 883434
Fax 01274 816200
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of Scanhing,

PfffinlRaai® Short Wave
arifi

CB Accessories

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
AND PRICE USTS NOW!
«~wx: OlFE X/VRITE.
Telephone: 01703 325999
Facsimile: 01703 236307
27M Park Road • Southampton • SOI5 3UQ
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Anew (and well-publicised) data
tninsmissiori s^tem currently Ijeing
successfully, tnailed in the Nprtit West
of England could revolutionise wide-area
telecommunicaxioas, and access to the
Internet in particular, as we know it- the
Digital Posveduie system, Jointly developed
by the cotnmunicau'ons arm of electricity
supplier, Nonveb, and the Hariow-based
research Jaborarorics of Canadian telecoms.
giant, Nortel, effectively converts a mains
distribution system into a broadband
communications network capable of carrying
data at high speeds - the peak is IM-hps.
This is considerablyTaster titan regular
land-line loased modems (the fastest speed
currently available from these is 0'576M-bps,
if you're lucky) and even business-oriented
dial-up services like ISDN. Potentially; It's
cheaper too, since the most expensive 'part
of the link - the transmission medium — is
already in place. No roads to be dug up, no
overhead constructions or planning
restrictions, because all of this was done
years ago when the mains infrastructure was
pieced together. The system will be
marketed first in Europe, and then the AsiaPacific region.
it's not the first time that mains-borne
communication has been tried- Mains
intercoms, which transmit voice over
superim[K«sed narrowband FM carriers, have
been popular for some years, since they
avoid die need for messy wiring. Indeed,
Maplin sells them in pairs (YTISS, if you're
interested). Data communications over
mains is rather more complex, and the first
such product was launched In 1990 by
Marconi offshoot, Verran. The AC Datalink,
which consisted of modem-like boxes that
interfaced to serial or parallel ports, was
intended for the transfer of data between
computers and peripherals plugged into the
same mains phase.
As with mains intercoms, frequency
modulation was used (zeros were sent on a
carrier of 112-5kHz, and ones on a second
centred at i22-5kHz). The system was highly
advanced for its day. It employed packet-

DfTLUuT

with Martin Pipe
based communications protocols,
addressability (for multiple users), CRC error
correction and encryption of data with a 22bit key (in comparison, the Nbrtel/Norweb
system doesn't offer hardware encryption at
present). The maximum speed? A thenkupressive 9,600bps. Unfortunately:, like SO
many good ideas, the AC Datalink bombed.
Transmitting data over mains circuits is
fraught with problems. Tire finst is switching
noise from thermostats, fight dimmers and
other equipment, most of which is designed
with no thought as to the levels of
interference chucked back into the
electridcy supply It might cause slight noise
levels on FM intercoms, but it does no good
for data whatsoever- in some cases, whole
chunks of data may need to be retransmitted
(regular modem users may liave noticed this
liappening, due to noise on the phone line).
A problem for wide-area systems is that
mains circuits were simply riot designed for
anything other than, power transmission at
frOHz. This is panicuiarfy true of substation
trans formers. Then there's the issue of
terminarion, which is important at rite
relatively high frequencies required to carry
tiara - reflections could corrupt data. A
termination problem could affect many
users, and might not be easily rettifkble.
Even if tire location of the fault could be
traced, access to the premises involved
might not be possible (if a consumer wasn't
at home, for example).
The electricity industry has been looking
into many of these problems for some rime,
with various companies arid academic
institutes (such as the University of York),
independently carrying out research.The
Initial drive wasn't public telecoms, although
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its potential for this was soon realised. It was
lelemeiry—in the form Of system that
allowed die reading of meters to be
achieved remotely. That way, armies of
expensive metermen can be made
redundant (and profitf/direaorial tonuses
presumably reach even sillier levels). Whilca
meter reading may only consist of a few
infrequent bytes of data, Internet access which requires coasrant and reliable data
throughput at a comparatively high rate—is
somewhat different. However, many of the
solutions that were conceived, such as
spread-spectrum signalling, have, universal
application in both applications.
Die Digital Powerllne system is the fruit of
three years' collaboration, and has resulted
in a number of patents. At the local
substation, which typically serves 200
customers, is a box of electronics that
connects to the low voltage 230V lines (in
other worcis, the secondary windings of the
step-down transformer) responsible for
earning power to users. One of these boxes
exists for each of the three mains phases
that can be found areach suhstadon. The
Job of this equipment fs to inject the datacarrying RF signals, which span several MHz
and use a proprietary modulation technique
that is loosely based upon existing systems.
The system, like the Verran, uses a packetbased communications protocol.
Another group of suhstatiori boxes
interface the consumer distribution
equipment to the primaty high voltage side
of the transformer, thus facilitating
(eventual) connectivity to a command
centre, responsible for organisation and
remote elearicity meter reading. But what
about back-haul, or connection to other
communication networks such as the
Inrcmei? There are three approaches that
can be-applied. The .first is to use the
aforementioned high-voltage side for data
transmission, which would be popular in
,nipre remote regions where alternatives
would be expensive to implement.
One of these alternatives is high
bandwidth fibre-optic cable, the stuff tliat
forms the backbond of modem broadband
cable TV/telecom systems. In some .cases,
this would exist already. High takeup of a
service would perhaps warranr the

instaliatioh of such able, if it wasn't already
. present. A single fibre optic cabie would
ihave sufficient bandwidth to sefve mahy
sulastatlons, and hence, thousands of users.
The final option, which is available in
'between 30 and 40% of the countn; involves ■
existing multi-way pilot cables that run
'between substations. These cables, which
contain 21 rwtsted wire pairs, were
'introduced years ago for remote power
supply monitoring and communications
•between cechnidans. They're no longer
needed for such purposes, and hence, could
be pressed into service as a data carrier.
At the domestic end Is a box that safely
extracts the RF, and converts it into data..
Hie consumer box links, via coax, to a card
■that sits inside a PC. It looks suspiciously like
a bog-standard Ethernet card, although a
Nortel spokesman dented this. The IM-hps
is divided between users, which could slow
things down if nil of the 200 households in a
road decided to opt for the service. This, for
the present at ieast, is highly unlikely.
Unlike other highvspeed systems, such as
domestic satellite modems, the Digical
Pbwerline fink is symmetrical. In other
words, you can upload and download at the
same Iiigh speed. In comparison, satellite
modems can download at a tremendous
load but.are restricted to slow upload
speeds, since the return padi employs a
conventional land-line and modem. For
regular use. such as Web access, this isn't
really much of a problem since most uploads
are file (page, image, compressed program,
Java applet) requests.

f
Peter Dudley
Wee President
PublicNetwarfis
Europe Nortel
If you're a telecommuter, however, you
may need to send large files - here, a last
symmetrical link Is thus an advantage. This is
why domestic ad option of ISDN', which is
still rather expensive. Is beginning to rake oft
Another work-related possibility is the
overnight back-up of files to a remaie server,
something likely to be offered as a valueadded service (the Issue of encryption Is,
however, important here).

PECSMBE-.j
DESCRIPTION
AJ400 Alarm Kit
AVR Starter Kit
Europa C/Less Phone
CCD Colour Camera
SR75 Alarm/lmmob.
Psion Series Sc 2mb
0pt/4S CD ROM Int
PACE NETLINK GOLD'
Aztech M-Media Kit
T2 430H)VUSB M/Boartf
Cyber PET - Alien
WD 2.1GB Hard Drive
CYBER PET DOG
Magellan GPS3000
Pioneer System 2
Control 1 speaker
A/V Rx VSX-804RDS
Clock Radio

In terms'ofdomesticusc. the benefits of a
jast syrnmemmHink are realised chrbugh
emeiging internet applications such as voice
telephony - an increasing threat to longdistaxlce phone calls'—and audioMdeo
streaming. The real potential of Digital
Ppweriine, however, is that it facilitates a
permanent Internet connection. As a result,
a connected computer could effectively be ■
an Internet Web/FTP server iflt were to be
left on 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Presently, the only way of doing this, is to link
tout computer up with the Internet via a
leased-ltne, at a cost of many thousands of
pounds per year.
Although permanendy connected users of
the service will undoubtedly be charged
more, the costs are likely to be a traction of
those associated with leased-Jine
connectivity, encouraging small companies
and individuals to host, their own Web sites
instead of relying on storage.space provided
by a traditional Internet service provider.
When it is commercially launched, and other
electricity cotnpanies adopt it (or licence the
data-earning potential of their power
distribution infrastrucrure to a third-parry
telecoms operator), Digital Poweriine will
generate competition for existing providers,
and thus force down the prices of, for
example. ISDN-which is much dearer in
the UK titan it is in some other countries.
E-ffiar TOtit ctwinients oi, suggestions lo
Maitin Pipe atWhatnct< ct*'ro^ultiik to lilr
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CURRENT SALE MARKETING
PRICE
PRICE
CODE
£54.99"
£44.99
53298
£75.37
£59.99
53299
£54.99
£39.99
53300
£149.99 £129.99
53301
£34.99
£29.99
53302
£379.99 £299.99
53303
£529.99 £429.99
53304
£89.99
£39.99
53305
£89.99
£69.99
53306
£89.99
£79.99
53307
£9.99
£4.99
533 08
£189.99 £149.99
53309
£9.99
£4.99
53310
£199199 £149.99
53311
£799.99 £693.99
53312
£129.99
£99,99
53313
£299.99 £249.99
53314
£39.99
£29199
53315

DESCRIPTION

CURRENT
PRICE
CD Plyr and Car Kit
£64.99
CD Adaptor Kit for Car
£34.99
Swivel Handset Plug
£3.79
MulH Link Remote
£39.99
Auto CD Cleaner
£14.99
CO / Cass Adaptor
£6.99
Franklin Pocket Spe!lmaster. £24.99
Franklin Pocket Thesaurus £29.99
Mini'FM Radio
£9.99
Learning TV & VCR Remote
Control Watch
£49.99
Readers Light
£3.99'
Digital Tyre Pressure Gauge £9.99
Metric Converter
£14.99
Frankiin Crossword
..Puzzle Solver
£39.99
Bicycle Wheel Lights
£7.99
Pharaoh lamp 62757
£29.99

SA- £
SALE MARKETING
PRICE
CODE
£59.99
53316
£29.99
53317
£2.49
53318
£39.99
'53319
£9.99
53320
£4.99
53321
£19.39
53322
£24.99
53323
£6.99
53324
£39.39
£2,99
£5.99
'£9.99

53325
53326
53327
53328

£29.99
£4.93
£24.99

53329
53330
53331
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the elearodes at a rate in direct
ratio to the current. However,
the instant the potential of die
applied current is reduced to
less than l-TM the gaseous films
re-fonn and the electrodes
behave as a self-healing
capacitor. Very strange!
IMRELESS SYSTEMS
e ® o
» a « • • e e ® • e « •
mm 2
m
by George Pickworth
The logical explanaiion for
the "lake effect' as
mentioned in Part 1 last
month, was thai polaiisadon
of electrodes CD caused diem
to emulate a capacitor or cell:
.this occurs when electrodes
are energised with currents
with a potential of less than
1*7V which, of course, was the
case with electrodes CD.
(see Figure!)
Forward current can,
therefore, be regarded as
charging current and reverse
current as discharging current;
this ran be demonstnued bv
using the simple set-up "Shown
in Figure 2.
However, it was more difiicult
to produce the mode! that
couldi explain how elecuodes
CD were polarised by electric
charges carried sia.current .field,
lines (the best 1 could do is
shown in Figures 6a-c). Bur
before progressing further, let
us look at some simplified "text
book" notes polarisation.
Eiectrodes are the interface
where a current propagatihg by
electrons in a metal conductor
is carried as elcctdc charges by
ions present in the water.
However, when a current
travels tltrough water, it
decomposes into oxygen, which
is released at the anode and
hydrogen at die cathode.
Less Than 1*7V
When the applied current has a
potential of less dxm 1-7V(
oxygen and hydrogen bubbles
adhere to dieir respective "
electrodes to progressively fonm
a gaseous film; die electrodes
are then referred to as being
polarised.
When polarised, the
elearodes.produce an
opposing current that
'shadows' die applied current
up to a maximum of 1-7V"
Forward current ceases when
the two jjotemlals become
equal and this can occur at any
level below 17\1

■ 'i

. r'
it

4

f
.Tfia Needlss Llgtilhouse .^The place where early
,experiments were conducted.
Courtesy.of Trinity House
Capacitor or Cell
Let us visuafee a pair of
polarised electrodes as a
capacitor with the gaseous film
forming the.dielectric; indeed, it
can be made to discharge
tltrough a load in exactly die
same way as with art ordinary capacitor. The magnitude of the
charge held is determined by
the surface area of the
electrodes and the potential of
the applied current.
However, as 1 have not
observed gases escaping from
the electrodes, it seems as if die
oxygen and hydrogen
recombine during discharging,
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diereby reversing die charging
process-, in this context, the
elecirodes'bebave as a
secondary cell which has die
extraordinary ability to have any
potential between zero and 3-TNI
Perhaps the best description is a
cell that behaves like a capacitor.
Greater Than i*7V
'Hie gaseous film dielectric
breaks down if the potential of
the applied current exceeds
I-TV and this, of course, applies
to electrodes AB. Forward
current dien flows continuously,
eiectrolysis occurs, so oxygen
and hvdraeen is released from

Experimental
To throw more light.on text
hook explanations, I conducted
the following simple
experiments whereby the
electrodes that had been used
for CD in the lake and millrace
experiments were now inserted
in a 200-litre plastic nib filled
with tap witter.
Shadows Applied
Current
The arrangement shown in
Figure 2 demonstrates that the
potential of the opposing
current 'shadows' dial of die
applied current up to a
maximum of 1-7V The potential
of the applied current was
varied from zero to almost 3-0V
by means of die poieotlometer.
For potentials between 3-0 and
24V a variable voltage PSU was
emplojed, but its output was
shunted widia IRQ resistor.
Obviously, when die switch
(SW1) is dosed, the DMM
indicates the jxitentia] of dieapplied current, and when open,
the potential of the diarge, i.e.,
the opposing current,
in a more sophisticated repeat
of the above experiment, a pulse
generator and relay switch
allowed the on'off cycle to be
varied from less than O-l Hz to
1 kHz. The potential of the applied
current was them increased in
increments synchronised with
the 'on' periodTlie ADC was connected
directly to the electrodes and
die potential during both on and
off periods was displayed by (he
lap top computer (see Graph 3).
Storage
lb demonstrate that polarised
electrodes store energy required
a slight change to the circuitry
and the addition of a SOO-O-pOOpA.
meter, as shown in Figure 3.
Each mcrememal increase in
potentiai caused a momcntary
fonvard current surge as die
electrodes 'charged' to the
higher level Conversely each
decline in.sKrtential caused a
reverse current as the potential
across the electrodes equalised
with that of the applied currenr
by discharging through the
potenuometcr. The above effect
was essentially the same when
the electrodes were- replaced by
an electrolytic capadtor.

Figure X. The
Mllirace
Rigs/
experiment. ToouEss -* 1

GGBsaus faim

e

'

Cenxre zero ftArr.z rr.nicr
TUi PLA»J VTFrt'
Figure 3.
Electrodes behaving as a capacitor. Increasing the potential
across AB causes the meter to Indicate a momentary forward
current; reducing potential causes a momentary reverse current.

TO P-LIJE2
gsViereicr
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Higrt rttiiCrioc .
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Figure 2. Measuring the potential of opposing current When SW1
Is pressed, the meter Indicates the potential of the applied
current; when released, the potential of the opposing current

Carbon Rods
In a follow-up experiment, the
metal electrodes were replaced
by smaller carbon rods, 280mni
long and I3mm in diameter
(arc lamp type). Remarkably
the carbon rods were found to
hold an inJuiitely greater charge
than die larger copper tubes.
Moreover, the carton rods
retained their charge after lieibg
removed from the water, wiped
with a dntfi (which should have
removed the gaseous Dim) and
then re-inserted in die water.
Tills intmediatdy questioned the
concept of the gaseous film being
a didecuic or an eiecirochemical
reaaion involving the
recombining of the gases.
Furthermore, it was difficult
to completely discliargc the
cubon rods; shotting for a few
seconds under the water had
virtually no efiect; I found it
best to allow them to discharge
in their ow n time through the
meter. Indeed, when the
electrodes were charged to
600mM discharge current
through a <>OpgA meter was still
325uA after one minute and
10/iA after 10 minutes.

|
□'J '

. Ujp'.op".
ccrr-pv'.sr

Figure A. MIcroscale reproduction of the Mllirace experiment
In the tub (see also Figure S in Part 1),

T«Sr FLAS V.El»

Indeed, it was a surprise was to
find that the rate of charge, and
discharge with the copper tubes
used in die mi! I race was
comparable to chat of a
lO.OOQpF capacitor.

TT

Micro-scafe
As electrodes CD were the
same as used in the milirace
experiments, it was only
necessary to add electrodes AB
to simulate the milirace
experiment on a micn>scale see Figures & S. EJectrodes

AB were short lengths of bare
1mm copper wire energised
with 6V, which was adequate to
break down the dielectric; this
was periodically interrupted by
the pulse generator/relay. The'
rektthely short connecting leads
to CD minimised induced 50Hy.
and allowed die ADC/computer
to uutomaiically plot.the
potential across CD.
During set up, A & B were
inserted to depth (about
30mm), just sufficient to ctuse
the steady current across CD to
approximate that measured
during die milirace experiment
with CD suspended from
bamboo poles, i.e., 35gA.

The microammeterhad a
rffiistance of approximately
Ikii, so once again, readings in
jirAare equivalent to mV:
Obviously, the meter resistance
has to be low enough to allow a
significant current to flow and
for this reason, the ADC was
either eonriected in parallel
widi the microammetcr or
shunted, by a IkO resistor.
Die current energiang AB
was periodically interrupted
and current across CD
displayed by the computerrefer to Graph 1. Attempts to
explain the phenomena were
based on the following models:

•u*
2 DO,—,
- tasicfit; ^k/ ■.=# pf«Ecd .

1
'
<-r

cCutyB?t

dtcw.M fr»par^nt;aBy ,
- 'tbtin'Jii
up cP';©-ppcMl;i5 currziTj
current
Cunsni'
r 'derE.-.^ exjxjaer.Uoilr"
cs
rr,;fe.er-5^fO-dci -d£z?x:rg^ tnrfnjgb

—£
—
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2M

^"
1537 ',2^3
Graph 1. Micro-scale reproduction of the 'faha effect' (aluminium electrodes).
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Figure 5.
Model A,
simulating
electrodes CD
making
metallic
contact with
an Imaginary
resistance
wire field tine
(see also
Figures 2 & 3).

Electrode
pd between
Irta points
oJong field
Kne.

Rt

Model A
In Part 1, current field lines were'
depicted as lengths of resistance
wire tapped two points along its
length by electrodes CD so as to
produce a potential difference.
However, during experiments
representing the resistance
wire analogy, i.e., when
electrodes CD were energised
via direct metallic contact, they
behaved as capacitor or cell in
parallel with the meter (see
Figure 5). There was obviously
no reverse current.
In order to produce the
reverse current, the meter and
electrodes had to be arranged
in a series conuguration and as
already mentioned, the
following is the best model I
could come up with.
Model B
Thus'model requires electrodes
CD to be considered as two
terminal devices. One is metallic
contact widi die leads to the
meter and the other via water,
where electric charges are
carried by ions. Resistor TO!
Simulates two points stlong a field
line and the resultant p.d. across
CD causes a forward current
through the meter (see FIguie
da). Forward current causes the
gaseous films to develop, so the
potential of film around
electrode C becomes positive
whilst the actual electrode
becomes negative. The opposite
applies to electrode D.
However, the potential of the
opposing current does not

4pd. aSong
fie'd lind.

poiential across RD.
If the potential across Rfl falls
to virtual zero, Le., when the
current energizing AB is
interrupted, electrodes CD
iustartdy discliarge through the
intervening water (Rw) and the
meter to indicate reverse pulse
(see Figure 6c).

etjuaf that across Rfl, so some
forward cuorenc coritinues to
flow;.i.e., the steady current —
refer to Figure 6b,
Reducing die potential across
Rfl causes a reverse current
until an equilibrium is attained
and die steady current resumes.
By die same token, increasing
the potential across Rfl causes
an increase in forward current
until an equilibrium is reached.
However, the steady current.
increases in direct ratio to the

Two Tubs
lb demonstrate the series
configuration, electrodes AC and
BD were placed in separate
plastic rubs. The potentiometer
simulates a field line (see Figure
7). As with .Model B, increasing
the potential across AB caused a
momentary forward current
surge whilst a reduction caused
raomentary reverse current
surge. Keying simulated the'lake
effect"—refer to Graph A and B.
Steady current increased
almost linearly from 5pA to
SOpA as die potential across AB
was increased from 250niVto
1-5V hut suddenly shot op to

more than 2QQu.A when the
potential across AB exceeded
l-7V This was consistent with
die gaseous film around C and
D behaving as a dielearic which
broke down when the potential
exceeded i-7V
Slow Build-up
Because the charge held by the
aluminum electrodes was
relatively small, the potential of
the opposing current quickly
built up to maximum, hut with
the copper rubes, it took a
minute or so for the potential
of the opposing current to
incrementally build during each
on cycle to the ievel shown in
Graph 2. Hie effea is analogous
to chatging a capacitor.
In a further experiment, the
metal electrodes were replaced
by the carbon rods but as these
held a very large charge, it rook
several minutes for die
opposing current to build up to
maximum level.

2fi0j—

toan the Ekimtrvtari
ivVA ,

Ba

105
120
19 Urry 1557
Graph 2. Micro-scale reproduction of the 'lake effect' (carbon electrodes).

Sieody current
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Reverse current
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| | Gaseous film
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Charge on
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Figure 6. Model B: (a) No gaseous films - forward current maximum," (b) Gaseous films produce opposing currant; (c) Field line not
present - electrodes discharge through Rwto produce reverse current.
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Natural Currents
By employing additional
eieaxodes 10 simulate a naturaJ
Geld line, the ftotuity and
potential across CD was found
to be determined by die
collective effect of both sets of
field lines. The simulated natural
field lines simply offset the
meter needle but had no effect •
on the magnitude and duration
of forward and reverse pukes.
EM Pollution
1 was puzded as to why Induced
50Hz did not seem to impede
polatisatitm of electrodes CD in
die millrace. So, dOIIz was
applied to CD and Its potential
increased until die meter needle
bpgan to quiver, i.e., much
higher than in the millrace.
Nonetheless, graphs
produced by the.ADC showed
the 50Hz simply riding on die
DC signal current. The
inference is thai because the
magnitude and polarity of the
opposing current is slow to
change, 50Hz was to fast to
cause polarisation.
Scouring
Up to this point, the electrodes
CD were the same ones that
had been used in all previous",
experiments and liad received
no attention except for wiping
with a soft cloth after removing
from the water. During further
experiincnts, the metal

Figure 7,
Demonstration of
series
configuration;
increasing potential
across AB causes
momentary
forward current.
Reducing potential
causes momentary
reverse current.

iNDiviauAL uias
(PJcn view)
&
n
Repressnts
field line

Wc^rfsf>
Eiecrn
■tlecirc-das

LtevlnJdes

So presumably, oxidation lias
some eflbct on polarisation.
Scouring had no effect on die
carbon electrodes, in any case,
carbon oxides are-gases.

Anomalies
1 was puzzled why Johnson
made no mention of a reverse
current. I then realised that he
had buried the electrodes in the
river bank. As we have seen,
laying the electrodes on the
riverbed mud attenuated the
forward and reverse pulse, so
burying them in the bank
probably suppressed (item
completely-Johnson may,
therefore, not have observed
the 'lake effect".
However, on the basis of my
experiments, Wlilriughby-Sniiih
must have observed the 'lake
effect' daring his trials. Indeed,
it is a mystery why he made no
mention of the phenomenon.

Large Electrodes
Morse tised 8x4ft. copper
sheet and Johnson used similar

Reference
J.J. Fahie A History o/Kiitzless
Telegraphy. 1901."
iiihi---.|

Bare I
| I
TOO Htre
□ •CBtJC tUt>

Figure 8. Arrangement
of electrodes In tub
during micro-scale
reproduction of the
Mltlrace experiment.
electrodes were cleaned with a
plastic scouring cloth; this
completely inhibited
polarisation and it took several
weeks of exposure to the air
before it would reoccur. Indeed,
after scouring, die charge held
was found to be in direct ratio
to the length of time the
electrodes were exposed to air.

large electrodes; it seems that
the principal reason for large
electrodes was to provide, a low
resistance path across AB and
thereby maximise field line
magnitude with low voltage
primary cells.
However, my experirnenB
indicate that the surface area of
electrodes CD has little effect
on actual potential. So, it would
seem that Johnson could have
used much smaller electrodes
for CD but for two-way working',
it was logical to employ the
same size electrodes for both
AB and CD.

Flon View

AfjpdKl'-cyftcfll

Graph 3.
Showing that
potential of
opposing
current does
not exceed
1-7V.
CppcEjig crfjitn;
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Optoelectronic circuits —
which respond ro cither
visible or invisible
(usually infra-red) light levels—
are widely used in modem
domestic and commercial
security systems. Optoelectronic
security circuiis come in three
basic types, the first of which Is
the simple 'visibie-light-IeveT
type that reactswhen a light
level goes above or below a
preset value. The second type is
the light-beam alarm, which
reacts when a person, object or
animal breaks or reflects a
projected visible or infra-red
(IS) Sight beam. The thini type
is the passive infra-red (PIR)
detector, which is sensitive to
the heat-generated infra-red
light radiated by die human
body, and thus reacts when a
human or other large warmblooded animal comes witliin
the sensing range of the PiR
detector. A range of practical
opioclectrdnic circuits of the
'visible light" type are described
in this month's part of this
series; practical 1R light-beam'
ami PIR circuits will be described
in next month's episode.

Seem

ElECTRONIC
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Metal—Film
Contoct

Simple Relay Switches
and Alarms
The simplest Msible-light-lcvel'
security circuits arc the types
thai are designed to activate
when the light level goes
through a large change, such as
from near-dark to a moderately
high level, or vicc-vcrsa. Some
circuits of this type function as
iight-aciivaied' units thai switch
on a relay or safety mechanism
or sound an alarm when light
enters a normally dark area
such as the inside of a
storeroom, wall safe, or security
case, etc. Other circuits are
designed as 'dark-acrivaied'
units, and activate when the
light level drops well below
some nominal value. Figures 3
to 7 show some simple circuits
of these types.
The figure 3 circuit is that of
a simple non-latching iighcaaivated relay switch. Here, RlLDR and R2 form a potential
divider that controls the basebias oFQl, Under dark
conditions, the LDR resistance
is very high, so negligible basebias is applied to Ql. and Q1
and relay RLA are both oE

IS

us

Ray Marston looks at practical visiblelight optoelectronic security circuits in
the fourth episode of this series.
their light sensing element or
photocell. Figure 1 shows an
LDR's circuit symbol and basic
construction, which consists of
a pair of metal film contacts
separated by a snake-like track
of light-sensitive cadmium
sulphide film; the structure is
housed in a dear plastic or
resin case. Figure 2 shows the

'Visible-LightLever Circuits
LDR Basics
Most optoelectronic drcuirs
diat are designed to respond to
normal visible light use a
cadmium sulphide (CdS) LDR
(light Dependent Resistor) -as

i ly

Note diat although most
of die practical circuiLs shown
throughout this "Visible-liglu-lever
section of this article are shown
using an ORP12 photocell, they
will in fact work well with
almost any general-purpose
LDRs with fitcc diameters in the
range 3 to 12mm,

Figure 1- LDR
symbol (a) and
basic structure (b).

typical photoresistive graph dvat
applies to an LDR with a facediameter of about lOnmv, the
LDR acts as a high resistance
(typically hundreds of kilohnis)
under dark conditions, falling to
about 90011 at a light intensity
of 100 Lux (typical of a well-lit
room) or about 30fi at 8,000
Lux (typical ofbright sunlight).
Figure 3. Simple
non-latching
light-activated
relay switch.

+ 12V
R1
560R

RLA
/v D1
12V
ISOR-t- iiA 1N4O01

LDR
0RP12
Uetot—Film
Contact
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nR2
U4k7
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Ql
^
2N3904 , 1 ,
(n.o.)
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100 Lux=0.5mW/cmz

+ 12V

10k
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e
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■ oo
c
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Figure 2. Typfoal
characteristics
curve of an LDR
with a 10mm
face diameter.
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D1
1N4001

Out
RLA

(n.o.)
RLA
(n.o.)
Figure 4.
Sensitive
self-latching
light-activated
relay switch.

Figure G. Simple
Ifght-actlvated
alarm bell.
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See Text 4-A
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Figure 5. Simple dark-activated relay swftcti.
When light eaters tJie normalls'
dark area and falls on the LDR
face, however, the LDR
resistance felts to a fairly low
value and base-bias is applied to
Ql, which thus rums on and
activates the relay and its
RiA'l. contacts, which can lie
used to control external
circuitry. The relay can tie any
12V type with a coil resistance
of ISOfi or greater.
The simple Figure 3 circuit
has a feiriy low sensitivity, and
has no fecility for sensitivity
adjusrment. Figure 4 shows how
these deficiencies can be
overcome by using a superalpKa-conneaed pair of
transistors in place of Ql, and
by using sensitivity control RV1
in place of R2: this dtciJit can be
activated by LDR resistances as
high as 200M2 (i.e, by exposing
the LDR to very small light
levels), and draws a standby
current of only a few microamps
under 'dark' conditions. The
diagram also shows how the
circuit can be made to give a
self-latching action via relay
contacts Rl-A/Z; normallydosed
push-button switdi SI enables
the circuit to be reset
(unlatched) when required.
Figure 3 shows an LDR used
in a simple dark-activated circuit
that turns relay RLA on when
the light level fells below a value
that is preset via RVL Here, R1
and LDR act as a potential
divider that is fed with a preset
DC voltage from RV1 and
generates an output voltage
that rises as the light level falls,
and vice-versa. This generated
voltage is buffered by emitter
follower Q! and used to control
the relay via common-emitter
amplifier Q2 and currentlimiting resistor S3. Thus, when
the light level fells below the
preset value, the Rl-IDR
divider's output voltage reaches
a large enough level to activate
both Qi and Q2, and the relay
turns on.
Figures 6 and 7 show simple
silicon controUed rectifier (SCR)

circuits that - under the lightsensitive 'alarm' condition activate an ordinary selfinterrupting electromechanical
alarm bell. This bell must (when
die specified C106D SCR is
used) consume an operating
current of less than 2A, and the
circuit's supply voltage must be
at least IV greater than die bell's
nominal operating voltage.
The Figure 6 circuit is a
simple non-latching one, in
which the alarm bell is wired in
series with an SCR that receives
its gate drive from the positive
supply rail via die R1-LDR-R2
potential divider. Thus, under
dark conditions, die LDR
resistance Is very high, so

negligible gating voltage
appears across R2, and the SCR
and alarm are both, off When
light enters the normally darkarea and falls on the LDR face,
however, the LDR resistance
fails to a fairly low value, and if
this value is below roughly
lOkfl, the LDR passes enough
current to gate the SCR into the
'on* mode, thus sounding the
alarm bell. Most.LDRs
(including the ORP12) give a
resistance of less than TOkfl
when exposed id low-intensity
loom lighting or the light of a
torch, so this circuit operates
as soon as it is exposed to a
moderate amount of
illumination.

R1
□
2k2

+6V to -M4V
SI
Reset

Be [
yV 01
See Text ^ A. 1N4001

LDR1
0RPi2

R4
470R

Ql
2N3904
RV1
470k

R2
k
R3
Ik

SCR
C10BD

0

Figure 7. Improved
Ifglrt-activated
OV
alarm bell with
self-latching facility.

Note in the above drcuit
dial, although die SCR is a
self-latching device, it
automacicallv' unlatches each
time that the bell enters a
seif-intemipt phase (and the
SCR anode current drops to
zero). Consequently, die alarm
bell automatically turas off
when the light level Tails back
below the SCR's 'trip' level.
The Figure 6 a'reuit has a
fairly low sensitivity and has no
facility for sensitivity adjustment.
Figure 7 Shows how these
deficiencies can lie overcome by
using RV1 in place of R2 and by
using Ql as a buffer lietween
the LDR and the SCR gate, this
circuit can be activated by LDR
resistances as high as 200kn
(I.e., by exposing the LDR to
very small light levels). This
diagram also shows how the
circuit can lie made self-latching
by wiring R4 across the bell so
that the SCR anode current
does not fell to zero as die bell
self-interrupts. Switch SI
enables the circuit to lie reset
(unlatched) when requited.
Siren-output Alarms
The Figure 2 to 7 circuits are
designed to give either alarmtell or relay outputs. In some
applications, an electronic 'siren
sound' output, maybe

+ 6V to +12V
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220k'§
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m m

9 JlCIc
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lOOnF
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mSPKR
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Figure 8. Non-latching light-activated alarm with pulsed-tone output-
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Figure 10. Precision Ught-actlvated relay switch.
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Figure 11. Precision dark-activated switch, wtth hysteresis.
preferable, and Figures 8 and 9
show low-power (up to
520m W) speaker-output orcuits
of this type. The Figure S circuit
ghes non-laidting operation
and develops a puised-toile
output signal. The Figure 9
circuit gives self-Iatdiing
operation, and develops a
monotone output signal. Both
circuits are designed nround a
400] B CMOS IC.
In the Figure 8 circuit, the
IC's two left-hand gates arc
wired as a low-fret(uenct' (6Hz)
gated astable multhibrator tliat
is activated via the lightsensitive JJDR-RVT potential
divider, and die two right-hand

gates are wired as a gated
80QHz astable tliat is activated
by the 6H2 astable. Under dark
conditions, die IDR-RV1 output
voltage Is high and both
astables aregated off, and The
drcuic consumes a fairly low
standby current, but under
bright conditions, the LDR-RVI
output voltage is low and both
astables are aaivated, widi die
left-hand astable gadng the
SOOHn astalile on and off at a
6Hz rare, thus generating a
pulsed 800Hz tone in the
speaker.
In the self-latching Figure 9
circuit, die IC's two left-hand
gates are wired as a simple
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bistable multivibrator that can
lie activated (SET) by a high
voltage on the output of the
light-sensitive LDR-RVI
potential divider, and the two
right-hand gates are wired as a
gated SOOHz astable that is
activated by the histable's
output. Under norntaJ dark
conditions, the output of die
LDR-RVI divider 1? low, the
bistable output Is in die high
'RESET state, thus gating die
astable off. and the .circuit
consumes only a small standby
current. When the LDH is
exposed to light, however, the
LDR-RVI juncuongoes high,
flipping the self-latching bistable
into die SET mode, in which its
output goes low and gates on
the 8001 Iz astable, thus
generating a monotone speaker
signal. Once it lias been
activated, die circuit tan only be
turned off again by removing the
IDR's illuminatiaq and briefly
dosing RESET switch SI, at
whldi point, the bistable output
resets 10 the high state.and the
astable is gated off again.
Note chat the trigger points of
die Figure 8 and 9 circuits occur
at the point at which the IDRRV1 junction voltage swings
above or below Id's 'transition'
voltage value, which lav's
somewhere between 1/3 and
23 of die supply voltage value,
in practice, die.lightrtjrigger
lioinis of diese circuits are not
greatly affected by supply
voltage variations. Also note
dm, when using the output
stages shown in die diagrams,
diese two circuits each give
maximum output powers of
only 520mW into the 6flQ
speakers, but that these powers
can be boosted to as high as
13'2\V by replacing the Q1
output stages with the powerboosting circuits shown in
Figures 21 or 22 in last month's
Part 3 of this series.

Precision Relay
Switching Circuits
The relay-switching circuits of
Figures 3 to 5 are fairly sensitive
to variations in supply voltage
and temperature, and are nor
suitable for tisein precision
light-sensing application. Figure
10 shows a very sensitive lightsensitive relay-driving circuit
diat is not influenced by such
variations, and is thus suitable
for use in many precision lightsensing applications, and whidi
turns the relay on when the
light level rises above a preset
value. In this case, LDR-RVI and
R1-R2 are connected in the
form of a \Vheatstone bridge,
and the op-amp and Ql-RLA act
as a highly sensidve balancedetecting switdi. The bridge
balance point is quite
independent of variations in
supply voltage and
temperature, and is influenced
only by variations in the relative
values of the bridge
components.
In Figure 10, the LDR and
RVI form one arm of the.
bridge, and RI-82 form the
other arm. Tnese arms can
actually be regarded as potential
dividers, with the R1-R2 arm
applying a fixed half-supply
voltage to the nnh-inverting
input of the op-amp, and with
the LDR-RVI divider applying a
light-dependent variable voltage
to the inverting terminal of the
op-amp. in use, KV1 is adjusted
so that the IDR-RV1 voltage
rises slightly above that of
R1-R2 as the Light intensity rises
to the desired trigger level, and
under this condition, the
op-amp output switches to
negative saturation and thus
drives RLA on via Ql and
biasing resistors R3-R4. MTien
the light intensity falls below
this level, tite op-amp output
switches to positive saturation,
and under this condition, Ql
and the relay are off
The Figure 10 circuit is very
sensitive and can detect lightlevel changes too small to be
seen by the human eye. The
circuit can he modified to act as
a precision dark-activated
switch (which turns the relay
on when die light level falls
below a preset value) by eidier
transposing the inverting and
non-inverting input terminal
connections of the op-amp, or
by transposing RVI and die
LDR. Figure II shows n circuit
using the latter option. This
diagram also shows how a small
amount of hysteresis can be
added to the circuit via
feedliack resistor R5r so that the
relay rums on when the fight

Precision Alarmsounding Circuits
The basic op-amp based
precision drcuits of Figures 10
to 12 can easily be used in
conjunctionwith some of the
afarm-bell activator or sirensound generator drcsiits already
shown in this article, to make
various precision alarmsounding drcuits. Figure 13, for
example, shows modified
versions of the basic Figure 5
arid 10 drcuits combined to
make a' precision light-activated
alarm bell drcuir that cm easily
be .changed into a dark. .
activated unit by simply
transposing RVI and the LDR.
Note rhat the op-amp's supplyline is decoupled from that of
die bell via D3 and Cl.
Similarly; Figure 14 shows
modified versions of the basic
Figure 8 and 10 drcute
combined to make a precision
light-activated pulsed-tone
alarm with built-in hysteresis.
The hysteresis Is controlled by
S3, which can have its value
altered to obtain different
hysteresis values, or can be
removed if hysteresis is not
needed.
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Figure 12. Combined Ught-/dark-actlvate«l switch with a single relay output.
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Figure 13,
Precision
light-activated
alarm bell.

/mov
level falls to a panJcuLar value,
but does not turn off again until
the light level rises a substantial
amount above this value (this
action helps prevent spurious
switching due to passing
shadows, etc, in automatic
lighting-control circuits). The
hysteresis magnitude is
inversely proportional to the R?
value, being zero when R5 Is
open circuit.
Figure 12 shows how a
precision combined light-/darkactivated switch (which
activates a single relay if the
Sight intensity rises above one
preset value or falls below
another preset value) can be
made by combining the 'light'
and 'dark' switch drcuits of
Figures 10 and 11. lb set up this
circuit, first pre-set RV1 so that
rouglily lialf-supply tolls appear
on the LDR-RV1 junction when
the LDR is illuminated at the
mean or normal intensity level.
RV2 can then be preset so that
RLA turns on when the light
intensity Ms to the desired
dark level, and RV3 can be prescrso that RLA activates when
the light rises to the desired
■bright' level.
Note in the Figure 10 to 12
'precision' circuits, that the
Iwsic RV1 value should lie

roughly double drat of the LDR
resistance value at the desired
'trigger' light levels, so that
RV]'s slider is reasonably close
to its central position under this
condition. Thus, the RVi value

Light Beam
Alarm Circuits
Simple Visible-light
Designs
A light-beam alaim system
consist of a focused light-beam
transmitter (Tx) and a focused
lighr-heam receiver (Rv), and

may have to be reduced below
10kT2 If a drcuit is set to trigger
under very bright conditions, or
may liave to be increased above
lOkfl if used to trigger under
very dark conditions.
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Figure 14. Precision light-activated pulsed-tona alarm with hysteresis.
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Figure 15. The basic elements of a dlrect-flght-beam type of alarm system.
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Figure 16. Simple
dlrect-Ught-beam
alarm with alarm
ben output.
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elements of a
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maybe configured to give
either a direct-light-beam.or a
reOected-iight-beam rj'pe of
optical contact operadon.
Figure 15 shows the basic
elements of a direct-iight-beam
type of alarm system, in which
the sharply focused Tx lightbeam Is aimed directly at the
light-sensitive input point of
the Six unit, which (usually) is
designed to activate an external
alarm or safety mechanism if a
person, object, or piece of
madunery enters die light
lieain arid breaks die optical
contact between the Tx and Rx.
Figure 16 shows a very
simple example of a lamp-andLDR direct-light-beam system
that activates an alarm bdl if
the beam is interrupted. The
beam is generated via an
ordinary electric lamp and a
lens, and is focused (via a
'collector' lens) onto the face
of an LDR in the. remote Rx
unit, which operates as a darkactivated alarm. Normally, the
LDR face is iUuminated by die
light beam, so the 1DR has a
low resistance and very little
voltage thus appears on the
RVl-LDR junction, so the SCR
and bell ate off. When the light
beam is broken, however, the
LDR resistance goes high and
enough voltage appears on the
RVl-LDR junction to trigger she
SCR, which drives the alarm
bell on; R3 is used to self-latdi
the alarm.
Figure 17 shows the basic

elements ofa reflected-lightbeam type of alarm system/in
which the Tx light-ljeam and
Rx lens are optically screened
from each oilier but are both
aimed outwards towards a
specific point, so that an
optical link can be set up by a
reflective object (such as
metallic paint or smoke or fog
particles) placed at that point.
This type of system is usually
designed to activate an alarm
when die presence of such an
object is detected, but can also
be configured to give the
reverse action, so that the
alarm activates if a reflective
object is legally or illegally
removed.
Units of the Figure 37 type
were once widely used in

conjunction with reflectiontype fog and smoke detector
units; figure,18 shows a
sectional view of a smoke
detector unit of this type. Here,
the lamp and LDR are mounted
in an open-ended but light
excluding box, in which an
internal screen prevents the
lamp-light from failing directly
on the LDR lace. The lamp is a
source of both fight and heat,
and the heat causes convection
currents of air to be drawn in
from the bottom of the box
and to be expelled through the

Lamp
I Screen
LDR

C
Figure 18. Sectional view
of a reflection-type smoke
detector.

+6V
1
! Reflection—type
1 smoke detector
1

top. The inside of the box is
painted matt black, and the
construction lets air pass
through the box but excludes
external light.
Tims, if the convected air
currems are smoke-free, no
light falls on the LDR face, and
the IDS presents a high
resistance. If the air currents
do contain smoke, however,
the smoke particles cause the
light of the Lamp to reflect onto
the LDR face and so cause a
large and easily detectable
decrease in the LDR resistance.
Figure 19 shows the practical
circuit of a reflection-type
smoke alarm that can be used
with this detector; the circuit
acts in the same way as the
improved Figure 7 Ughtactivaied alarm circuit.
IR Light-beam Alarms
Simple lamp-and-LDR lightbeam alarms of the types
described in die last section
liave several obvious
disadvantages in most modern
security-alarm applications.
Their light-beams are, for
example, clearly risible to an
intruder, the transmitter's
lilament lamp is unreliable, and
the systems are (because the
transmitter's filament lamp
consumes a lot of power) very
inefficient. In practice, virtually
all modem light-beam security
systems operate in the invisible
infra-red (rather than visible
light) range, and use one oc
more pulse-driven ER LEDs to
generate the transmitter's 'light
beam', and use matching IR
diodes or transistors to detect
the beam at tiie receiver end of
the system. Next month's
episode of this series will give
detailed descriptioas of various
modern IR light-beam security
systems, and will also describe
the operating principles of
modem PIR body-detection
securitv devices.
iiiiii--v>h
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Figure 19. Smoke
alarm wtth alarm
bell output.
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H
= compledty with a computer
i but who wants a computer in
| die workshop? 1 long ago
i explored die possibility of an
Dear Sirs,
; LCD display and drivers but
As a retired Hecironicscom e- ; cost, makes it out of the
Instrumentation Technician, I ; ■ question, so how about that
have iinie Interest iri
i fora possible.prbjea; LEDs
! would also lie cosdy.for any
electronics as.a hobby:
i worthwhile resolution. 1 know
preferring model and
experimental engineering and i this can lie done widi die
: Vetleman 'scope by using the
only using electronics as a
; timebase and a trigger signal
tool. Nevertheless, 1 do
: but the picture would change
occasionally buy your
! with engine speed and need
excellent magazine and use
i constant resetting to keep
your, catalogue. May 1 say, I
; one complete cycle on the
agree entirely with your
report on the Vhlleman scope, screen. As a secondary
comment, Mr Garwell's anide
as this Ls excellent value for
money, i purchased mine as a in die September issue is
kit and am delighted with it, ' interesting but at first glance,
slightly misleading as he
panicularly die quality of
construction and its
shows as the curreriHo^
voltage convener what is
performance, of course.
plainly a non-mverting voltage
However, and this is not a
criticism as I was aware of the amplifier. Further thought,
problem l>efore purchase,
however, makes it quite
there is one very simple
acceptable and "the reason for
doing it that way perfecdy
function that this type of
'scope cannot perform, and
understandable, as the
that Is an analogue external X normal cotrenr-tci voltage
deflection. The reason this
convener v.-oiild need a
would be tiseful is that my
2,500MQ feedback resistor
hobby is largely to do with
(not on). Peiitajis describing
R2 as jiist for DC restoratinn
Stirling engines (1 am
when in fitct it Is really the
treasurer of the Stiriing
engine society) ant! to display measuring resistor could
cause sbihe
iiidicttor diagrams would be
extremely useful. The method . misunderstanding. No
i use for this is very simple,
criticism meant, just
commeur; As a side issue,
e,g:, a pressure; transducer
how do dogs have^p'rior
and amplifier form the Y
input and a magnet on die
knowledge of electrical
end of the engine shaft plus a storms - electrical or pressure
changes?
Hall effect;IC can be;made to
produce an X deflection
We are not certain how rings
which is at least first order
manage to detect the onset of
linear with crank position.
electrical storms. However, It
The method is X position for
.0°, X gain for ISO" and a .slight ; has been suggested that they
have some fomi of built-in
juggle with the sensor
magnetic dir&ctton-findlng
pbsition to get 90° in the
that allows tlmm to be
centre. From then on, with no ; system
to find their way •home'
more fiddling of the 'scope
; able
from far away, so perhaps it Is
controls, die usual elliptical
; linked to this. Or perhaps their
indicator diagram Ls formed, i highly sensitive snouts (over a
irrespective of engine speed- i million times more sensitive
Using an old fashioned 'scope ; than ours) can smell the change
this is easy, but die old
• : in the air that storms often bring
'scopes are ungainly, long,
. about due to the.irtflux of
awkward devices to have in a i positive ions In the vicinity. Who
mechanical workshop, also of = 'nose'?I Your project suggestion
course, the sine thing can lie I has been noted, and thank you
done with very much greater \ for your comments.
r

E-mall your
views "and comments to:
AYV@maplIn.tlemon.co.uk

Write to:
ElecfronScs
and Beyond,
P.O. Box 777,
RayJelgh,
Essex SS6 8LU

Customer Complaint
Dear Sir,
I would like 10 air a complaint
about your subscriber offers. 1
saw in your December issue
which a hired on the 7th
November, tharynu were
offering Gordon McComb's
btest book: lasers, Ray Gutis
and light Cannons, with X3
off .-Vs a fan of his books, 1 •_
decided to get a copy and
when I "was in Etiinburgh die
following day. I went but of my
way and called into your store.
1 had taken the magazine with"
me and 1 found the hook on
the shelf and took it to the pay
desk. To both the assistant's
and my surjiri.se, the offer code
was not brt die computer. After
a half hour wait while he
phoned the area manager, I
was told that the offer didn't
stan until Friday 14(h
November, when die magazine
was released to the public. In
the end, I bought the book at
the full price liecausc I would
have had to pay the postage on
top of the offer price if I was to
order it mail order, wiilch
amounted to about the same
price. I tiiink this is terrible that

I wns kept waiting for so long
and couldn't receive the £-3
discount on the book. I
understand din: the shop Is not
ai fault here as they didn't even
have their own copy of the
magazine to check the dentils
of the oiffer and had to rely on
what they were told. Looking
again at the subscriber offers
page, die only date hienrioned
is that of when the offer ends
and there is no start date. I
don't see what the date the
magazine is released to the
public has to do with the
subscriber offers, as these
offers a re for subscribers only
It seems ironic tliat the page
tells you to hurry to qualify for
the savings hut when you do
hum; they don't apply. 1 hope
this problem doesn't affect
other subscribers and Is
rectified for future offers.
Tim Ksity, Newport on Tay, Fife,
We are extremaly sony that you
experienced this problem svtth
obtaining your subscriber
discount Subscribers get their
copies some time'before the
official pubncallon date. The
special offers are in fact for mall
order only- We will see what can
be done to rectify the situation.
By way of compensation, we are
sending you Maplin gift vouchers.

Low-cost Security
- Don't Knock It!
Dear Sir,
I hare bought one of your
Electronics magaiines (Issue 89).
1 read about your Alarm
Upgrade.kit, and decided to
rush to my nearest Maplin
store and buy it, because it was
at an astonishing price; 1 also
found it ever so easy to install
Six months after I Imd iasialled

the upgrade kit, 1 had a
burglary .and the burglar tried
to break die box, which set
off the tamper alarm. I also
think it was an excellent idea by
Tony Bricknefi
RS. 1 am writing this fetter
now because I bought a pack
of 3 old magazines for 99pftsif Alibhai, Ufatd. Essex.
We are pleased that this simple
project upgrade proved to be
effective at a time of crisis.
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TEIECOMMUNICARONS
ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE
PREVIEW
OVOtOAOOO
Editorial! Paul Freeman-Sear
E-mail: paul.fre@itiaplin.demon.co.uk
Text Contribution; Martin Pipe
E-mail: whatnet@cix.compultnk.co.uk
U * felcome.toi'et another mini preview
\j\J cjf the new Maplin catalogue,
«f w bringing you a selection of the
newest and most popular products from
Maplin Electronics. You'll find some useful
Information on Home Telecommunications
In this supplement. See our new catalogue
for many thousands of electronics and
associated products.
PLACING YOUR ORDER
Telephone Orders: 01702 554000
(24 hour answering service}
Fax Orders:
01702 554001
(24 hour fax ordering line)
Technical Helpline: 01702 556001
Mail Orders:
Maplin MPS,
FREEPOST SMU94.
PO Box 777, Rayleigh,
Essex, SS6 SLU
■Or call and collect* at one of our 42
stores nationwide.
EASY WAYS TO PAY
- Open a Maplin MPS business
account instantly (subject to status)
Up to 30 days to pay, call 01702
554000 for details^
- We can accept the following credit
cards, or cheque, postal order. Giro
transfer or Transcash
Or you can pay with cash at your
local Maplin Store, or, Mondo Maplin
Superstore.
SAME DAY DESPATCH
- Free delivery for orders over £30
(inc VAT)
- Free delivery on all orders for
.business credit account holders
- Orders placed before 5pm
dispatched that day
- Call and collect at your local
Maplin Store:
•Ask for details when you order
NEW MAPLIN MPS CATALOGUE
OUT NOW!
Only £3.45 (no packaging charge
of 50p if ordered with other items)
Free to business account holders
Call our order line to reserve your
copy oh 01702 554000
Or collect a copy from WH Smiths,
John Menzies or.any of our 42 stores
The comeeiTy .eserves'ih* rfght to alter pricee-al any
time, wilhoui Iprior
' notice.
In general prices ate valitf until ZSlh February 1998.
' Subject to availability.*
INTRODUCftOW

In this well-connected age, telecoms
doesn't stop at the humble
telephone. There are now all kinds
of useful gadgets that you can
connectto your telephone line, all of
which are available through Maplin. It
hasn't always been like that, though.
Before 1984, British Telecom
(originally the Post Office) had the
monopoly on UK telecommunications,
and the equipment that you could use
on it. .In those days, you would rent,
rather than buy, the equipment - and
the choice available to you was low.
1984 brought significant change,
through the privatisation of BT, and
deregulation of the
telecommunications market. With it
came competition, in the form of
Mercury/Cable and Wireless and the
cable companies. It also meant that
you could connect equipment
purchased or rented from a third party,
as long as it was approved (look for
the BABT logo, which is present on all
of the Maplin equipment covered in
this article).
To connect such equipment, you
must get BT to install a master socket,
into which your apparatus plugs. If you
don't already have such a socket, then
you're probably still renting your
telephone from BT. Many people still
•do this, particularly those who've lived
in the same home for more than
twenty years, and indeed, a high
proportion of these subscribers have
the old rotary-dial telephones. In the
long-term, however, renting doesn't
make economic sense.
At the time of writing, BT charges
£3.24 per quarter (£4.47, but with a
rebate of £1.23), or nearly £13 per
year. In comparison, a basic
pushbutton phone, such as Maplin's
Dialatron 66/1 (BJ49D), can be bought
outright for £7.99, In other words, the
new phone isn't that much more
expensive than half a year's rental and remember, there's no more
equipment rental to pay thereafter. BT
will charge £29.38 to remove your old
phone and install the required master
socket. If you're disabled, then BT will
do the job for free. The socket will
allow you to connect other
telecommunications products - such
as modems, fax machines and
answerphones — more of which later.
Despite its low price, that
inexpensive Dialatron will do more
than many of BT's rental old-timers.
Such features include support for
DTMF (Dual Tone, Multiple Frequency)
tone-dialling (for accessing telephone
banking and voicemail), a privacy
mute facility, * and # keys far
accessing value-added network
services, and last-number redial to
save fingerwork if a number you've
dialled is engaged.
HOME TELECOMMUNICATIONS

More expensive phones have extra
goodies. Such features Include a
Mercury-access button (Mercury works
out cheaper than BT for certain calls),
one-touch memories for storing
frequently-dialled numbers, display of
the number being entered, and - in
the case of the Betacom Executive
Featurephone (YD38R) - a hands-free
facility that allows you to converse
without the need to grasp a handset.
Pub landlords and hotelkeepers,
meanwhile, will appreciate payphones
like the Solitaire 6000 (YD09K). With
these, it's possible to benefit
customers - while generating useful
additional revenue.
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
Cordless telephones are popular
items, since you're no longer anchored
by a couple of metres of cable, or
indeed, tied down to a room with a
phone socket. They're also great if you
like pacing up and down the room
while you're conducting a conversation.
The systems, which consist of a
portable handset and a base station,
have sufficient range to cover aii but
the very largest premises. As with
most pieces of domestic equipment,
prices of cordless phones have fallen
considerafaly in recent years, Maplin's
most affordable model, the Betacom
Discovery {YD22Y), offers all of the
features of a decent corded telephone
(such as tone dialling and last-number
redial), plus a pager facility. This
allows another person in the
household to summon you - to the
dinner table, perhaps?
Maplin's more upmarket cordless
phones add other useful features,
such as one-touch dialling, noise
reduction, built-in answerphone and
intercom (the latter is a development I
of the Discoveiy's pager). The Binatone
Airlink 8 (BJBSK) has the ability to
work on,ei'ght different frequency
allocations. This is useful in built-up
areas where many cordless phones
could be in use. A related advantage
of the Airlink 8 is a coding system that
ensures that nearby cordless phone
users cannot dial out on your line whether accidentally or on purpose.
Most cordless phone base stations
take their power from the mains, but
some will switch over to battery power
in the event of a power cut. This is
worth considering in rural areas served
by an unreliable mains supply.
The current state-of-the-art in cordless
phones is DECT (Digital Enhanced
Cordless Telecommunications), a
standard employed by the Hagenuk
HomeHandy (MU63D. As the name
suggests, digital transmission - and
encryption - is employed by DECT
handsets and base stations. The

\ Micrpcassette Cleaning Kit
ORDER CODE; 72260

system consequently offers much
better sound quality than analogue
cordless phones ~ there's no buzzing,
hiss or breakthrough from nearby
users - and there's a better range to
boot. What's more, DECT is more
secure than analogue cordless
phones; there's no chance of a local
scanner enthusiast intercepting and
listening in to your calls.
If the range of your existing cordless
phone doesn't seem as wide as it did
when you originally bought it, or you
find that battery life (and hence, talktime) has diminished, it's time to
consider a replacement battery.
Maplin sells a range of Ni-Cd battery
packs for popular models. They're
easy to fit - in many cases, you won't
even need a soldering iron. If you've
dropped your cordless handset and its
telescopic aerial has broken, then
you'll be pleased to know that Maplin
stock a range of standard
replacements. In many cases, fitting
the new aerial won't even involve
opening the handset.
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Belacom Discoveiy
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This is Just a small selection of
products in this range. See the
latest catalogue' for more
details. All prices include VAT.

FAXES, FAX MODEMS
AND FAX SWITCHES
Despite the increasing use of E-mail,
facsimile (fax) is still popular as a
method of instantaneously sending
documents around the country - or
planet. Sales really began to take off
with the postal strike of 1988, and
more recent disputes have also
demonstrated the value of fax.
Although they are seen as a business
tool, domestic fax has its value. You
can send letters to friends or family
abroad; even if such people don't have
a fax, most towns and cities worldwide
have bureaux that can handle the
sending and receiving of such
documents for a nominal fee. It's a lot
quicker than international post, and is
hence of particular value where time is
of the essence!
A range of fax machines are
available from Maplin, the prices of
which start from just over £200. All
are easy to use - in the vast majority
of cases, it's simply a case of feeding
in the document, punching in the
number arid pressing the 'send' key.
All of Maplin's fax machines have
memories for storing numbers, the
ability to copy documents onto fax
paper and an in-built telephone
handset (which will only ring if the
incoming call is not a fax transmission).
Features found in the more expensive
models include a non-volatile memory
for storing documents when the paper
supply runs out, a document feeder
(for multiple pages), greyscale support
(for better results from photographs)
and an answerphone.
Maplin's base model, the BT DF5p
(YD11M), prints onto thermal paper,
while the Betacom range
{PPF200/700/800,
HOMF TF1 FOOMMt iWIfannMc;
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MU17TA/D23A/MUi8U, respectively)
incorporate an inkjet-type printer
mechanism that will take regular A4
photocopier paper. The real advantage
of a plain paper fax machine is that
received documents don't discolour or
fade with time. Betacom's top-of-therange PPF800 is particularly
interesting in that it can be interfaced
to a PC ~ there's an RS232 port round
the back. As a result, it can be used
as a black-and-white scanner or a
printer. Faxes can also be transferred
into and out of the PC, a system in
which the PPF800 is essentially used
as a fax/modem.
Fully-blown fax/modems, such as the
Motorola VoiceSURFR (KQ16S) provide
the best of both worlds.
Communicating by e-mail is possible if
you've got an Internet dial-up account
- the VotceSURFR's support for the
latest K56 modem speeds makes the
most of Net access. You can also fax
directly from a computer program
(such as a word processor),
eliminating that time-consuming
intermediary printing stage. Received
faxes can be viewed on screen, or
printed. All fax/modems ship with userfriendly fax applications, most of
which are designed to run under
Windows. These programs, an example
of which is Deirina's WinFax, include a
virtual printer driver (to allow faxing
directly from applications), a dialling
directory and fax viewer.
The main problem with fax occurs
■ ££> HOMETELECOMMUNICATTONS

vt—.

when you have only one phone line. If
somebody tries calling and the fax
machine is left plugged in, then they
will be treated to a series of horrible
bteeps as the machine tries to
negotiate with its non-existent
counterpart. Fax machines with built-in
telephones (or fax-modems with voice
support) are intelligent enough to
recognise the nature of the incoming
call, and route it accordingly. Standalone fax machines (particularly the
older models) and many fax-modems
don't do this.
If you don't want to run to the
expense of a second line or a
replacement fax machine, then there's
an alternative. The Avro Pacific Fax
Friend (YD61R, reviewed in the
December 1997 issue of Electronics
and Beyond) is an automatic fax
switch - a box of tricks that accepts
connections from fax
machine/fax/modem, telephone and
BT wall socket. Its sole purpose in life
is .to ensure that phone calls are
routed to the telephone socket, and
everything else to the other socket.
THE HOME OFFSCEAND A USEFUL TIP
The Fax Friend is an essential piece of
equipment in any situation when you
can't predict when a fax will arrive.
One such instance is the home office.
An increasing number of people are
opting to work from home, and that

includes sub-contractors and
freelancers-^ the growth empfoyment
trend of the 1990s. Employees can
save on travel costs, and - if small
children are involved - nursery bills.
Pius, there's the added advantage of
reduced stress. Many employers are
keen to encourage working from home
- or 'telecommuting', as it is now
fashionably known. They save on
expensive office space, plus all of the
associated hidden costs. In many
cases, employees will offer computer
and other equipment to potential
telecommuters.
Two lines are undoubtedly better
than one, however. One could be
reserved for incoming calls, and the
other for faxes, outgoing calls and
Internet access. Not many people are,
however, aware that the added
advantages of a second line might end
up being completely free! All around
the country, cable networks are
springing up. All offer to undercut BT's
call costs - whenever BT cuts its.
prices, they claim to not only follow
suit but go a little bit further. BT offers
a scheme, known as Low User, in
which line rental is greatly reduced in
exchange for slightly dearer calls.
I pay around £10 per quarter - in
other words, just over £3 per month on the BT scheme, because i use cable
exclusively for outgoing calls.
Telecommuters tend to make a lot of
calls, and the call savings yielded by
cable will pay for you to keep your BT

•This is-Just a small selection of products in
this range. See the latest catalogue for
•more details. All prices •include VAT.

OfycomASOO
ORDER CODE: 72262
£44.39

line, moving it to the low-user tariff and
restricting it to incoming'calls only. My
local provider, Telewest
Communications, gives me a high user
rebate - a 'carrot on a stick' for heavy
Internet users! Other cable operators
offer similar incentives. Some cable
companies are currently waiving
installation charges to improve takeupiparticularly in recently-passed areas.
Another advantage of this approach is
that you get to keep your BT number!
ANSWERPHONES
Answerphones are desirable items for
domestic use, but essential for
teleworkers. You can leave a cryptic
message if you don't want callers to
know you're not in, or list other ways
in which you can be contacted (mobile
or pager numbers, for example).
Answerphones are capable of doing
more than simply taking messages in
your absence. They help you screen
calls, so that you don't have to speak
to somebody you don't want to.
Decent-quality answerphones are now
inexpensive items, and in some cases,
they're built into cordless phones and
fax machines - helping to cut down on
plates of spaghetti and clutter.
Mapiin's budget answerphone, the
Binatone Telecorder {BJ54J), records
messages onto microcassette tapes.
Impressively, you can access your
messages remotely - and it will even
Jet you know, through the number of
rings given before answering, whether

i you have messages or not. If you count
| more than a certain number of rings,
: then there are no messages for you and
\ you won't have to waste your phone bill
i (or somebody else's) finding this out, if
; you allow it to answer, you have to enter
i a unique code number on the phone
i (which must be a DTMF type) to access
j" your messages - this prevents your
i business from being broadcast to
i anybody who happens to call you.
Other answerphones store messages
; in non-volatile RAM, rather than tapes,
j The advantage of these is that callers
; don't have to wait to leave a message i with tape-based answerphones, there's
i a delay after the outgoing message
i while the mechanism spools the tape to
; the end of the last recorded message.
I If your answerphone does use tapes,
I incidentally, then it's important to clean
i the heads, pinch roller and capstan
1 periodically. Answerphone
i manufacturers also recommend that
I tapes are replaced annually - with all
i that spooling, they're subjected to a lot
i of wear. Maplin sells both cleaning kits
1 (KS73Q) and replacement tapes
i (BD66Q) for answering machines that
j use microcassettes. Regular
i maintenance is preferable to the
possibility of lost messages... .
The Olycom A500 (MU74R) is a
unique piece of equipment. After
somebody has left a message, the
A500 dials 1471 - now available on
pretty much all exchanges - and
records the response. As a result, you
know the number of the person who left
the message - handy if they forgot to
mention It! - and the date/time on
which it was recorded. Other
answerphones, such as Betacom's
Swift {YD41U) have a simpler system
that leaves a time stamp after the
message - they incorporate a clock and
speech synthesiser to this end.
EXCHANGES, EXTENSIONS
AND ACCESSORIES
Another piece of telecoms hardware of
interest is a miniature exchange. The
Maplin D-i-Y Telephone System (KC60Q)
is ideal for use in home offices. It
allows users with only one telephone to
make, receive, hold and transfer calls'
in complete privacy from any of up to
four different locations. Features
include inter-extension Intercom, the
ability to monitor a baby (leave the
relevant extension phone's handset off
the hook), fax compatibility and a 'ringme-back' facility that requests users to
call you when they get off the phone.
The D-i-Y Telephone System is
supplied in a kit with cable and
telephone sockets. A more
comprehensive small-scale exchange,
the Omnicom FS2828 (YE15R) will work
with up to two lines and eight
extensions, making it a better choice
for small businesses. Additional
features provided by the FS2828
include interfaces for smoke alarms
and electromechanical door locks, and

| a speaking clock.
If you don't need the features
i provided by an exchange but would like
| additional phones around the house ; in the bedroom or study, for example i then why not consider an inexpensive
i extension Kit? These consist of a
i length of cable, a wall-mounting socket
I and an adaptor plug that allows the
i original phone to be simultaneously
j plugged into the master socket, if you
! Just want to temporarily extend the
i cable on your existing phone so that
i you can take a call in the garage, for
j example, then trailing extension cables
; are perhaps a better bet. One
; extension cable (15 metres, YT15R) is
1 supplied in a reel for easy storage.
Other accessories available from
Maplin include sockets, cable, external
I ringers (with illumination for the hard of
! hearing), multiple-socket adaptors,
j telephone recording adaptors,
i telephone amplifiers and DTMF tonedialling pads (for accessing telephone
; banking and mail-order ordering
; systems from older phones), if you want
i to know who's calling you before you
i answer, consider the Bstacom Preview
: 1 Caller ID. With this, the number of the
i caller is shown on a LCD screen. To take
: advantage of the Caller ID service, a
i nominal subscription is normalfy
= required by your telecoms company.
I
I
;
;
:

ALL ABOUT REN
Unfortunately, you can't connect an
unlimited number of devices to a phone
line. Somewhere on the equipment,
along with the BABT symbol, you should
find something like ,REN=i'. REN
stands for Ringer Equivalence Number,
and is a user-friendly way of describing
the amount of current required from
the line to activate the ringer. The
higher the number, the more current is
needed. A phone line can only supply
so much ringing current - if the load is
I too great, then reliabte ringing won't be
guaranteed. If you add up all of the
i RENs, they shouldn't exceed 4.
Telephones aren't much of a problem i the RENs tend to be 1, or even 0*5 in
some cases.
Older fax machines are a little bit
i more troubtesome; their REN of 3
means that there isn't much drive left
for anything else other than a
telephone. Fortunately, newer
equipment is much better in this
I respect. Second-hand fax machines
i are offered at very tempting prices at
1 boot sales and although they don't
! tend to offer the facilities or print
quality of newer models, they may still
appeal to those on a limited budget. In
such cases, it is worth noting that an
automatic fax switch, such as the
i aforementioned Fax Friend will also act
as a REN buffer. A fax switch places a
low load on the line - typically REN=1
- regardless of the combined total of
the fax and telephone connected to it.
The mini exchanges mentioned earlier
i also provide REN buffering.
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HoTMetaL Pro 4
If you're Into creating your own Web pages, look out for the latest version
of a very good program. Over the years, HoTMetal Pro has matured from a
fatrty basic (and quite limited) HTML editor into a fully fledged Web page
creator vvfth full WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Gel) support. In
truth, HoTMetal Fro has always been a capable HTML editor, at each stage
of its life able to create HTML pages that telly utilised the power of the
HTML standards that prevailed at those times, Previous Incaraatlons,
however, never quite did that in a truly WYSIWYG way. Indeed, elaborate
pages in eartier versions would be duttered with HoTMetaL Pro lags, which
often defeated the program's own objective of making HTML editing easy.
Version 4 of HoTMetaL Pro brings the program right up to date, with the
ability to switch between a full WYSIWYG display (without HoTMetal Pro
lags}, a tagged display, to a pure HTML coded display. The result is that
the program can be used equally by modem Web page designers who work
in a graphically-orientated way, and those die-hard eggheads who prefer to
work with pure HTf.1L code, stopping off at all points In between. It's not
the easiest of applications to get to grips with, but it certainly is powerful.
Hot Stuff
SSk-bps modems are starting to pop-up all over the place these days,
despite there being no ITU ratified standard yet Most modems it appears,
are using the H56fiex technology developed by Rockwell and, to match,
most Internet service providers are at least providing trial connections with
that technology. Many modems now available also have voice ability, in
teat voice messages can be taken (say, as an answerphone) and many
provide messaging to multiple mailboxes, depending on the software
running on the computer tee modem is connected to.
To date, though, all conventional modems require that the computer
they're connected to be turned on - after all, how can the computer
receive a fax, or answer tee voice call if it's not? Welt, Olicom's brand-new,
piping-hot Self Memory range of modems features Internal memory teat
allows storage of incoming faxes and voice callsyeven when tee computer
Is turned off! Then, when the computer is turned back on, faxes'can be
downloaded or calls directed to voice mailboxes, in this stand-alone mode,
the 2M-bytes of Internal memory means tee modem can receive and store
up to 20 minutes of voice messages, or between 50 and 100 fax pages.
An internal loudspeaker and microphone allows your answer machine
message to be stored, and tee received voice messages to be listened to,
as well as allowing full speakefphone capabilities. Voice calls can be
listened to without tee computer being on, and can he retrieved remotely.
Calls and faxes aren't lost in the event of a power supply failure. As if this
were not enough, all this is supported in a device raeasudng just
64x104x40mm.
While tee Self Memory 33600 model supports the ITIJ-T V34+ standard
for 33'6k-bps data transmission and is fixed at that, tee Self Memory
S6000 supports the Rockwell k56fiex technology according to its internal
flash memory, so can be flash upgradeaWe as and when tee final standard
Is ratified. Available in all good retail arid mail order outlets, these
modems are not to be missed. Windows and MacOS versions are available.
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Businesses
on the Web
Thf utilinate gnltf* to iht UK nnd the vvorld
Yell, the Yfellow Pages
web site at
www.yell.co.uk
has launched the first 1*2
30,000 new web sites
for toinpaaies who liave already taken up the offer of a free web sice.
Ibis is the first tranch of response to a mailing campaign, which Ls
being issued to ail 1-6 millioii businesses.llsted in Yellow Pages. The
mailing offers a free one-page web site, on Electronic Yellow Pages.
Businesses may contact (0800) 935569 to request a free web site.
Information on fbrther advertising options can be obraiheti through
(OSOO) 777499 or by e;mail at:eypsides@Yenowpages.co,uk.
BT Guts Costs for Schools
Accessing the Internet
BT at www. bt. corn has slashed
the price of Internet access to
allow schools across the
country access to the Internet
for £445 a year. The service,
using ordinary telephone
lines, will allow unlimited
access for up to 10 hours
every school day.
BT is also to offec low cost
high-speed digital access to
the Internet using ISDN lines
IJ
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for £790 a year. This will also
give unlimited access
between Sam and 6pm on
school days: There will be no
separate connectioQ charge.
Cunreatly, only .6,000
schools in Britain are
connected to the Internet.
Prime Minister, fdny Bbir.'has
a set target bf-gettingall
.students connected via the
internee by 2002.
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Browserwars.com Provides News from Front Line
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In the beginning, it-was
mainframe versus desktop,
then the PC versus Macintosh.
.Now, the online community is
bracing itself for the next
battle in the great technology
war: Microsoft Internet
Explorer 4.0 versus Netscape
Navigator 4,0. It's the Battle of
the Browsers and die winner
will determine the standard for
acteSsing the NTorld "Wide Web.
BrowserVttifs.com from
• CpmpuServe at
wviw. browservtars. com
is an independencweh
site dedicated to providing
an unbtased source of
information and expert

analysis for Internet users
trying to understand which
browser is itest for them.
The site features message
threading, a system of posting
messages and replies, as well
as in-depth editorial content
from, recognised industry
experts such as Will Zadiman,
a yS-based cpmpmerand
ccmmunicatioris analyst.
Speaking xuElectmnfcs and
Beydnci. Zachmun said. ' Thefe
are loyalists in both camps,
and we are counting on them
to put both browsers to taskNo one will be toiigher critics
"thanactual users: they're the
shock troops in this ■war".

Jupiter Predicts Service
and Social Markets for Chat
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A new repon:.'Re\-enue
Praspects For Online Chat'
from Jupiter Communication
atwww.jup.com, tlie Interaei
analysts, recommends that
businesses, consider adding
chat rooms to augment their
Web site services with
publisher-to-user
communicaiion, in addition
to rooms where users talk
amongst themselves. This
type of communication will
not only foster better client
relationships, but also aid in
marketing products, closing
sales, corapetirire positioning,
and building communities.
. Spedkingto E/ecUonics
and Beyond, Kate Doyle,
an analyst at Jupiter
Communications and author
of the report said, "While
there Is significant interest in
social chat environments,' die
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[fnternet] chat market is
growing in different
cHrections. Social chat has a
definite place as a value-add
on niche-interest Web sites
and large aggregators.
However, this application is
also becoming a great asset in
temis of improving customer
service and promoting ciosssell oppQctunilies',.
The report also notes that
the chat market is still
evoking with instant
messaging applicatioas
playing a large role in the
common perception and
usage of chat; Ajniost onequarter of the online ••
audience use these
applications today; Jupiter
predicts that this usage will
grow dramatically in the next few years, surpassing that of
chat rooms on Web sites.

Sun Sues Microsoft for Java Changes
Sun at v,w. sun. com, which has licensed its Java language tp Microsoft
at www.microsoft, com and other computer companies, is suing
Microsoft on die grounds that Microsoft's new Explorer 4.0 software
has misappropriated Java by deviating from die formal standard.
The suit charges .Microsoft with unfair competition and interference
and requests financial damages as well, as an injunction againsc'fiirther
shipment of Explorer 4.0 undl Microsoft adds two components of Jam
which it did nor include in thai software.
t<3 Knl.
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■ AltaVista Unveils Largest c^nd
Freshest Web Index
A{ta\Tsuyat
hWrf.altavista.coni,
has unveiled a larger index,
an accelerated program for
index refreshing, and a series
of aggressive anti-sjiamrniiig
measures.
Now containing 100 million
pages, the new index is three
times the size of the previous
AltaVista Search index, and
cdntains vinually no duplicate,
pages! Monthly crawls .of die
entire Web and continuous
purging of dead links, '
duplicates and index spam
arc aimed at maintainihg
AltaMsta's ieadersfaxp in Web
search services.
Gurrentiy, the Aita^sta
Search servicedelivers 20
million, searches perdaywlth
more than 400 million.page
views. The senice has. 18
million unique userSper,
month, which makes it one of

the most popular sites on the
World Wide Web.
With new software
enhancements and continuous
crawling, the AltaVista Search
service' now indexes up to 10
million pages per day. This
provides Web users access to
the freshest, most accurate
results and greatly reduces ihe
possibility of dead links and
irrelevant matches.
Each day, the AltaVista
Search service visits URLs
submitted by users, evaluates
them against anti-spam
guidelines, and adds the
pages overnight, to the index.
In addition, AltaVista
continuously crawls and
indexes the 2,000 most active
sites on the Wei) as well -as
selected public service and
government sites to provide
even fresher seardt results
for the most popular sites.
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TV First Choice
for Non-PC Online
Services
Anevv report from Ovum, the
industry IT analyst, released this
month maps the development
of network computing in the
home. According to Ovum's
latest repon, 'Network
Computing: Opportunities for
the Consumer Market',
penetration of networking
computers in the home will be
closely tied to. the development
of the TV and the launch of
digital services, enabling access
to network-based information
to expand dramatically.
Speaking to Electronics and
Beyond, John Davisdn, Ovum

senior consultant and co-author
of the report said, "Most people
today use a personal computer
as.the access device for
receiving online information,
however, PCs are relatively
expensive and complex. The
complication of setting up and
managing the system and
ensuring the software is up to
date is a daunting challenge to
the consumer. The user
interface needs to be more
ianutiar to people. We iheretbre
believe that the TV will be the
first choice as a vehicle for a
non-PC data access service".
For Further details, check:
VAvw.ovura.ctm.
Comacr: Ovum,
Tel: (0171)312 7238.
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UK's First Internet Bookshop Goes Live
Hie frusiration of finding a
book when you don'i know
the author, the tide, or even
both, Is at an end, thanks to
The Book Plfgce at
www.thebookplace.com,
the UK's most comprehensive
Internet bookshop.
The Book Pl@ce

incorporates an intelligent
search capability, allowing
consumers to.search over a
million tides using an author,
tide or keyword from the
book. For example, by entering
the keywords 'Mr Dairy', Book
PItg'ce will retrieve Jane
Austen's 'Pride and Prejudice",
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Users of Apple's brand new
Midntosh operating system. MacOS
8 already hare a wandafril and
unmatched set of Internet tools on
their computers. However, as ever
hitting the ground running, Apple
has just released a new utility as an
add-on to.MacOS 8 called Internet
address detectors (IADs). The utility
combines a rather neat facility,
automatically marching through any
block of selected test ttj detea any
occurrence of URLs, with the'in-built
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whilst entering 'Gandalf- or
'Bilbo Bagglns" will bring back
theToikien dassics.
VirtuaJ bookshops are not a
new phenomenon bd the
Web; liSiased Amazon.com,
at www. araazon. com ..Ihuncfied
earlier, this year, claims to
offer a catalogue of riiore
than 2-5 million tides but as
yet, fulfilment Is currently
limited mail order distribution
in the OS.
A massive database of over'
12 miUiQQ book tides lies at
the heart of The Book "PKoice,
standard MacOS S contexmai menu
feamte. Thus, with a click of a
mouse, you can scan through text to
list any URLs in a contextual menu,
then forward diem in rarious
selected ways to linked programs. Jn
this wayt you can bookmark selected
URLs in Netscape Navigator or
MicrosoU Internet Explorer, or
generate a new e-mail to a seleaed
email address, or even send the email address to your e-mail
program's address book.. Internet
address detectots ate so powcrfij I,
yet so simple to use dm there's only

Reviews and synopsis from
the publishing industry Book
Data trade database have been
made available to tonsumers
via the new site.
In.additipn to searching for
titles and reviews, visitors to
The Book Pl@ce can choose a
supplier, platd an order, arid
monitor the status of the
order. The; Book PKgce's
supply partners; Dillons,
-Hammicks.'Peidrs Booksellers
arid The PC .Bdbkshbp, fulfil
orders placed via the Web site
bvinail.
one word for than - coal!
Once the utility is insiaUed. the
Apple Data Detectors Control Panel
allows you to spedfy.URl-S of all
types linked to various selectable
applicatioas. Oilier pragrammakere
ha\e already realised the power of.
Internet address detectors, and I save
already staned releaang newvetsions of (or plug-ins to) programs
to take advantage of this immensely
powetilil fedlin- Download Internet
address deteaors free ftom
h ttp j//www .macos. appl e. coni/ra
acos8/iacJ/.
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It vnu iii,v tl |ti Iitt ati, pfiri's
lit I he USA, I'lu'cl: iiul a
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htf|i://tVWM.CIHISIl5.(|»v/Cfjlhin/gszettoef. This is the
US Gtivern merit ct-nsus
depnnnieni'S gid,e«ccr.:>iii,
can find much mformatiori, as
well as lielrig'rihie to display
maps based on several
selectable variables. It's u
1
worthy site"for anyone
needing to research US towns
and cities for whatever reason,
ifybu are one of the
unfortunates, who need to
. know (wiffi first-hand
' experience, say) about
computer viruses, a good
starting point for information
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is a hclu-minc American fo.niiro
lit the Nivvemljer Issue of the ,
magazine, Located online at
lit tp: //www, sc 1 am. com/ i 1-571
S5oe/il97kepliart.html, this
report takes an indepih look
at computer viruses, wlm
they are, rvfoo creates.them,
how they-wprk, and more
significantly/the damage they
can .do. Notably, the feet that
ramputer virusesare
, mulliplying so rapidly (the
first documented virus was ■
inl9S7r while there are now

l.OOO If) vin
now ones pro ot-vui ring m a
raieofatKiui da tlayi) brings
niuch cause for concern.Tlrere
are nliny good links here.
Finally, for a jolly good belly
laugh, pdim your NXeb'
browser to
httpt/Mw.theonion.coni/,to see The Onion. This is. for'
want of a better terht,. a news
site that looks at;happenings
from a very different angle to ■
cdnvehtibnaf news sites.
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Don't miss another great assortment of entertaining
and easy-to-make projects and essential electronics
information aimed at the novice constructor.
Issue 122 on sale Friday 2nd January

MIDI Thru-box

Fan Failure

Updated version of
a popular electronic
music project.

Alert
Avoid costly
overheating damage
on your computer

Making Your

by installing this

Own CDs

protective project.

Part 2 of Martin
Pipe's project
showing you how to
compile your very
own CDs.
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Part 5 of Security Electronics
Systems and Cffcults by Hay Marstoft
covers tnlra red ligjrl bCam and PIR
movement detector circuitrytrie IUfe|fth and final part of Greg
Grant's WriaUs In a Name? series loohs
ai trie achievemenis of one of the most
giflerl electronics engineers of this
ceolury -Alan po\ver Biumleio
Part 2 o» Marh Briginon's guide lo
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More handy Software Hints and Tips
from Ruth Hewer.
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yhfonunatefy for me, I
'started with MS Dos,
since Windows"1 wasn't
even 3 twinkle in Mr. Gates"
eye! To be able, to print a letter
(assuming you had worked Out
how to begin typing it in the
first place!!), you needed to
know a complex series of
keystrokes involving lots of the
'F keys and crossing of th'e
ilngens. N'ow, it's just a matter
of 'point and dick".
! have to say that with the
dawn of Windows, 1 took to
computing like a duck to water.
I found it all so easy and I
totally lost my fear. With this
new confidence, 1 decided to
tackle the computer I had at
home, moving files, deleting
files, losing files
It was early
one morning when ( turned on
my PC and it just flickered
dimly at me arid proceeded to
ignore every command I.gave it
(1 swear if a computer could
laugh, that one did!) I dedded
that 1 should perhaps invest in
some lessons.
The lessons encouraged
me to learn more, and 1
eventually became a trainer
myself. 1 have spent many a
happy moment trying to
convince a technophobic MD
ihai "double-clicking' the"
mouse should be' done slightly
quicker than dick
dicker training otherwise intelligent
peopt.e who collapsed imp fits
of hysteria if asked to touch
a button they were not
familiar with!!
So, now I have been asked to
perform in the role of:'disk
doctor". I am here to assist you
with your software prbblems.
Each issue i sliall be
entertaining you with tips and
tricks to mate your computer
life fax more enjoyable. I shall
also endeavour to answer any
questions you may' have. All
questions can be sent by the
power of e-mail, but for those
of you, who have riot yet
explored the realms of the
WorldAVide Web, good old
Royal Mail, or 'Snail A tail' as it is
known, is just as good- The
appropriate addresses will be
given at the end of this ardclGjust a tip though, this will not
be a 'help-desk' service and we
cannot guarantee an answer for
every question put to us; we
sitall. select the more common
problems or unusual ones and
answer them in the artides.
The software programs
which I shall be covering will
be Windows 95 and 3.11,
Microsoft Office, indudingf
Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Access. Outlook and how to
use the facilities of Office to

^ Select Stan, Programs,
Accessories and Paint. This
will open up die paintbox
for you. Select Edit and
w
Paste and the
image will appear
on the page. If you A- d
want to cut the
cx
mh object up or just
'r
copy one specific
A
(lit, use the "select kS
m
option on .the
by Ruth Hewer
D
e
toolbar:
Hello there My name is Ruth Hewer
and I shall be here every issue to
assist you with any PC software
problems. Like many people, when I
first encountered a computer, it could
have been described as fear at first
sight'. I was petrified to touch
anything as everyone kept telling me
that you could 'ivipe the hard disk'
ivith one foul keystroke!
copy, paste.and merge
between applications.
Now! Onto somehints and
tips. Let's stan with some
Windows 95 do's and don'ts.
A lot of people liave the
latest in screen saver
technology and I have seen
many computers with dogs
walking around die screen and
cows flying through the air.
This is all very interesting, but
on some computers, I see no
screen savers at ail. !t Is very
important that you use a
screen saver, atherwisc your
screen will become damaged
after a while, lb activate a
screensaver. use the following
steps:
A Click on the
•
rSBSUll
itan
button
-as 1
+ Click on Settings, and select
Control Panel; the following
will "appear:
m

m

^ Select Display, the following
dialog box- igp
will appear;, tc*.
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^ Selea Screen Saver, the
following dialog box will
appear.

rTTr1

^ Click on the drop down
arrow to sefect die screen
sever you require. If you
click in the box marked
'password protected'; this
will enable you to set a
password so that no one
can do anything on your
computer once the
screensaver is activated,
without the password. You
can change the settings. If
you have an option called
'scrolling marquee' or
'marquee', you can set up a
screen saver, which will
provide a message.
A lot of people ask. me how
to copy images on die screen;
this is a very easy and effective
way ofcopjing what you have
on the screen and using it in a
document.
^ Once you have the image
on the screen that you
want to copy, press the
Alt + Print-Screen button on
the keyboard. Tliis (Tastes
the" image onto a clipboard
and holds it there until you
want to use it.

^ Once you have
selected the:bunoii, click
and drag round die item you
want to cut. A dotted line
will appear around the
object. Select Edit and Copy,
The object you have selected
is now ready to be pasted
into Word, Excel,
PowerFtrint, ere. Just go into
the appropriate package and
select Edit and Paste, and ifte
object will appear.
Finally in this issue, 1 will
shovr you how to get your
computer to automatically
open the programs you use the
mosrwhen you turn the
computer on. "ibu need to
select the programs you want
to open and put them into the
startup folder.
^ Click on Start, select
Windows Explorer.
^ Click on the program you
want to open autoniaucally,
to highlight it.
^ Selea Copy
^ Open die folder Windows.
^ Open the folder Starr Menu.
^ Double click on the
Programs icon.
^ Double dick on the
Startup icon.
A foldec will open and you
will be able to see all the
programs which automatically
open each time you start up
the computcr.
^ Click ofi Paste,
The new program will now
appear in the folder. From now
on, every tiche you start up
your computer, that program
will open automatically
If you have any queries,
please feel free"to contact us
either direoly via
Maplin Electronics PI.C.,
EO. Box 777, Ratieigh,
Essex SS2 8LU
or via the" Internet at
ruthl?mapl i n. demon; co. uk
and ! look forward to hearing
{rbra vou.
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BRITAIN'S EiST-SiLLBNG
ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE

Available from Ist September {1997
The 'must have' tool for DIY enthusiasts,
hobbyists and students, amateurs and
professionals in the world of electronics.
- Over 25 years experience
- 42 stores nationwide
- Same day despatch
- Order 24 hours a day
- Free technical support on 01702 5S6001
- Free delivery on orders over £30.00
- Over £50 worth of discount vouchers
now on 01702 554000
Available at: WH Smith, John Menzies or
your local Maplin Store.
(Add 50p for P&PJ. Orders outside the UK please send £8.45 or 21 IRCs
for Airmoil irt Europe or surface moil outside Europe. Send £16.00 or
"37 IRCs for Airitioil outside Europe to:
Mdpiin MRS, PO Box 777 Rayleigh, Essex, Englond SS6 8LU.
When ordering please quote priority Code MA045-
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